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A les meves dos avies, Elisa i Rosa.
Allà des de on estigueu mirant, espero que estigueu orgulloses.
Cor i disciplina en tot el que es faci a la vida.
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Acknowledgements

No bird soars too high,
If he soars with his own wings

-William Blake

Avui em sento molt afortunat de poder escriure aquestes lı́nies i compartir-ho
amb vosaltres. La gent sol pensar que això es un viatge de quatre anys; també que
en els agraı̈ments no es pot donar gràcies a tothom.

Bé, respecte al primer punt, per mi no és un viatge de quatre anys, sinó un
moment important d’un viatge que va començar molt abans. A la UPF, ja en són
nou anys (que es diuen ràpid). D’aquests nou, sis simulant en el camp de l’engi-
nyeria biomèdica i especı́ficament en el cor (per tant, començant abans del PhD).
Tot això m’ha fet arribar fins aquı́. D’aquesta manera, aquesta tesi no és només
el fruit de la feina feta durant quatre anys. I no hi hauria arribat sense l’ajuda, la
formació i la bondat -i també la paciència- de la gent que m’ha envoltat en cada
un d’aquests anys. La frase del William Blake amb la que comença aquesta secció
es pot interpretar de moltes maneres si no hi ha un context1. Malauradament, hi
ha gent que agafa la visió més egoista d’aquesta frase, però en el context en què jo
em vaig trobar i de qui me la va donar, l’entenc en el sentit que si estàs ben guiat i
rodejat podràs aconseguir coses que ni havies pensat que podies fer, i la veritat és
que això és el que ha passat amb aquesta tesi. D’aquesta manera espero que, tot i
sabent que hi ha/hi haurà coses molt més importants a la vida, tots els mencionats
avui us sentiu aquesta tesi una mica vostra en un dia tant important per mi.

Respecte al segon punt, no hi estic d’acord. Estic agraı̈dı́ssim a tothom qui
ha col·laborat en major o menor mesura en aquest procés, per tant, prepareu-vos
perquè venen uns agraı̈ments llargs.

Per ordre cronològic vull començar donant per donar les gràcies als meus pares
per la seva estima cap a mi i pel suport incondicional, però sobretot per ajudar-me
a ser com soc avui. Gràcies a la meva germana Ester, per ensenyar-me que la base
és el treball i la constància.

Gràcies a les meves àvies, a l’àvia Rosa per estar amb mi cada vespre i cada
matı́ abans d’anar a l’escola perquè els meus pares treballaven. Encara recordo
quan em vas ensenyar a cordar-me les sabates. A la meva àvia Elisa, per totes

1L’autor va morir abans que es descobrı́s aquesta nota i per tant no se sap amb quin context la
va escriure.
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les tardes de diumenge que incloı̈en berenars i cartes, però sobretot per quan li
deies a la mare: “Mira Jordi que buen chico es, puedes estar orgullosa”. No ho
vaig reconèixer mai, però sincerament, era el meu moment preferit de la tarda. És
impossible tenir millors àvies i sentir-se més estimat.

Gràcies a tota la resta de la famı́lia, però en especial al meu cosı́ Nil. Encara
recordo quan a l’estiu del 2013, a la platja de Sant Salvador, mentre ens recu-
peràvem de les PAU em vas dir que havies canviat d’opció d’estudis i que havies
triat enginyeria biomèdica a la UPF perquè t’havies llegit un llibre del Ricard Solé
i que per tant, farı́em la carrera junts. La resta crec que ja és història. Sempre he
pensat que som uns privilegiats de poder haver viscut el que hem viscut durant
quatre anys (i sumant) com amics, però també com a famı́lia.

Gràcies al Guillem Paz, a la Clara Vidal, a la Júlia Verdaguer, al Joan Garcia,
al Bernat Torres, l’Adrià Garcia i a la Marta Espinosa. Gràcies per deixar-me res-
pirar sempre, per refrescar-me i per confiar sempre en mi en els meus moments
més baixos i transformar-los en bons. És un súper-poder molt infravalorat que
vosaltres teniu. En especial vull donar les gràcies al Guillem, per estar des del dia
u, literal, vint-i-quatre anys des de que ens vam conèixer. Podria escriure pàgines
senceres de les coses que he après i admiro de tu, però em quedo en què sempre
que ho necessitem, ens quedarà la plaça del barri on fer una cervesa fins altes ho-
res de la nit. Sempre que em paro a pensar quines eren les possibilitats que tenı́em
de trobar-nos acabo amb la mateixa conclusió: A mi ja m’ha tocat la loteria.

De la meva experiència a la UPF estic segur que sense saber el que m’espera
en un futur sempre estarà com una de les millors experiències de la meva vida. Tot
va començar preguntant-li al Pablo si jugava a bàsquet (amb un 1.95 m d’altura
és la millor estratègia per trencar el gel), a l’Oscar que si em podria saltar una
pràctica obligatòria per anar a fer l’examen del carnet de conduir i preguntant-li
al Josep si em convidava a Eivissa amb tot el morro. A partir d’aquı́ comença
un viatge (als campus de Poble Nou i del Mar, però també en altres ciutats eu-
ropees) que tot i que semblaria que acabaria al cap de quatre anys, gràcies a déu
encara continua i sé que si els necessito, tot i està súper-ocupats perquè són uns
autèntics genis, sempre estaran allà. Gràcies a la Marta Molina, al Joan Puig, a la
Núria Armengol, a l’Alejandro Antunes, al Pablo Miki Martı́, al Sergio Moya, al
Mikel Domingo, a la Irene Tena, a la Joana Gelabert, al Josep Soriano, a la Mari-
na Bujosa i al Guillem Torrente. Però sobretot, moltes gràcies a tu, Roser. Com
amb el Guillem podria estar hores argumentant perquè tothom hauria de posar una
Roser Sanchez Todo a la seva vida, tanmateix avui només vull que sàpigues que
cada vegada que faig una videotrucada la gent veu com al fons de la meva panta-
lla hi ha el pòster del Michael Jordan amb la frase que encapçala aquesta secció.
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El pòster que em vas regalar abans que marxessis d’Erasmus a Islàndia. Aquest
pòster em seguirà tota la vida. Un autèntic tresor, com ho és la nostra amistat.

Gracias a Eduardo Soudah, a Mariano Vázquez, a Abel Gargalló, y a Juan Car-
los Cajas. Con ellos empezó todo. A los dos primeros por inspirarme con sus char-
las que me motivaron a introducirme al mundo de la simulación y su ayuda durante
estos años. A l’Abel per ensenyar-me tot sobre malles; han passat sis anys i encara
perduren les teves lliçons. Com sempre et deia: “quina llàstima que no facis coses
biomèdiques!”. A Juan Carlos Cajas por su supervisión durante mis meses al BSC,
donde hice mi primera simulación seria, ni más ni menos que una FSI en aorta.

Capı́tulo aparte para ti, Alfonso, creo que ya te lo he dicho alguna vez, pero
has sido mi hermano mayor en esta aventura de la ingenierı́a biomédica. Gracias
por tratarme siempre tan bien desde que era un renacuajo recién llegado al BSC
hasta el dı́a de hoy. Siempre preocupándote, siempre enseñándome, siempre te-
niendo tiempo para mı́, eres un ejemplo a seguir. Cuando me preguntan quién es
el mejor ingeniero biomédico del mundo, digo sin pestañear: Alfonso Santiago.
Junto con Messi de lo mejor que me ha dado Argentina.

After BSC, I had the opportunity to be at KCL simulating coronary arteri-
es. I want to thank Mari Nieves Velasco, Nick Byrne, Simone Rivolo, Esther
Puyol and Jack Lee for treating me so well while I was enjoying London. But
special thanks to Ludovica Beraldi and Caleb Gakpetor who until today we ha-
ve maintained a beautiful friendship and although they are far (also being super
successful), I want to keep them close. Grazie Ludovica. Con te ho scoperto
che i difensori di Mourinho possono essere anche bellissime persone. Thank
you Caleb. I still remember the workshop where we met. I don’t know when
we will have time for this, but we have pending: 1) a trip to Ghana; 2) you
to spend a whole summer (not a few days) in Barcelona; and 3) watch toget-
her a Man. Utd. – F.C. Barcelona game (hoping both teams will be recove-
red from their current setbacks and they will be dominating the continent again).

Entre la carrera i el doctorat vaig fer una petita i insignificant traı̈ció a la
UPF i vaig anar a fer el màster a la UB (el TFM, però, amb l’Oscar i l’Andy
a la UPF; com he dit, petita traı̈ció sense importància). La veritat és que va ser
una etapa molt divertida. Bascos, valencians, irlandesos, suecs, mexicans i cata-
lans, què podia sortir malament? Gràcies, Eskerrik asko, Gracias, Tak, Thanks
to Adrián Perez, Ane Motoso, Alex Brugueroles, Alvaro Oyarbide, Ander Sainz,
Ben Hesketh, Carlos Prieto, Jezyel Martinez, Jon Zabalo, Jorge Ferragud, Jorge
Verdú i Lisa Månsson. Pero en especial al Álvaro Fernandez y a Ibai Genua por
los momentos que compartimos durante el TFM.
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Quan vaig decidir de fer-ho en ordre cronològic, realment m’ho vaig pensar
dues vegades perquè els meus supervisors de tesi quedarien molt avall. No em
preocupava el fet de no coincidir amb el format de les tesis actuals, sinó que no
expressés de forma acurada la meva gratitud i el mèrit que realment es mereixen.
Tanmateix, crec que el més important és que ells, personalment, ja saben la im-
portància que han tingut en aquest viatge i lo agraı̈t que estic. Gràcies al Oscar
Camara, al Jérôme Noailly i al Andy L. Olivares.

Gràcies, Oscar. Crec que molt poques persones han dipositat en mi la fe
que em tens tu. De vegades, i com t’he dit, encara no l’entenc. Hi ha mol-
tes coses que les veiem diferent, i havent sigut aixı́ sempre me les has deixat
compartir i les has tingut en compte, és realment bonic. El gran mestre Yoda
va suar de valent per entrenar al jove Luke al episodi cinc de la guerra de les
galàxies. No aspiro arribar a ser el salvador de la galàxia com el jove Luke
(de fet, espero tenir una vida més tranquil·la que ell) però com ell fa, sempre
recorreré a tu quan em noti perdut, ja sigui en el món laboral o el personal.

Gràcies, Jérôme, per tenir sempre un moment per mi quan tenia dubtes, per
adaptar-te al que sentia que em venia de gust per fer recerca i donar-m’hi su-
port. Gràcies també per donar una visió diferent de la que podı́em tenir l’Oscar
i jo a causa del nostre background. Ha sigut un plaer tenir-te de supervisor.

Y a ti, Andy. Mientras estoy escribiendo esto aún no sé si se podrá añadirte de
manera oficial como tercer supervisor o no. Pero como te dije, yo siempre diré que
tú fuiste mi supervisor. Siempre estamos haciendo broma sobre el “mood chill”
cubano. La gente que nos escuche podrá pensar, equivocadamente, que es porque
los cubanos no se estresan o no les importa nada. Nada más lejos de la reali-
dad. Es la capacidad de mantener la calma en momentos de alto estrés, lo admiro.
Realmente una de las cosas que he mejorado más durante mi PhD es a manejar
esas situaciones y separarlo de mi vida fuera de la oficina. Y eso es básicamente
gracias a ti y a las interminables horas que hemos pasado trabajando juntos.

Grazas Marta Núñez por estar tan pendente de min o primeiro ano para que
todo saı́se ben. Al igual que Amelia Jiménez, insuperable compañera de desktop
y “hermana mayor” de toda la oficina. Que todo el mundo hable tan bien de ti y te
quieran tanto lo dice todo. No podrı́a añadir mucho más. Gracias, Amelia. Grazie
Andrea per gli infiniti discorsi sul calcio. Sono sicuro che se non li avessimo fatti,
avrei ottenuto il mio dottorato di ricerca prima, ma sarebbe stato molto più noioso.

També donar les gràcies a Milica Vujovic, Jordina Avilés, Adrià Arbués, Adrián
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Martı́n, Rúben Doste, Oualid Benkarim, Guillermo Jiménez, Eric Lluch, Enric
Perera, Mario Ceresa, Gabriel Bernardino , Cristina Gonzalez, Irem Cetin, Ain-
hoa Aguado, Carlos Yagüe i al team UB (Cristian Izquierdo, Victor Campello i
Carlos Martin) pel tracte que han tingut amb mi en els moments que hem coin-
cidit durant el doctorat. Moltes gràcies al Gerard Martı́. Per tots els moments
passats junts en els que inclouen tardes/nits al Camp Nou, però en especial tots
els moments viscuts junts a la UPF.

A part de l’Oscar, el Jérôme i l’Andy, aquest PhD va començar amb un altre
trio sense els quals no es podria explicar aquesta tesi: el Dr. Victor Agudelo, el Dr.
Xavi Freixa i el Dr. Dabit Arzamendi. Gràcies a tots tres, però especialment els
dos últims. Les hores de formació (en el seu temps “lliure”) que m’han donat són
impagables. La seva visió ha sigut crucial per aquesta tesi, però es que, a més, hi
van creure des del minut zero. A part d’això, m’han deixat experiències molt bo-
niques que per mi seran difı́cils d’oblidar com el meu primer CSI LAA a Frankfurt
amb ells el 2018 o com el meu primer (i únic!) desmai a quiròfan al Clı́nic amb el
Xavi.

Un dels matins que estava a l’Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau i que m’ha-
via de reunir amb el Victor vaig rebre un missatge seu cinc minuts abans dient-me
“se va unir un compañero mı́o, el Dr. Abdel H. Moustafa, que es doctor, pero que
es muy friki, ya verás, te caerá bien”. God bless frikis then! Sabeu la sensació
aquesta des del minut u que parleu el mateix idioma? És extraordinari, no saps si
era un metge o un enginyer biomèdic, l’heu de conèixer. Tot va ser molt fàcil amb
ell. Al seu gran cor si afegeix una humilitat i unes ganes d’aprendre i connectar
els dos mons (enginyeria i medicina) que fa goig. Shukran, Abdel, espero que la
nostra amistat ja duri per sempre.

Però aquesta actitud no és només de l’Abdel. El Dr. David Viladés, el Dr.
Lluı́s Asmarats, el Dr. Xavi Millán, el Dr. Pedro Li, la Dra. Laura Sanchis, el Dr.
Pedro Cepas sempre han tingut una disposició magnı́fica a l’hora de respondre’m
preguntes, via correu o inclús per telèfon. Aquesta autopista de coneixement i
transferència que s’ha generat crec que és única (no confondre amb una simple
col·laboració amb un hospital). És quelcom molt bonic, que s’ha de cuidar i que
ha de marcar com ha de ser un futur on la medicina i l’enginyeria biomèdica treba-
llin juntes per millorar cada dia la salut dels ciutadans. Gràcies a ells i a l’Hospital
de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau i a l’Hospital Clı́nic de Barcelona.

Outside Barcelona I also found this attitude. Merci beaucoup Dr. Hubert Coc-
het not only for helping me all these four years and trusting on what we were
doing in Barcelona but also to teach me how to assess thrombi on cardiac CT. It
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seems insignificant but it has been crucial for this thesis.

Al 2019 vaig tenir l’oportunitat d’anar a Sendai (Japó) per una conferencia
internacional. Si ja de per se es una experiència única que et permet el doctorat,
el fet de trobar-hi i conèixer el Pau Romero la va fer inoblidable . Poder visitar
amb ell ciutats com Kyoto o el bosc de bambú, i establir amistat amb ell és un dels
motius pels quals haver fet el doctorat ja val la pena. Gràcies Pau. Un matemàtic
i valencià excel·lent.

El meu primer any de tesi va ser molt intens, entre d’altres coses perquè va ser
la meva primera vegada donant classes. Tot i aixı́, ara miro enrere i va ser un plaer
ajudar en el que vaig poder als i a les alumnes d’aquella generació de màster i grau
que van participar en les assignatura de MOS i CC (tal i com ells em van ajudar a
mi perquè com a primer any donant classes, tenia moltes coses a millorar). D’a-
questa generació han sortit grans enginyers i enginyeres biomèdiques, però n’hi
ha dos que es mereixen menció especial ja que han acabat sent companys indis-
pensables en aquest viatge. Parlo d’en Carlos Albors i en Xabier Morales que
han acabat sent estudiants de doctorat a Physense. Són dos persones que si em
diguessin de triar dos companys d’equip, sempre els triaria a ells. Ara em podria
posar una medalla i dir que amb el meu ull d’observador de talents ja els havia de-
tectat quan vaig ser professor seu (a les proves em remeto a on li enviava correus
a l’Oscar dient que els necessitàvem per la causa), però es que, honestament, no
era molt difı́cil d’adonar-se’n. Són dues persones que estàs uns minuts amb ells i
ja veus que són especials. Eskerrik asko Xabier, t’ho he dit moltes vegades, però
crec que ets una de les persones amb més talent que conec. Crec que ets capaç
d’aprendre tot el que et proposis i això, juntament amb la bona persona que ets, fa
que un es pregunti fins on pots arribar. Em moro de ganes de veure’t progressar
encara més com a enginyer biomèdic, però sobretot com a persona. A tu Carlitos,
primer de tot dir-te que deixis de ser del Madrid. Quan hagis fet això, crec que ja
no et quedaran gaires punts febles més. Gràcies, Carlos, crec que una de les coses
que més em costarà acostumar-me ara que això que s’acaba és mirar al costat i no
tenir un company com tu. Que sàpiga tant, que tingui una ètica de treball tan bona
i que sobretot sigui tan bona persona. Et trobaré molt a faltar.

També és una (gran) sort per la universitat que acabessin aquı́ la Mireia Alenyà
i la Mireia Masias. Gràcies per la vostra generositat. En un dels meus llibres pre-
ferits2 vaig llegir que en el món hi havia dos tipus de persones: persones que
només pensen en elles mateixes, i que menyspreen a la resta pel fet de sentir-se
importants; i gent que fa el contrari, que és capaç d’imaginar el que senten els

2Obama, B.(2020). Una tierra prometida. Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial.
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altres i s’esforça per ajudar-los a ser més feliços. Vosaltres clarament, esteu al
segon grup, a part de ser unes investigadores brillants.

Com he dit, de la generació dels anys 2016-2020 han sortit grans enginyers i
enginyeres biomèdiques. A part del Carlos i el Xabi també vaig tenir com alum-
nes dues enginyeres que un any després es convertirien en les meves primeres
alumnes que supervisaria les seves tesis de grau. Parlo de l’Helena Montoliu i la
Mariabel Pons. Gràcies per la paciència i la confiança. És un orgull veure ara
com avanceu imparables en les vostres carreres professionals, però sobretot que
encara us recordeu de mi de tant en tant per xerrar i posar-nos al dia. També donar
gràcies als que han vingut després, on més que supervisar crec que es podria dir
que hem fet ciència junts. He après un munt. Gràcies Eric Planas, Marian Iglesias
i Mònica Font.

Una de les coses que més ràbia em fa del COVID19 (entre moltes d’altres), és
que va fer que no pogués conèixer els estudiants de doctorat que entraven aquell
any al departament. Això va fer que conegués a la Maria Segarra i l’Anaı̈s Espi-
noso relativament tard, tot i que a l’Anaı̈s ja l’havia vist defensar el TFM i ja vaig
pensar que aquesta noia apuntava maneres (va fer una defensa de TFM brutal).
Quins dos diamants tenen el Jerome i el Ralph! Moltes gràcies, Maria i Anaı̈s, per
aportar sempre tan bon humor a tothom i transmetre-me’l a mi especialment. És
parlar amb vosaltres i acabar rient sempre.

Gracias (merci beaucoup) a Benjamin Lalande, Valentin Comte (I hope one
day I will be able to pronounce properly Bordeaux), Estefano Muñoz, Marta Saiz,
Álvaro Bocanegra, Jorge Mateos, Pablo Acedo y Àngel Herrero. Ha sido corto,
pero el futuro del departamento está en muy buenas manos y, además, ha sido un
placer estar con vosotros.

Gràcies a la Lydia Garcia per acompanyar-me durant el doctorat i tenir una
paciència infinita amb mi. Gràcies a la Carme Buisan per entendre i ajudar-me a
compaginar inquietuds que m’anaven sortint durant el doctorat.

I felt in love with Norway when in 2018 I travelled for first time to this country
with my family. Having the opportunity to live there for some months whereas I
was doing a PhD stay at Simula three years later just made this feeling stronger.
What an amazing country, and Oslo, what an amazing city. This great experience
cannot be explained without Ehsan Khalili, Henrik Kjeldsberg, Kristian Valen-
Sendstad, Hermenegild Arevalo, Maria Hernandez and the rest of Comphy group
and staff. Tussen tak!. Also tussen tak, to Sirgurd Vittersø. It was not coincidence
we met at Ullevaal Stadion (we have to give credit to Henrik for the assistance).
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Thanks for the great discussions we had about FCB and to be such a faithful Bar-
celona fan although being so far.

Merci beaucoup Josquin Harrison. For all the science we did during pande-
mic. It was tough, but thank you for your work. I think at the end, we both can
say it has been worth it.

Unfortunately, it had to be short, but I had a great and intense experience in
Boston, a nice manner to end my PhD. All those years studying the computational
side. . . and to watch Keegan Mendez and Manisha Singh how they manage and
understand the cardiac mechanics from the flow loop it was like I was discovering
a new research field. I really appreciate how well they and the rest of the Roche
Lab at MIT treated me when I was there. An exempLAAry team as Keegan would
say.

But it was not all said in Boston. The world is so big and so small at the same
time. One afternoon I was on my way of leaving from the MIT Medical building
when I saw one student leaving from the classrooms located at the ground floor.
I knew that guy, he was Akshay! I met Akshay Jaggi during my 2nd year of PhD
while he was doing a stay at UPF and from all the hundreds of students who cross
the MIT campus we crossed ways. Thank you Akshay for the moments when you
were in Barcelona, but also for the wonderful evening at Lamplighter Brewery
plenty of interesting discussions. I am sure you will be an amazing physician
from Harvard.

Per acabar donar gràcies a la Dra. Judit Novo. Encara recordo com en una
consulta et vaig dir: “Si passo això i a més aconsegueixo escriure la tesis et posaré
a agraı̈ments.” De cop vas riure i vas dir “No cal home!”. Però jo ho deia seriosa-
ment. Moltı́ssimes gràcies per estar allà. No es pot tenir millor metge de famı́lia,
i un recordatori que la sanitat pública s’ha de defensar sempre.
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Abstract
Atrial fibrillation is considered the most common arrhythmia in humans. Because
the left atrium of the heart stops beating properly and begins to do so in an ar-
rhythmic manner, the blood may become stagnant in a small cavity attached to
the left atrium called the left atrium. If this happens, a thrombus forms in this
cavity which can lead to an stroke. One of the possible treatments, especially if
the patient has contraindications to anticoagulants is the closure of the left atrial
appendage with a device introduced non-invasively. However, the reason why
some shapes of left atrial appendages form a thrombus or not, or why after the
intervention some patients form them on the device surface is not entirely clear.
Blood velocity is known to be one of the most important factors in the process of
thrombogenesis, but current imaging techniques do not have enough resolution to
assess flow so locally. For this reason flow simulations based on computational
fluid dynamics and numerical methods, already used in other sectors of the indus-
try (e.g. aeronautics or automotive), could be used to predict which patients will
form thrombus or not in a personalized manner. The thesis below aims to help
clarify the role of flow in the thrombus formation process in patients with atrial
fibrillation using computational fluid dynamics simulations personalized to each
patient. To do this, the thesis is divided into three main contributions. First, a
sensitivity analysis to test all the approaches published so far and new methods
developed during the course of this thesis. Second, it will be shown how pul-
monary veins, an understudied factor, have a key role in the hemodynamics of
flow within the left atrium and therefore in thrombus formation along with other
cavity morphological factors using the largest simulated cohort of patients to this
date. Finally, it will be shown how the position of the device is key when creating
local flow re-circulations at low velocities which can then activate the coagulation
process forming a thrombus.

Keywords: left atrial appendage, occluder devices, sensitivity analysis, mod-
elling parameters, patient-specific.
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Resum
La fibril·lació auricular esta considerada la arı́tmia més comuna en humans. Degut
a que la aurı́cula esquerra del cor deixa de bategar correctament i ho comença fer
de una forma arı́tmica, la sang es pot quedar estancada en una petita cavitat ad-
junta a la aurı́cula esquerra anomenada orelleta esquerra. Si això passa, es forma
un trombe en aquesta cavitat que pot derivar en una embòlia. Un dels possibles
tractaments, sobretot si el pacient té contraindicació als anticoagulants es el tan-
cament de la orelleta esquerra amb un dispositiu introduı̈t de manera no-invasiva.
Tot i aixı́, el motiu per el qual algunes orelletes formen trombe o no, o perquè
després de la intervenció alguns pacients en formen sobre la superfı́cie disposi-
tiu no esta del tot clar. Se sap que la velocitat de la sang es un dels factors més
importants en el procés de trombogénesis, però les actuals tècniques d’imatge no
tenen prou resolució per avaluar el flux de forma tant local. Per aquest motiu les
simulacions de flux basades en la dinàmica de fluids computacional i en mètodes
numèrics, ja utilitzades en altres sectors de la industria (p. e. aeronàutica o au-
tomobilı́stica), podrien arribar a predir quins pacients formaran trombe o no de
forma personalitzada. La tesis que trobareu a continuació intenta ajudar a esclarir
el paper del flux en el procés de formació de trombe en pacients amb fibril·lació
auricular utilitzant simulacions de dinàmica de fluid computacional personalitza-
des a cada pacient. Per fer-ho, la tesis es divideix en tres aportacions principals.
En primer lloc, anàlisis sensitius, per testejar tots els mètodes provats fins ara i a
on també es provaran mètodes nous desenvolupats durant el transcurs d’aquesta
tesis. Segon, es mostrarà com les venes pulmonars, un factor molt poc estudiat,
tenen un paper clau en la hemodinàmica del flux dintre de l’aurı́cula esquerra i per
tant, en la formació de trombe juntament amb altres factors morfològics de la ca-
vitat utilitzant el cohort de pacients simulat més gran fins el dia d’avui. Per últim,
es mostrarà com la posició del dispositiu es clau a la hora de crear recirculacions
de flux local a velocitats baixes que després poden activar el procés de coagulació
formant un trombe.

Paraules clau: Orelleta esquerra, dispositius de tancament d’orelleta esquer-
ra, anàlisis sensitiu, paràmetres de modelització, medicina personalitzada.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is considered the most common of human arrhythmias.
According to the Global Burden of Disease, the estimated prevalence of AF is
up to 33.5 million individuals, as it affects 2.5–3.5% of populations in several
countries [95, 61].

AF is currently seen as a marker of an increased risk of stroke since it favours
thrombus formation inside the left atrium (LA). Around 99% of thrombi in non-
valvular AF are formed in the left atrial appendage (LAA), a muscular ear-shaped
cavity in the LA [22]. LAA shapes are complex and variable among the gen-
eral population; researchers have sought to classify LAA morphologies and relate
them to the risk of thrombus formation. However, none of these classifications
have achieved a scientific consensus due to their qualitative interpretation and
lack of consistent results [140].

First-line treatments for non-valvular AF patients are anticoagulants. Unfor-
tunately, a non-negligible number of patients have a high risk of bleeding or other
contraindications to anticoagulants, due to other comorbidities. Alternative treat-
ments for those patients include: percutaneous epicardial approaches for LAA
ligation [120]; external closure of the LAA (e.g., AtriClip procedure; Atricure,
Inc., Westchester, OH, USA) [10]; and the implantation of a device for left atrial
appendage occlusion (LAAO) , where the endothelium is replaced by a nitinol
surface after LAAO. However, sub-optimal implantation of the device can lead
to device-related thrombus (DRT). DRT increases the rate of stroke and has be-
come an important concern, since the different anti-thrombotic therapies used af-
ter LAAO have not lowered its incidence, i.e., around 2-5% [6, 38, 82].

Hence, identifying potential factors that promote thrombus formation is es-
sential to ensure an optimal and personalized device implantation, as well as a

1
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tailored post-procedural follow-up. Surprisingly, very few studies have consid-
ered the pulmonary veins (PVs) as a factor for thrombus formation although PVs
directly affect LA haemodynamics [24, 45, 36, 92]. On the other hand, PV con-
figuration and orientation have been proved to be a key player in radiofrequency
ablation therapy (e.g., PVs isolation) since they are a preferential origin of ec-
topic foci in atrial fibrillation [23]. Some large-scale studies have classified PV
configurations into different anatomical categories [5], but they have never been
considered as a factor in thrombus formation. The studies that have studied PV
orientation in thrombus formation were using a very small cohort [70]. Moreover,
there is high anatomical variability among the population, where most humans
have 4 PVs but there are reported cases of 3, 5, 6 or even 7 PVs present. Even
more, the orientation of how the PVs are inserted into the LA can differ substan-
tially from patient to patient.

In both cases, thrombi inside the LAA and at device’s surface, blood flow
haemodynamics is a factor to consider for the assessment of the risk of thrombus
formation, following Virchow’s triad principles [138]. Low velocities and stag-
nated flow have been associated with the triggering of the inflammatory process
and, therefore, the risk of thrombus generation [7, 85].

However, on daily clinical practice, LA haemodynamics can only be studied
using echocardiography images, usually simplified to a single blood flow velocity
value at one point in space and in time (e.g., centre of LAA ostium at end-diastole)
[11]. Advanced imaging techniques such as 4D flow magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), allowing a more complete blood flow analysis, are emerging, but they still
provide limited information in the left atria [85]. At this juncture, patient-specific
models (e.g., digital twin concept [19]) based on computational fluid dynamics
can provide a better haemodynamic characterisation of the LA and LAA, deriving
in-silico indices describing blood flow at each point of the geometry over time.
In the last decade, there have been several attempts to develop fluid simulation
frameworks for the blood flow analysis of the human LA and LAA in relation to
thrombogenic risk, including explicit models of thrombus formation [136, 110].
In addition, the effect of LAA closure has been modelled [143, 63, 25], the most
advanced investigations having incorporated LAAO devices [1, 25] and the rela-
tion thereof to DRT [93]. However, they have only been applied to a very limited
number of patient-specific cases, except in a two recent studies with a cohort of
simulated patients above fifty [92, 115].

Beyond differences on number of patients, the cited works use a wide range
of boundary conditions and of modelling choices in terms of inlet/outlet setup
(e.g., velocities and pressures in the pulmonary veins and mitral valve; from liter-
ature or patient-specific), LA wall behaviour (e.g., rigid, modelled dynamic mesh,
deformation from medical images or fluid–structure interaction), number of sim-
ulated cardiac cycles (e.g., from 1 to 20), and mesh resolution (e.g., from 0.4 to
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30×105 mesh elements), among other factors. Unfortunately, the absence of joint
benchmark studies with reliable ground truth makes it difficult to identify which
are the optimal configurations to achieve realistic simulations. Moreover, there
is no consensus on the most appropriate metrics for the quantification of blood
flow simulations. Due to the extensive range of modelling options reported in
LA computational fluid dynamics, there is a need for best practice guidelines to
build robust models and achieve reliable simulations as regards relevant clinical
outcomes in LAAO. Systematic verification and validation studies, following the
ASME VV40 guidelines [134] with in-vitro and/or ex-vivo data, are also missing
due to the difficulties to obtain ground-truth data.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) allows testing of different possible ther-
apeutic scenarios before the intervention, thus reducing operation costs with en-
hanced efficiency [98], and accelerating research and development for understand-
ing fluid mechanics within device testing
[135]. However, comprehensive preoperative simulations may take between hours
and days depending on the complexity of the anatomy and potential interactions
between cardiac tissue and the blood flow to be modelled [135], thus limiting its
application in a clinical environment.

Motivated by the clinician’s questions on the interaction between haemody-
namics and thrombus formation, and how to translate the findings to daily clin-
ics, we designed computational modelling pipelines to demonstrate how in-silico
simulations can help on AF and LAAO treatment management, specially to avoid
thrombus formation.

1.2 Research goals and context
The overall objective of this thesis is to analyse different in-silico simulation se-
tups and workflows so the thrombus formation process in AF can be better under-
stood and, therefore, improve medical treatments and follow-up strategies to avoid
LA thrombus-related stroke. Despite the known relationship between blood stag-
nation and thrombus formation, it is not still clear why some AF patients will de-
velop thrombus and others will not. Simulations may shed some light on it, since
they can capture flow phenomena with high spatio-temporal resolution. However,
getting large enough clinical datasets to design robust computational modelling
pipelines and to validate the realism of simulations (e.g., prediction accuracy on
thrombus formation) is difficult. As a result, there is a large heterogeneity of mod-
elling workflows leading to very different results, without reaching a consensus in
the community, and hampering their translation onto clinical environments.

The overall objective can be broken down into the following contributions:

1. To analyse the current state of the art of fluid modelling in the LA. We
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studied the different boundary conditions used in the literature, identifying
their strengths and weaknesses, and potential improvements.

2. To understand the effect of LA haemodynamics and PV on thrombus for-
mation in patients with non-valvular AF. This could allow to find better
thrombotic risk indices, better stratify the patient’s risk and improve the
subsequent treatment.

3. To understand the influence of LA haemodynamics and device positioning
on DRT after LAAO implantation. A better understanding of DRT could
lead to improve the success procedure rates, the current devices design and
have better follow-up management of patients after LAAO implantation.

1.3 Outline of the thesis

To fulfil the objectives mentioned above, the present document is divided in the
following five chapters.

Chapter 2: Clinical and methodological background. In this chapter, the
key clinical and methodological concepts of the manuscript are presented. It can
be divided in two main sub-parts: 1) Clinical problem: we review atrial fibrillation
and its relation with LAA-related thrombus, paying special attention to the Vir-
chow’s triad, and medical treatments for avoiding thrombus formation; 2) Compu-
tational tools: we review the main computational modelling steps and parameters
commonly used to assess thrombus formation.

Chapter 3: Sensitivity analysis of fluid simulations in the left atria to pre-
dict thrombus formation. In this chapter, we study the boundary conditions (BC)
and setups present in the literature to model LA haemodynamics, also proposing
improvements to make simulations more realistic. More specifically, the use of
CFD and dynamic meshes schemes with different inlet/outlet configurations are
analysed. Clinical data was used for the validation of simulation results since
thrombus characteristics at follow-up was available for a dataset of LAAO pa-
tients.

Chapter 4: Role of left atrial morphology and in-silico haemodynamics
in thrombus formation. In this chapter, we investigate the relationship between
LA/LAA morphological characteristics, blood flow patterns and thrombus forma-
tion in non-valvular AF patients. We demonstrate the importance of PV config-
uration and LAA orientation on LA/LAA haemodynamics (e.g., LAA washing
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in/out) in the largest cohort of patient-specific LA fluid simulations created so far.

Chapter 5: In-silico haemodynamics to identify left atrial appendage oc-
clusion settings inducing device-related thrombus. In this chapter, the rele-
vance of the pulmonary ridge (PR) in LAAO device positioning for device-related
thrombus (DRT) is proven with computational fluid simulations in a small dataset
of patients. Other factors related to DRT such as the influence of the device’s
design are also investigated. Finally, a score based on in-silico haemodynamics
indices is proposed to predict the risk of thrombus formation.

Chapter 6: General discussion and conclusions In this chapter, we conclude
the dissertation by summarising and discussing the main findings of the present
work, suggesting new directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

CLINICAL AND
METHODOLOGICAL
BACKGROUND

When people talk about human heterogeneity they basically think about physical
characteristics (e.g., eye colour, hair, height, etc.). At the same time, there is a feel-
ing that when you talk about internal organs they are much more homogeneous.
For example, the heart will always be a heart, when healthy having four cavities
with the same arteries and veins going in and out, independently on the person.
Some differences appear when comparing among species (in fact, the pig and dog
hearts are considered close enough to the human heart to use them for medical
experiments, Figure A.1). Nothing could be further from the truth. In the studies
presented on this manuscript, approximately one hundred fifty LA have been pro-
cessed. The author of this manuscript was not able to find two equal LAs. Beyond
size differences, there were two structures that make the LA extremely heteroge-
neous: PVs, with varying number and orientation; and LAA. The variability in
PVs and LAA could be the key to understand why some patients who suffer from
AF develop thrombi and others do not. In this chapter we try to describe those
structures, how they are related to thrombus formation, and how the modelling
community is facing such a complex problem.

2.1 Left atrial appendage characteristics

In the primitive atrium, developed in the fetus during the third week, a small cavity
is formed just over the mitral valve (MV), in the antero-lateral LA wall, below the
left PVs, only separated by the PR. Just below the LAA the left circumflex artery
can be found (See Figure 2.1)[66].
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Figure 2.1: Left atrial appendage (LAA) structure. The posterior side of the LAA lies
close to the left superior pulmonary vein (LSPV), the left inferior pulmonary vein (LIPV),
and the ligament of Marshall (LOM). The superior side of the LAA (A, B) is related to
the pulmonary artery (PA) and left PA. The left circumflex artery (LCX), the great cardiac
vein (GCV), and the left ventricle (LV) lie in close proximity to the inferior LAA side.
The left phrenic nerve (LPN) crosses postero-laterally. On the endocardial side (C), the
left lateral ridge (LLL) at the corresponding area of the LOM separates the LAA ostium
from the LSPV. There are several pits or diverticula around the indistinct border of the
ostium. Figure from [100].

Some researchers have hypothesised the LAA cavity could act as a decom-
pression chamber [3]. In sinus rhythm, when the left atrium is filling the LAA
could act as a conduit, and as additional volume reservoir to the LA thanks to his
trabecular tissue and major distension than the LA. Moreover, the LAA contracts
in the end of ventricular diastole to help the filling of the left ventricle. The LAA
is also related to the endocrine function, being one of the main sites of production
of atrial natriuretic peptide [3].

The LAA presents an extreme 3D heterogeneity, adopting many shapes and
orientations, as can be seen in Figure 2.2, where different LAA cases analysed in
our work are shown. Table 2.1 from Cresti and Camara [21] summarises the the
variability of LAA in different morphological parameters. Because of the LAA
heterogeneity, researchers and physicians have proposed classifications according
to LAA shape. The most adopted one includes four LAA shape categories (see
Figure 2.3): 1) Chicken wing (CW); 2) Cactus; 3) Windsock; and 4) Cauliflower
[137]. However, a consensus among the community has not been reached on the
usefulness of such classification since it is based on qualitative descriptions of
the LAA shape (see caption of Figure 2.3). Furthermore, Bai et al. [9] found
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Figure 2.2: Different left atrial appendage (LAA) morphologies analysed with the devel-
oped computational techniques. Among them, LAA shapes corresponding to the different
categories in the classical classification of Di Biase et al.[27] can be found, including
chicken wing (i.e., nº199), windsock (i.e., 85), cactus (i.e., 40) and cauliflower (i.e., 93)
cases. Also a seahorse shape can be found (199). Depending on the 2D point of view, the
perception of the 3D shape can significantly change.

statistically significant bias in LAA morphology classification by operators when
using different imaging modalities. In consequence, new morphologies such as
the seahorse shape [12] have been proposed, and new ways to classify LAAs, as
the one proposed by Yaghi et al. [141] that is based on the angulation of the LAA’s
base with respect to the tip.

2.2 Atrial fibrillation and left atrial appendage: a
deadly relationship

The LAA variability discussed in the previous section arouse interest because,
as Johnson et al. [64] defined in 2000s, the ”LAA is the most lethal attachment
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Table 2.1: Variability of the left atrial appendage. Table extracted from Cresti
and Camara, 2022 [21]. LAA: left atrial appendage; CW: chicken wing; CT:
computed tomography; TOE: trans-oesophageal echocardiogram; HV: Horizontal
View; VV: Vertical View; MPR: multiplanar reconstruction.

Feature Description Normal Values References

Morphology 3D conformation of the LAA

CW (48%)
Cactus (30%)

Windsock (19%)
Cauliflower (3%)

[137]

Area
Planimetric area as measured

at mid-esophageal
2-chamber TOE view

4.4± 1.1 (HV)
3.6± 1.2 (VV) [96]

Volume (mL) CT/TOE
9.21± 3.18 (CT)

4.54± 1.70 (3D TOE) [9]

Axial
orientation

The conformation and the
direction along the

long axis

Tip usually
antero-superior,

sometimes inferior
o posterior

[66]

Curvature The grade of body curving

In 75% of cases
in turns

90◦±20◦ after
14± 4 mm

[129]

Thickness
Wall thickness as measured at

mid-esophageal 2-chamber TOE 0.4− 1.5 mm [59]

Lobe
The number of lobes
that forms the LAA

Single lobe (20%− 70%)
2 lobes (16%− 54%)
3− 4 lobes (remaining)

[132]
[27]

Ostium width Larger diameter 16− 7− 21.7 mm [102]

Ostium depth
The longest distance

from LAA
Orifice to the tip

20− 31.2 mm [102]

Orifice area MPR 3D TOE 1.57− 3.19 cm [102]

Emptying velocity
The speed of emptying as

assessed with
pulsed Doppler

58± 18 cm/s [96]

to the heart”. According to Cresti et al.[22] 99% of the thrombus in patients
who suffer non-valvular AF are generated in the LAA. Those thrombi are very
likely to produce an stroke after a while. AF can be defined as a heart condition
that produces an irregular and fast heart rate. It is the most common of human
arrhythmias and its incidence is specially high in elderly people [111].
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Figure 2.3: a) Cactus: dominant lobe and hosts secondary lobes on superior and inferior
surfaces; b) Chicken wing: Has a dominant lobe but with bends and may have secondary
lobes; c) Windsock: Has a dominant lobe, the location and number of secondary lobes
varies, can have even tertiary lobes; d) Cauliflower: No dominant lobe, the number is
variable, it has a complex internal structure and irregular orifice. Image from Korkhonen
et al., 2015 [71].

2.2.1 Atrial fibrillation and its management
AF can be identified in the ECG due the absence of the P wave, producing a
disorganised auricular activity that is replaced by flutter waves going from 350 to
600 bpm, and generating a variable and irregular conduction to the ventricles. In
addition, AF can be observed for the lack of both, the X wave in the jugular pulse,
and the A wave (atrial kick) at the the mitral flow Doppler signal.

Depending on how much it lasts, the AF can be classified into: paroxysmal,
when the patient recovers spontaneously within the first week, normally the first
24-48 h; persistent, when AF does not disappear during the first week; and per-
manent when AF is chronic.

As it will be detailed in the following section, AF and thrombus formation
are strongly related. When a patient suffers from AF one of the first things to
be decided is whether the patient needs to follow anti-thrombotic treatment. Ac-
cording to the guidelines there are two scenarios when anti-thrombotic treatment
is needed: 1) the patient has a mechanical valve prosthesis or suffers from other
structural heart diseases; or 2) the patient has an score of two (3 in women) or
higher in the CHA2DS2-VASc score. The latter is the most widely score for stroke
risk stratification in AF patients. It is based the following conditions (following
name order): congestive heart failure, hypertension, age ± 75 years, diabetes,
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prior stroke or transient ischaemic attack or thromboembolism, vascular disease,
age between 65 and 74 years and sex. However, for assessing the risk of left atrial
appendage thrombus, other factors are needed to make it more accurate, leading
to another scales such as the CHA2DS2-VASc-RAF [90]. For instance, the type of
AF has the same weight in CHA2DS2-VASc, not differentiating among paroxys-
mal, persistent or permanent categories. Other parameters that are strongly related
with thrombotic risk such as chronic kidney disease, obesity, sedentary lifestyle,
obstructive sleep apnea syndrome, and the type and severity of underlying heart
disease, are missing.

Therefore, to better evaluate LAA function and thrombogenic risk, additional
imaging parameters have been evaluated in the literature, such as the LAA ejection
fraction [9]. Reduced LAA contractility, measured by speckle-tracking echocar-
diography, E/e’ and e’ velocity, as well as LA strain, have been found to inde-
pendently correlate with LAA thrombus in non-valvular AF [21]. Currently, these
parameters are not routinely used to assess LA performance, and inferring LAA
thrombotic risk, due to difficulties in defining appendage boundaries and ostium
dimensions, in addition to absence of technical standards and normal reference
values.

When it comes to AF treatment in relation with thrombogenic risk, the first
option is oral anticoagulants (OAC). However, a non-negligible proportion (30%
to 50%) of eligible patients of non-valvular AF cannot not receive OAC due to
contraindications or perceived risks of bleeding [101]. Another option is long-
term therapy with warfarin or novel oral anti-coagulation (NOAC), but last studies
have shown that it is associated with lifetime major bleeding risks of 2.1% to 3.6%
per year [106, 18, 51]. In addition, patients with renal and liver dysfunctions,
high risk of falls, noncompliance, and those requiring dual anti-platelet therapy
after stenting, can be counter-indicated to NOAC treatment, too. As for warfarin,
there are additional issues with drug and diet interaction, the need for monitoring,
and a narrow therapeutic window with time in therapeutic range of only 50%
to 60% [47, 57]. Even with the relatively well-tolerated NOAC, the proportion
of patients discontinuing NOAC during study follow-up was estimated between
15% to 25% [106, 18, 51]. At this juncture, over the recent years the left atrial
appendage occlusion has emerged as an alternative strategy to lifelong oral anti-
coagulation and NOACs to treat patients with non-valvular AF, and specially with
risk of bleeding [112, 58] (see Figure 2.4).

Left atrial appendage occlusion

The left atrial appendage occlusion procedure starts with the insertion of a catheter
into the body through the femoral vein. From there, the catheter advances through
the bloodstream until it reaches the right atrium. Once there, the physician looks
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Figure 2.4: Decision tree for left atrial appendage closure. LAA: left atrial appendage;
OAC: oral anticoagulant; NOAC: novel oral anti-coagulation; CAD: coronary artery dis-
ease. From Glikson et al., [48]

for the fossa ovalis, where a punction will be made to move from the right atrium
to the left one, through the inter-atrial septum. The physician then pushes the de-
vice through the delivery catheter into the left atrial appendage, where the LAAO
device opens up like an umbrella and is permanently implanted. Once the device
is in place, a thin layer of tissue grows over it in about 45 days (i.e., endothelial-
isation). Depending on the cardiologist’s experience and the available imaging
resources, the procedure can be perform with general or local anaesthesia.

Glikson et al. [48] divided the current catheter-based devices for LAAO in
three groups (see Figure 2.5:

1. Plug device: Endovascular delivery of a device lobe or umbrella obstruct-
ing the neck of the LAA, thereby preventing blood flow into the body of
the LAA. LAA exclusion relies on sealing/endothelialisation of the de-
vice lobe/umbrella. In this sub-group we can find the WATCHMAN and
WATCHMAN FLX (Boston Scientific, Marlborough, MA, USA), the Wave-
Crest (Biosense Webster, Diamond Bar, CA, USA) and the CLAAS (Con-
formal Medical,NH,USA).

2. Pacifier device: Endovascular delivery of a device with a lobe or umbrella
and an additional disc to seal the ostium of the LAA from the left atrial side.
LAA exclusion relies on sealing/endothelialisation of the device lobe/umbrella.
This sub-group is composed by: AMPLATZER Cardiac Plug (ACP), Amulet
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Figure 2.5: Types of left atrial appendage devices and classification of most used devices.

(both Abbott Vascular, Santa Clara, CA, USA), Ultraseal (Cardia, Inc., Ea-
gan, MN, USA), LAmbre (Lifetech, Shenzhen, China), Omega (Vascular
Innovations, Thailand).

3. Ligation device: To snare and ligate the body of the LAA using an endocar-
dial and epicardial approach. LAA exclusion relies on complete ligation of
the neck of the LAA. The systems included in this sub-group are the LAR-
IAT (SentreHEART, Inc., Redwood City, CA,USA) and AtriClip procedure
(Atricure, Inc., Westchester, OH, USA).

The endovascular devices mentioned above are usually based on nitinol, and
are deployed through a dedicated sheath, either by retracting the sheath or by push-
ing the device out, or a staged combination of the two. This procedure requires
pre-procedural planning, either with echocardiography (usually trans-esophageal
echocardiography, TOE) or computed tomography (CT) imaging. After the pro-
cedure, specialists recommend follow-up and surveillance every six or twelve
months to control the presence of peri-device leaks (PDL) or device-related throm-
bus (DRT). In fact, DRT has become a major concern due to its incidence rate
(2% to 5%, see Table 2.2) and the increased rate of associated strokes (Table 2.2).
Despite the use of different anti-thrombotic therapies, the rate of DRT has not
changed [14]. Regarding the PDL, the cutoff of 5 mm to separate benign leaks
from those that require continued anticoagulation is an arbitrary cutoff and has
generated a lot of controversy [97] about when consider a PDL benign or not. In
fact, a recent study from Alkhouli et al., [4] showed how small (>0-5 mm) leaks
after LAAO were associated with a modestly higher incidence of thromboem-
bolic and bleeding events whereas large leaks (>5 mm) were not associated with
adverse events, although higher proportions of these patients were maintained on
anticoagulation.
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Table 2.2: Review of the different clinical trials and studies about device-related
thrombus (DRT) and associated stroke rates. TIA: transient ischaemic attack.

Study N Device DRT Associated
Stroke

PROTECT [113] 478 Watchman 4.2% 3/20(15%)
ASAP [114] 150 Watchman 4% 1/6(16.7%)

ACP Multicentre [124] 339 ACP 3.2% 0%

Lempereur et al., [78] 2, 118 Watchman, ACP, Amulet 3.9%
TIA 2.4%

Stroke 4.9%
Lakkireddy et al., [72] 712 Lariat 2.5% -

Pillarisetti et al.,[107]
259
219

Lariat
Watchman

1.6%
3.7%

-

EWOLUTION [13] 1, 025 Watchman 3.7% 0/28(0%)
Amulet PMR [73] 1, 088 Amulet 1.5% 1/10(10%)

PROTECT, PREVAIL,
CAP, CAP2 [31] 1, 739 Watchman 3.7% 17/65(26.2%)

Arguably, adding or intensifying anti-coagulant therapy has proven to effec-
tively reducing the thrombotic burden in patients diagnosed with DRT [8]. How-
ever, intensive anti-thrombotic therapies in these high-risk patients may translate
into a higher risk of bleeding. Therefore, identifying predictors of DRT is essen-
tial to individualise suitable anti-thrombotic treatments post-LAAO, and identify
those patients who would need a closer follow-up. According to the literature
[42, 48], potential factors that can increase the risk of DRT are patient-related
(e.g., poor left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), poor compliance with anti-
thrombotic therapy, smoking, spontaneous echo contrast, history of thromboem-
bolism) and implant-related (e.g., uncovering of the pulmonary ridge, deep im-
plantation, incomplete LAA occlusion). Yet there is no consensus on which of
these factors are the most critical ones.

2.2.2 Virchow’s triad
The name relates to Rudolf Virchow (1821-1902), a physician that elucidated the
mechanisms of pulmonary thromboembolism, defining the terms embolism and
thrombosis. The Virchow’s triad tries to explain the process of thrombosis and
consists of three factors [138]:

1. Endothelial damage of the wall. The endothelial damage in the LA is
produced by the remodelling of the cavity resulting from the underlying ar-
rhythmia. The LA size will favour blood stasis and other valvulopathies
such as mitral stenosis [118]. However, patients with MV regurgitation are
protected against thrombus formation, due to the high velocities produced
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in that area [22]. Also, changes on the extracellular matrix induces fibro-
sis, myocyte hypertrophy and/or sclerosis. However, evidence suggests that
abnormal changes in the extracellular matrix are not related to the pres-
ence of atrial fibrillation itself, but are probably a consequence of various
co-existing co-morbidities (e.g., hypertension). All these injuries create a
favourable prothrombotic state [84].

2. Hypercoagulability. In healthy individuals, when there is an injury, the in-
flammation process is triggered, von Willebrand factor and interleukin 6 are
delivered, which activate the coagulation cascade that leads to the formation
of thrombin (factor II). Thrombin converts fibrinogen into fibrin (factor I),
which forms a tightly connected mesh that stabilizes the platelet plug . In
patients with AF, a part from the damage of the wall, abnormal changes in
the promoters of the coagulation cascade and other blood constituents are
produced which lead to an state of hypercoagulability. Specially, the in-
creased fibrin turnover has been reported in patients with acute and onset
or chronic atrial fibrillation as well as abnormal prothrombotic indices (e.g.
fibrin D-dimer) [83, 116, 84].

3. Blood stasis. Finally, increase of haematocrit is required for thrombus for-
mation since it will be the core of the thrombus. The clustering of the red
blood cells will be produced by blood stasis due to wall motion abnormali-
ties [138] caused by the arrhythmia and the platelet activation. In addition,
the presence of the AF seems to promote the progressive LA dilatation, thus,
amplifying the potential of stasis [122]. In presence of mitral stenosis, LA
dilatation is even more increased and leads to further propensity of stasis
and thrombosis. On the other hand, mitral regurgitation seems to reduce the
risk of a cardiovascular event with AF [99].

Therefore, the LA and LAA morphologies are not enough to explain the com-
plex process of thrombosis; haemodynamics have a key role too. Lately, several
studies [27] have claimed that LAA with chicken-wing shapes are somewhat pro-
tected against thrombus formation. It does not mean that CW LAA shapes do
not form thrombi; actually, the 13% of the thrombus cases in our studies had a
CW LAA morphology. Other morphological parameters such as the ostium, LAA
length, main lobe could also have a role on promoting thrombus generation [44].
None of the mentioned morphological parameters has been able to discern patients
who are going to develop thrombus. In fact, in some of them different studies pub-
lished contradictory results, for instance, Lee et al.,[77, 76] found that the large
ostiums were a good predictor for stroke. On the contrary, Khurram et al., [69]
found the opposite, that small orifices were associated with a higher risk of stroke,
and this may explain the association between cauliflower LAA morphology and
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Figure 2.6: Components of Virchow’s triad for thrombogenesis in atrial fibrillation. Image
from Watson et al. [138].

stroke. Those differences could be produced also by the lack of standardisation of
measuring points. Therefore, there is a need to further incorporate haemodynamic
indices to generate better predictors and improve our understanding of thrombus
formation.
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Figure 2.7: Left: Branching pattern of pulmonary vein (PV) anatomy in atrial fibrillation
(AF) patients and controls. Shaded portions indicate different parts from typical anatomy.
A: Typical branching pattern. B: Short common left trunk. C: Long common left trunk.
D: Right middle PV. E: Two right middle PVs. F: Right middle PV and right “upper” PV.
Image from [68].Right: Modified diagrams showing right pulmonary venous drainage
patterns by Marom et al., [87]. BSRLL: basilar segment right lower lobe pulmonary vein;
RLL: right lower lobe pulmonary vein; RML: right middle lobe pulmonary vein; RUL:
right upper lobe pulmonary vein; SSRLL: superior segment right lower lobe pulmonary
vein. 1 cm: distance from the ostium. Image from [5].

2.2.3 Pulmonary veins and left atrial haemodynamics in med-
ical imaging

Pulmonary vein configurations

Beyond LAA variability, another part of the LA that is equally or more variable
than the LAA, are the pulmonary veins (PVs). Kato et al. [68] were pioneers on
describing PV heterogeneity, sparked by the discovery of the importance of PVs in
catheter ablation procedures for AF patients (i.e., pulmonary vein isolation). Kato
et al. [68] divided the studied (27) patients in five groups according to their PV
configuration (see Figure 2.7). The number of PV ranged from three to six: Group
A was the most common group, having 4 PVs; Group B and Group C patients had
3 PVs, differing on where the left inferior PV (LIPV) merges with the left superior
one (LSPV); Group D cases had 5 PVs; and Group E and Group F individuals had
6 PV, but with variations on the righ PV orientations. Years later, several studies
in small cohorts [109, 65] found PV configurations similar to Kato et al. [68].

Marom et al. [87] re-organised the types of PV configurations proposed by
Kato et al. [68] after studying CT images from a cohort of 201 patients. Their first
differential contribution was to group the right side and left side separately. Sec-
ondly, they found a higher variability of the PVs on the right side that, combined
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with the left side PVs, could reach 7 PVs in total. More recently, Altinkaynak et
al. [5] analysed a dataset of 550 cases, in agreement with PV configurations pro-
posed by Marom et al. [87], with a slight modification at the left PVs (see Figure
2.7).

Left atrial haemodynamics: vortices and the influence of the PVs

Fyrenius et al. [43] studied haemodynamics and blood flow vortices inside the
LA using MRI in 11 healthy patients. In all analysed subjects, a main vortex
was observed in the atrium during systolic and diastolic diastasis (mean duration
of systolic and vortices of 280 ms and 256 ms, respectively). The blood volume
within the vortices predominantly originated from the left pulmonary veins; inflow
from the right PVs passed along the vortex periphery, constrained between the
vortex and the atrial wall. Later, Suwa et al. [128], examined 32 patients with 4D
flow MRI to understand vortex formation at the LA, observing the same vortex
as Fyrenius et al. [43]. Subsequently, Markl et al. [86], was one of the first to
study blood flow dynamics in the LA and LAA in AF patients using 4D flow MRI
in 75 patients (60 AF, 15 control). However, the study was more focused on the
velocity magnitude for blood stasis rather than the velocity patterns, probably due
to the lack of resolution of the images.

One of the first papers to study LA haemodynamics with computational sim-
ulations was performed by Dahl et al. [24], analysing how the PV configuration
determines the flow inside the LA, and showing complex blood flows inside the
cavity. However, they assumed the LA wall to be rigid, and the study only in-
cluded one real case, the other examples being modifications of the PV from the
original ones, lacking proper and rigorous validation of the obtained results. Years
later, Koizumi et al., [70] run patient-specific simulations based on 4D flow MRI
data to study thrombus formation in the LA and validating computational model
results. They found in the 4D flow MRI same vortices as in Suwa et al. [128], but
they could not be replicated by the simulations, likely due to simplified informa-
tion about LA wall motion. Years later, Duenas-Pamplona et al., [30] replicated
successfully those vortices through an in vitro model but using an idealised LA
geometry. Nevertheless, in that study the authors highlight the importance of the
PVs orientation to generate vorticity inside the LA.

2.3 Modelling pipeline for patient-specific 3D fluid
simulations in the left atrium

From an engineering point of view, the heart is extremely complex to model. As
Santiago et al. [123] claimed, three physics mechanisms converge in the heart: 1)
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Figure 2.8: Generic modelling pipeline for patient-specific 3D fluid simulations of the left
atria: 1) Segmentation of the medical images; 2) Cleaning and preparation of the surface
3D model; 3) Generation of the volumetric mesh; 4) Definition of boundary conditions
(BC) and model properties; 5) Running the solver; and 6) Analysis of the simulation
results.

electrical depolarisation; 2) tissue mechanics; and 3) blood dynamics. Modelling
each one independently is already difficult; trying to couple the three of them can
truly be a titanic task. For this reason, it is important to simplify the problem to
be able to study the phenomenon of interest without losing precision.

Figure 2.8) illustrate a typical modelling pipeline for patient-specific 3D fluid
simulations of the left atria, including: segmentation of the medical images; cre-
ation of 3D surface and volumetric meshes; definition of boundary conditions
and simulation setup; running the solver; and analysis of the simulation results. In
LA blood flow modelling, the most used scheme to study the relationship between
LA morphology, haemodynamics and thrombus formation is Computational Fluid
Dynamics. The geometrical domain is usually discretised into a mesh of varying
number of elements, ideally built based on patient-specific anatomies obtained
from medical images. Moreover, the number of mesh elements is another im-
portant modelling aspect to consider, with a trade-off between computational cost
and model accuracy. Specifically for LA-based fluid simulations, the number of
cardiac cycles to simulate is an additional relevant factor, usually with the first
cardiac beats disregarded to reach convergence. To obtain realistic simulations, it
is also key to find the right combination of inlet/outlet boundary conditions (i.e.,
pressures, velocities), based on as much patient-specific data as possible. More-
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over, blood flow patterns can largely be influenced by atrial wall motion, specially
in healthy subjects; in AF patients, it is a matter of debate. In any case, most
advanced and rigorous LA fluid simulation studies include LA wall motion in
different ways, through imposing generic- or image-based LA wall deformation
(e.g., dynamic mesh approaches) or with fluid-structure interaction (FSI) methods.

All these modelling choices and the lack of benchmarking data has led to a
large variety of modelling pipelines (see Table 2.3), without a consensus on the
optimal choices to obtain more realistic simulations. Additionally, there is also a
great variability in how fluid simulations are analysed, and which parameters are
used to study thrombus formation (see Table 2.4).

2.3.1 Medical image segmentation and generation of the 3D
surface and volumetric meshes

Independently of the physics to be simulated, every simulation process starts with
the definition of the domain where the simulation is going to be run. For 3D
patient-specific modelling of the LA, a computational pipeline is needed starting
by the extraction of the anatomical part of interest from the medical images to the
3D volumetric mesh where the simulation will be be run.

The anatomy of the LA can be extracted from medical images such as CT,
MRI or 3D rotational angiography (3DRA), among others. Open-Source software
tools such as Slicer 4.10.11, with semi-automatic region-growing techniques could
be employed to create binary masks of the LA. Subsequently, surface meshes can
be created with the classical Marching Cubes algorithm, followed by smoothing
processes to correct irregularities generated by the segmentation process, often in-
volving manual removal of self-intersecting faces and non-manifold edges. Sub-
sequently, some modifications of the meshes are made to define the inlet/outlet
BC areas and to ensure simulation convergence and flow development such as
adding tubes at the MV or the PVs. For instance, it is important to define standard
criteria for PV length such as cutting before the first branch coming out from the
LA. Software tools such as Meshlab 2016.12 2, and Meshmixer 3.5 3 can be used
to build these surface meshes and apply the required mesh edition manipulations.
In order to simulate blood flow patterns inside the LA, a volumetric mesh needs
to be generated. The Delaunay algorithm is usually applied, which is available
in Open-source tools such as Gmsh 4.0.4 4, creating a tetrahedral mesh. Addi-
tionally, the Netgen 5 software can also be used for further optimisation of the

1http://www.slicer.org/
2http://www.meshlab.net
3http://www.meshmixer.com
4http://gmsh.info
5https://ngsolve.org
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resulting volumetric meshes. Hexahedral meshes can also be built, even if they
have more difficulties to cope with patient-specific complex geometries.

2.3.2 Simulation setup

Computational fluid dynamics

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be defined as the simulation of fluid
engineering systems using mathematical models and numerical methods (i.e., dis-
cretisation methods, solvers, numerical parameters, and grid generations). The
properties and the behaviour of the fluid, required to solve the physical problem,
are described by Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. However, they need to be dis-
cretised with numerical techniques, from its analytical form, to be solved in a
computer. The most popular numerical methods used in CFD are Finite Differ-
ence (FDM) 6, Finite Element (FEM)7 and Finite Volume (FVM) methods 8. In
this manuscript CFD simulations were run based on the FVM scheme available at
the commercial solver Ansys Fluent 19 R3 (ANSYS Inc, United States).

NS equations are based on the conservation law of physical properties of fluid.
Blood is regularly modelled as Newtonian and incompressible in the literature,
as density is considered constant. However, there are interesting recent studies
exploring non-Newtonian behaviour in LA-based fluid simulations[50]. In a fluid
with Newtonian behaviour the viscous stresses produced by the flow are linearly
correlated at every point with the local strain rate, which is the rate of change of its
deformation over time. Therefore, stresses are proportional to the rate of change
of the fluid’s velocity vector. An incompressible fluid refers to a flow in which the
density is constant in a infinitesimal volume that moves with the velocity 9.

Inlet/outlet boundary conditions and model properties

Boundary conditions (BC) are constraints necessary for the solution of a boundary
value problem. A boundary value problem is a differential equation (or system
of differential equations) to be solved in a domain on whose boundary a set of
conditions is known. Boundary value problems are extremely important as they
model a vast amount of phenomena and applications, from solid mechanics to heat
transfer, from fluid mechanics to acoustic diffusion. Thus, when in this manuscript
we talk about BC, we talk about the data imposed in the limits of our domain. The
boundaries of our domain, the LA, can be divided in three parts, the inlets (the

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite difference method
7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite element method
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite volume method
9https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/airplane/nseqs.html
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PVs), the outlet (the MV), and the wall of the LA. The best and reliable data is
defined and used, the best will be the solution given by the equations. To the LA
wall, to indicate that it is wall, pardon the redundancy, velocity is defined equal
to 0. Then movement can be applied if DM is used. But inlets and outlets are
where there is more variety of configurations (see Table 2.3). In these regions,
either pressures or velocities can be defined. We try to ensure that there is always
one of each, and that not all the domain is defined by the same type of BC (e.g.,
velocity at both inlet and outlet), otherwise the problem is considered to be over-
defined. Also sometimes the outlet (MV in our case) is treated as rigid wall, but
as we have mentioned, what you are really doing is defining zero velocity there.
One of the reasons for the lack of consensus among the community, it relates with
the difficulty to have access to data that will completely condition your entire
setup and modelling strategy. First, you will try to get patient-specific data, if it
is available, the type of data will determine your settings. For example, if from
a patient dataset, the velocity curves to their MV are available, then you will try
to take advantage of it and use velocity to the mitral valve even if that forces
you to use pressure to the pulmonary veins (and vice versa). If no patient data is
available, you will have to search in clinical papers or generate artificial curves
that mimics the behaviour you want to simulate (see Table 2.4).

Left atrial wall motion behaviour

Fluid-structure interaction: In CFD, we are not solving how the flow interacts
with the solid structure that surrounds it. If this wants to be studied, then a FSI
scheme can be used instead. FSI is the process where a fluid and a solid interact
through a wet surface, with forces and displacements influencing each other. In
our clinical problem, it could be seen as the contact layer between blood (CFD)
and tissue (solid mechanics simulation). In that system there are two domains, the
fluid and the solid. In the fluid domain, NS equations are solved while meshes are
simultaneously deformed. There are two main solvers for deforming meshes: (1)
the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method, which deforms the fluid mesh
using the imposed boundary displacements; or (2) the immersed boundary (IB)
technique, which uses a fixed mesh in the fluid and interpolates the wet surface
position from the Lagrangian solid mesh.

Consequently in the solid domain, the model for tissue mechanics is solved.
On that layer the continuity of the displacements and normal stresses of both do-
mains needs to be fulfilled. As in this scheme, two physics problems needs to
be solved and coupled, the process is more computational demanding than CFD.
Moreover, FSI requires a good knowledge of atrial wall characteristics, including
its morphology (e.g., atrial wall thickness) and material properties (e.g., elastic-
ity). Unfortunately, LA tissue properties are still under study and have not been
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completely unveiled. Moreover, the thickness of the LA wall is very irregular and
variable between different patients [121, 41]. For all these reasons, few LA sim-
ulation studies using FSI are available in the literature (see Table 2.3, and with
small number of patient-specific geometries or even synthetic cases.

Dynamic meshes methods: For simplicity purposes, some of the initial stud-
ies on LA fluid modelling used CFD with rigid walls (see Table 2.3). From a
clinical point of view, the argument was that patients who suffer from AF had
almost no LA wall movement, therefore, the assumption of rigid walls was justi-
fied. However, even in the most severe AF types, LA wall motion can happen due
to the passive forces induced by the left ventricle, specifically in the longitudinal
excursion of the mitral valve annulus ring. However, between CFD and FSI there
is a middle point, the dynamic mesh (DM) approach, which allows to use CFD by
moving the walls of the geometry.

DM schemes are based on the premise that you know beforehand the move-
ment of the object you want to simulate. Thus, the movement over time can be
imposed onto the solid domain, omitting the mechanical model. Therefore, the
process is computationally less demanding than FSI schemes. From the available
medical imaging modalities, dynamic computed tomography (dCT) scans are the
ones providing better spatio-temporal resolution to capture LA wall motion dy-
namics in 4D (obviously, echocardiography have better temporal resolution but
limited to certain 2D views, or noisy 3D anatomy). However, dCT scans are rarely
available for AF patients due to the associated costs and patient radiation, being
difficult to create large cohorts. Some researchers have tried MRI as an alterna-
tive [70, 28, 25], but they are even more costly and provide lower spatio-temporal
resolution than dCT. Due to the unavailability of patient-specific 4D information
of LA wall motion for most cases, researchers have proposed different schemes
to include LA wall dynamics into the fluid simulations based on DM approaches,
from diffusion [91] to sinusoidal methods [89].

As an example, diffusion-based and spring-based methods are available in An-
sys Fluent 19 R3. Physiologically speaking, both approaches aims to mimic the
passive movement of the LA produced by the contraction of the left ventricle (LV),
omitting the LA radial movement since AF patients rarely have strong active con-
traction. A MV annulus ring displacement function such as the one measured by
Veronesi et al. [133], can be used, assuming similar longitudinal behaviour in
non-valvular AF and healthy subjects (i.e., from 8 to 10mm), as shown in [33].

In the diffusion-based method, the mesh motion is governed by the following
diffusion equation:

∇ · (γ∇u⃗) = 0, (2.1)

where u⃗ is the mesh displacement velocity and γ is the diffusion coefficient that
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can be defined as :
γ =

1

dα
, (2.2)

where d is a normalised boundary distance and α is a diffusion parameter intro-
duced by the user. α can be set to 0, which yields a uniform diffusion of the
boundary motion throughout the mesh (range between 0 and 2); the smallest the
value, the more movement is absorbed by the element close to the boundary where
the function has been defined, which could lead to poor quality elements and con-
vergence issues. Usually α is empirically set (e.g. 1.5). The function in Equation
2.1 requires a remeshing step at every time step before computing the equations.
After the remeshing step, a mesh check is performed to ensure that all the el-
ements have the minimum quality required for the simulation. This step adds
computational time, but it is still cheaper than FSI methods.

The spring-based method only applies single-axis motion, being computation-
ally cheap. For modelling MV longitudinal motion, it will provide similar results
as for the diffusion-based method, but orders of magnitude faster. This method
is based on modelling the edges between two nodes as a network of springs. A
displacement at a boundary node will generate a ”spring force” and using Hooke’s
law, which can be written as:

F⃗i =

ni∑
j

kij (∆x⃗j −∆x⃗i) , (2.3)

where ∆−→xi ,∆
−→xj are the displacements of a node i and its neighbour j, ni is the

number of nodes connected to i, being kij the spring constant:

kij =
kfac√
|x⃗i − x⃗j|

, (2.4)

with kfac being the spring constant factor (between 0 and 1). At equilibrium, the
net force from all the springs connected to the node must be zero. This condition
results in an iterative equation such that:

∆x⃗m+1
i =

∑ni

j kij∆x⃗m
j∑ni

j kij
. (2.5)

At convergence, the positions are updated such that:

x⃗n+1
i = x⃗n

i +∆x⃗converged
i . (2.6)

One can control the solution of the this iterative equation by convergence toler-
ance and number of iterations. The iterative solutions stops when any of these
conditions are met. The user can control the ”stiff” of the mesh using the spring
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constant factor (the value can be set between 0 and 1). A lower value will give a
less ”stiff” mesh, whereas a higher value will mainly deform the nodes adjacent
to the moving wall.

2.3.3 Analysis of blood flow simulation results

There is also heterogeneity in the literature on the analysis and quantification
of blood flow simulation results, as can be seen in Table 2.4. Most studies re-
port velocity profiles in relevant points of interest (e.g., filling/emptying veloci-
ties in the LAA), typically complemented with estimations of time-averaged wall
shear stress, oscillatory index, endothelial cell activation potential, residence times
(RT), shear rate (SR), kinetic energy (KE), particle tracking/residence analysis,
and vortex visualisation with the Q-criterion or the Lambda2 metrics. Qualitative
analyses of the blood flow patterns with streamline-based visualisation are com-
monly included. Arguably, the published investigations are usually based on only
a few (<10) sets of patient-specific LA geometries, although lately some studies
has surpassed 50 cases (see Table 2.3). Yet the most recent LA flow simulation
studies [92, 94] propose automatic modelling pipelines that allow substantial im-
provements in the capacity to process increased numbers of cases. Moreover, most
of studies do not include patient-specific functional data (i.e., velocities, pressure)
for model validation 2.4. Below, some haemodynamic indices are further ex-
plained for the sake of understanding.

Endothelial cell activation potential and relative residence time

Endothelial cell activation potential (ECAP) was developed by Di Achille et al.
[26] to detect the areas prone to produce thrombi in aneurysms. ECAP is based on
the wall shear stress (WSS) index, which it can be defined as the tangential force
done by the flow towards the wall. From the WSS, oscillatory shear index (OSI)
and time average wall shear stress (TAWSS) can be computed and, subsequently,
ECAP can be derived. First, TAWSS can be written as a simple WSS average over
time:

TAWSS =
1

T

∫ T

0

WSSdt. (2.7)

On the other hand, OSI is an index to assess flow complexity over time. It can
reach values from 0 to 0.5. A value of 0 means an unidirectional flow, whereas a
0.5 means a bidirectional flow. It reads as follows:

OSI =
1

2

∫ T

0
WSSdt∫ T

0
WSSdt

. (2.8)
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The computation of ECAP is performed as the ratio between the TAWSS (re-
lated to flow velocities) and the OSI (related to flow complexity) indices, as fol-
lows:

ECAP =
OSI

TAWSS
. (2.9)

In addition, the relative residence time (RRT) [56], is an in-silico haemody-
namic index that combines WSS and OSI estimates to reflect the residence time
of blood particles near the wall, as follows:

RRT = [1− (2 ·OSI) · TAWSS)]−1 (2.10)

Vorticity indices: Q-criterion and Lambda 2

While the concept of vortices and vorticity is generally understood among the
community, its detection and quantification in a flow field is not as straightfor-
ward. Visualisation of the coherent vortical structures in the flow can provide
valuable understanding of the flow-field.

Often, the vorticity magnitude might be used to visualise these structures ei-
ther through a maximum vorticity threshold or isosurfaces of vorticity.The Q-
criterion has become one of the most used techniques for vortex visualisation (see
2.4).

In tensor notation, the Q value comes from the definition of the velocity gra-
dient tensor δui/δxj which can be broken out into two parts such that:

δui/δxj = 1/2 [(δui/δxj) + (δuj/δxi)] + 1/2 [(δui/δxj)− (δuj/δxi)] , (2.11)

where the symmetric part will be denoted as S, being known as the strain rate
tensor as defined by:

S = 1/2 [(δui/δxj) + (δuj/δxi)] , (2.12)

and the anti-symmetric part denoted as Ω, being the rotation rate or vorticity tensor
defined by:

Ω = 1/2 [(δui/δxj)− (δuj/δxi)] . (2.13)

Let us recall the definition of the viscous stress tensor:

T = µ [(δui/δxj) + (δuj/δxi)] . (2.14)

Positive values of Qc are indicative of areas in the flow field where the vorticity
dominates, with negative values signalling strain rate or viscous stress dominated
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areas. It is very important to take into account that the definition and resolution of
resulting isosurfaces are entirely dependent on the mesh resolution in the areas of
interest.

The Lambda 2 (λ2) criterion, which defines the vortex of the fluid flow as the
minimum local pressure of a fluid domain. First, a gradient velocity tensor (J) is
defined as:

J ≡ ∆u⃗ =

 ∂xux ∂yux ∂zux

∂xuy ∂yuy ∂zuy

∂xuz ∂yuz ∂zuz

 , (2.15)

where u⃗ is the velocity field. Matrix J is decomposed in the symmetric and anti-
symmetric part:

S =
J + JT

2
; Ω =

J − JT

2
, (2.16)

where JT is the transpose of J. Then, the three eigenvalues of S2 + ω2 are com-
puted. The eigenvalues are ordered: λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3. A vortex can be defined as a
connected region where λ2 < 0.

Streamlines

Streamlines are a family of curves whose tangent vectors constitute the velocity
vector field of the flow. They show the direction in which a mass-less fluid element
will travel at any point in time. Streamlines can be defined as follows:

dx⃗S

ds
× u⃗ (x⃗S) = 0, (2.17)

where ”×” denotes the vector cross product and x⃗S(s) is the parametric represen-
tation of just one streamline at one moment in time. If the components of the ve-
locity are written u⃗ = (u, v, w), and those of the streamline as x⃗S = (xS, yS, zS),
we deduce [52]:

dxS

u
=

dyS
v

=
dzS
w

. (2.18)

It is common to study flows with streamlines, even though they only represent
a specific instant in time. If you have a highly variable flow system, and the
observed pattern is not maintained over time, it will be difficult to describe the
system with single time step pathways. Thus, different time steps would need to
be analysed during the simulation. You cannot consider it as the pathway that the
particle would follow, since the velocity field that you see in one time step may
change in the next.
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Table 2.4: Review of the haemodynamic indices used for the assessment of the
left atrial fluid simulations. Strm: streamlines; Vel: velocity; Part: particles; Qc:
Q-criterion; SR: shear rate; RF: residual fraction; ED: energy dissipation; TA:
thermal analysis; TC: tracer concentration; ABP: agent-based particles; KE: ki-
netic energy; ECAP: endothelial cell activation potential; WSS: wall shear stress;
TAWSS: time average wall shear stress; OSI: oscillatory shear index; RRT: rela-
tive residence time; RT: residence time. * Dahl et al., [24] has one patient with
patient specific simulations, but they modified the geometry to increase the cohort.
**LAAO studies.

Study Pat specific
BC

Haemodynamic indices
studied

Zhang [143] No Strm
Dahl [24] Yes∗ Strm, Vel and λ2

Koizumi [70] Yes OSI, TAWSS, RRT and Strm
Otani [105] Yes Qc, Strm, RF
Bosi [16] No Strm, RF and SR

Garcı́a-Isla [45] No Qc, Vel, ECAP, OSI, TAWSS
Dillon-Murphy [28] Yes KE, ED, Part, TA

Masci-a [89] Yes Vel, Part, Qc
Aguado [1]∗∗ No TAWSS, OSI, ECAP, Strm, Vel

Jia [63] No Vel, Strm, Qc
Feng [39] Yes Vel, Strm, Strain

Masci-b [88] Yes Vel, Qc, Part
Wang [136] No P-AB , WSS, Strm

Mill-a [93]∗∗ No Vel, Strm, ECAP
D’Alessandro [25]∗∗ No Flow rate, Vel, Qc

Qureshi [110] No Thrombin concentration, Vel, Strm
Garcı́a-Villalba [46] Yes Vel, KE, RT

Fang [36] No Strm, Vel, Part
Sanatkhani [119] No RT, TC

Fanni [37] No Strm, Vel
Mill-b [92] No Vel, ECAP, Strm

Morales [94] No ECAP
Mill-c [91]∗∗ Yes Strm, ECAP, Vel

Corti [20] No ECAP, TAWSS, Flow stasis
Dueñas-Pamplona [29] Yes Flow, PAB, TAWSS

Gonzalo [50] Yes Qc, Vel, KE, SR, RT
Rigatelli [115] Yes RT

Pons [108] No Qc, λ2, ECAP, OSI, TAWSS, Vel
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Chapter 3

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF
FLUID SIMULATIONS IN THE
LEFT ATRIA TO PREDICT
THROMBUS FORMATION

3.1 Introduction

Due to the extensive range of modelling options reported in LA computational
fluid dynamics, there is a need for best practice guidelines to build robust models
and achieve reliable simulations, thus obtaining relevant clinical outcomes in LAA
simulations. Works in the literature use a wide range of boundary conditions and
of modelling choices in terms of inlet/outlet setup (e.g., velocities and pressures
in the pulmonary veins and mitral valve; from literature or patient-specific), LA
wall behaviour (e.g., rigid, modelled dynamic mesh or deformation from medical
images, and fluid–structure interaction), number of simulated cardiac cycles (e.g.,
from 1 to 20), and mesh resolution (e.g., from 0.4 to 30 × 105 mesh elements),
among other factors. Table 2.3 shows a complete review of the corresponding
modelling strategies reported in the literature. Unfortunately, the absence of joint
benchmark studies with reliable ground truth makes it difficult to identify which
are the optimal configurations to achieve realistic simulations.

Accordingly, we performed a sensitivity analysis with variations in the main
LA fluid modelling options, using patient-specific imaging data from six patients
who underwent LAAO, including three DRT cases at follow-up. For each simu-
lated case, the respective effects of four different boundary conditions scenarios
(Scenarios 1–4 in Figure 1) were explored, with varying inlet/outlet configurations
(e.g., pressure and velocity profiles at PV and MV, and rigid vs. dynamic mesh
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Table 3.1: Left atrial (LA) and clinical characteristics of the studied cases. PV:
pulmonary veins; AF: atrial fibrillation; DRT: device-related thrombus.

Case ID Number of PV LA Volume (mL) AF Type DRT
Patient 1 5 201 Permanent No
Patient 2 5 261 Paroxysmal No
Patient 3 6 215 Paroxysmal No
Patient 4 5 143 Permanent Yes
Patient 5 6 281 Permanent Yes
Patient 6 4 176 Permanent Yes

LA wall behaviour), to determine the ones that allow optimal predictions of the
risk of DRT after LAAO. Mesh and cardiac cycle convergence analyses were also
performed.

Furthermore, to study the incorporation of patient-specific left atrial motion
from dynamic computed tomography (dCT) images, we performed an additional
set of experiments with dCT data available from one patient. Six scenarios were
tested, with each LA wall motion strategy (i.e., rigid walls, DM and dCT) being
applied in two different inlets/outlets scenarios. The influence of mesh resolution
and the number of simulated cardiac beats was also analysed.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Databases

The initial study was based on a dataset of six patients from Hospital de la Santa
Creu i Sant Pau (Barcelona) who underwent a LAAO. All patients had an im-
planted Amulet device (Abbott Vascular, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The selection of
patients was based on the availability of a complete CT study at follow-up includ-
ing the whole atrium anatomy and an echocardiography (transesophageal, TOE)
study with mitral flow analysis. All patients had non-valvular atrial fibrillation,
with four of them being permanent and the remaining two paroxysmal (see Table
3.1). One of them (Patient 2) also presented severe mitral regurgitation. Three pa-
tients (4–6) had a history of DRT after LAAO. The study protocol was approved
by the local ethical committee of the hospital, and patient written consents were
obtained.

CT images were acquired at least twice, between months 1–3 and months
3–6 after LAAO implantation, respectively. Prospective cardiac-gated computed
tomography angiography was performed with a Phillips Brilliance iCT scanner.
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A volumetric scan from heart to diaphragm (14–16 cm) was acquired. Cardiac
phase reconstruction was performed at 30–40% of the RR interval. Initial dig-
ital image post-processing and reconstruction were achieved with the Brilliance
Workstation™ to assess LAAO device positioning and presence/location of DRT.
DRT was defined as a CT hypodensity at the left atrial extremity of the device:
(1) not explained by imaging artefacts; (2) inconsistent with normal healing; (3)
visible in multiple CT planes; and (4) in contact with the device. Patient data
were anonymised prior to any computational processing. Two-dimensional and
Doppler echocardiography were performed within 7 days from CT follow-up ac-
quisition. Trans-mitral flow pulsed-wave Doppler velocities were recorded from
the apical four-chamber view, the Doppler samples being placed between the tips
of the mitral leaflets. Finally, pressure curves in the PV and the MV from an AF
patient, different from the six cases analysed in our study, acquired with invasive
catheterisation, were available to setup inlet boundary conditions and to estimate
pressure gradients to be compared with the simulated ones.

The 3D models were generated (see Chapter 2 and Figure 2.8) and the LA
morphology of the six studied patients was different, as can be seen in Table 3.1.
For instance, LA volumes ranged between 143 mL and 281 mL. Additionally, the
number of PV also differed (from 4 to 6 PV), while their inclination, particularly
for the right PV, was more pronounced in some cases (e.g., Patient 2) than in
others.

To study the use of dynamic computed tomography images (dCT) for im-
posing patient-specific left atrial wall motion in fluid simulations, a retrospective
cardiac-gated computed tomography angiography was performed with a Somatom
Force (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). A biphasic contrast injection
protocol was used: 70 cc of iodinated material (Iomeprol 350 mg/ mL Bracco,
Italy) were infused through an 18-gauge cubital catheter at a rate of 5mL/s fol-
lowed by a saline flush of 40 mL. The bolus-tracking method was used for the
arterial phase images, being the region of interest on the ascending aorta with a
100 HU threshold. A volumetric scan from heart to diaphragm (14 cm to 16 cm),
with slice thickness of 2 mm without overlap, was acquired. A full cardiac beat
was acquired with a cardiac phase reconstruction at every 5% of the cardiac cy-
cle (0 to 99% of R-R interval). Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE), including
MV velocity curves, was available for the same patient, which was used for for
validation purposes.

3.2.2 Mesh convergence and cardiac beat analyses
The initial fluid simulations performed during the thesis had the limitation im-
posed by the use of the academic licence of Ansys Fluent 19.2, limiting the mesh
resolution to 5 × 105 elements. A convergence study was performed creating
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meshes of 1× 105, 2× 105, 3× 105, 4× 105, and 5× 105 elements.
At a later stage, without mesh resolution restrictions, extended convergence

analyses could be performed to study the dependence of the solver solution with
the number of mesh elements, also testing meshes of up to 10 × 105 elements.
Maximum and mean velocities from fluid simulations were extracted from the
same slice of one pulmonary vein (left superior PV) in each mesh to estimate
their differences. When including LA wall motion from dCT images, a mesh of
13 × 105 elements was used to cope with the required remeshing ensuring good
mesh element quality after wall motion.

In addition, one geometrical model was chosen to study the convergence of
simulations over 15 cardiac beats. In this work we also computed the Reynolds
numbers (Re) at the MV and PVs to identify the regime of our fluid. The velocity
used to compute the Re number for each patient was gathered at the left superior
pulmonary vein where a pressure BC was defined.

3.2.3 Inlet/outlet boundary conditions and rigid/dynamic mesh
left atrial movement

Studied simulation scenarios

Different configurations of inlets and outlets, respectively, at the pulmonary veins
and mitral valve, were tested. Fluid pressure or velocity profiles at the PV (inlet)
and MV (outlet) were selected, either from the literature or from patient-specific
data. Furthermore, the impact of considering the dynamic behaviour of the LA
wall was compared to the classical assumption of rigid walls using diffusion-based
method for dynamic mesh (Figure 3.1).

Scenario 1: constant (null) inlet pressure, imaging-based personalized outlet
velocities, and rigid wall.

The first scenario consisted of setting up a constant inlet pressure equal to 0
mmHg (as in [16, 28]), while a patient-specific Doppler-based velocity profile was
defined in the MV outlet. Mitral velocities from Doppler data were quite variable
for different patients, from 0.4 to 3 m/s. The LA wall was considered rigid, i.e.,
without movement, resulting in a pure CFD modelling study. Such an assumption
is a common approach in the literature (Table 2.3), which is based on the reduced
wall movement in patients with atrial fibrillation.

Scenario 2: generic patient pressure wave as inlet, imaging-based personalized
outlet velocities, and rigid wall.
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Figure 3.1: Fluid modelling pipeline, including pre-processing steps to build patient-
specific left atria (LA) meshes and four different boundary conditions scenarios. PV:
pulmonary veins; MV: mitral valve; US: ultrasound imaging; DM: dynamic mesh.

The second scenario replaced the constant inlet pressure in Scenario 1 with
the available pressure waves in the pulmonary veins of an AF patient. Neverthe-
less, that patient was in sinus rhythm at the moment of the acquisition. For each
simulated case, this AF pressure wave was personalized, as it was adapted to the
cardiac rhythm of each patient, derived from the ECG. A smoothing filter was also
applied to the pressure wave, using MATLAB R2018a (Mathworks, Natick, MS,
USA), to remove the noise in the signal. Similarly to Scenario 1, patient-specific
velocities were set up as outlet boundary conditions and the LA wall was assumed
as rigid.

Scenario 3: generic patient pressure wave as inlet, imaging-based personalized
outlet velocities, and dynamic mesh wall deformation.

Scenario 3 incorporated deformation of the LA wall to study the differences
with respect to the rigid wall assumption in the previous scenarios. In the litera-
ture, some studies imposed LA deformation extracted from the processing of CT
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or MR images into the fluid simulations [70, 105, 28, 89, 88, 110, 46], while oth-
ers developed advanced fluid–structure interaction models [143, 39, 36]. When
dynamic medical images are not available, an interesting alternative is to use a
dynamic mesh approach [25, 93, 92, 94] with displacements generated either syn-
thetically or from literature data.

In this work, the diffusion dynamic mesh approach explained in the previous
section based on diffusion approach was also applied to the LA meshes. The
resulting dynamic mesh displacements were also synchronised to each patient,
based on the cardiac rhythm extracted from each individual ECG and using linear
interpolation functions available in MATLAB R2018a (Mathworks,Natick, MS,
USA), as described above for the pressure waves.

Scenario 4: literature velocity profile as inlet, mitral valve as wall (systole) or
constant pressure (diastole), and dynamic mesh wall deformation.

The fourth studied scenario represented a different set of boundary conditions,
often found in the literature (see Table 2.3). A velocity profile was imposed in
the PV inlets, while the mitral valve was modelled as a wall during ventricular
systole and with a constant pressure at diastole (equal to 8 mmHg in our study).
A generic PV velocity profile from literature [40] was used in all analysed cases
since it was not possible to obtain reliable PV velocity curves from all the avail-
able echocardiographic studies (i.e., due to an insufficient visual window in some
locations such as the right superior pulmonary vein). The LA wall behaviour was
modelled with the dynamic mesh approach, as in Scenario 3.

3.2.4 Left atrial movement from dynamic computed tomogra-
phy images

Cardiac movement characterisation from dynamic computed tomography
images

To extract LA wall motion from the dCT data the first step was to perform the
registration of the images acquired every 5 % of the cardiac cycle. The image
registration step was performed using a concatenation of different models using
the ANTs software 1: (1) rigid registration (i.e., only rotation and translation); (2)
affine registration (i.e., adding scaling and shearing); and (3) a symmetric normal-
ization registration (i.e., adding a free-form deformation-based deformable trans-
formation with mutual information as optimization metric). The reference mesh
always was the cardiac frame starting from ventricular systole (frame 0, i.e., 0 %

1http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/
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of cardiac cycle). Therefore, 19 image registrations were performed, from frame
0 to frame 5, from frame 0 to frame 10 and so on, until reaching the last time-
frame of the dCT. For each registration, the output was a matrix of displacements
for each image voxel. In addition, the image corresponding to the first time-frame
was manually segmented, generating a corresponding 3D surface mesh. Subse-
quently, displacement matrices extracted from the image registration step were
applied to the 3D surface mesh using an piece-wise cubic Hermite interpolating
polynomial (PCHIP), displacing the nodes to the following time-frame. MAT-
LAB R2018a (Mathworks, Natick, MS, USA) was used for the image processing
and mesh warping steps described above.

The resulting 3D surface mesh and set of displacements at each time-step was
then mapped to simulation time in an Ansys file format to be applied as a boundary
condition for the LA wall movement. As mentioned above, after every time step
of the simulation, a remeshing process was performed, checking the mesh quality
and improving it if it was necessary. The final volumetric meshes had × 125 mesh
elements to ensure a good mesh quality.

Patient-specific flow boundary conditions

If ultrasound imaging data it is not available but there is an available dCT dataset,
patient-specific velocity curves can be estimated and used as flow boundary con-
ditions. In this work, we followed a methodology for the estimation of the flow
BC inspired by Gonzalo et al. [50]. Initially, volume curves for the left atria and
ventricle were computed from the segmentation of these structures in every frame
of the dCT. Flow can be estimated from volume curves as the derivative of vol-
ume change over time, allowing to determine blood flow volume going through
the MV. The mass conservation law in the LA can read as follows:

QMV +QPV s + dVLA/dt = 0. (3.1)

Flow of the pulmonary veins, QPV s, can be computed from Equation 3.1.
Gonzalo et al. [50] used the same flow rates at each PV, obtaining different PV
velocities since PV cross-sectional areas were different (e.g., if QPV is the same,
then vPV = QPV /APV will vary because APV is different). In our case, we set
blood velocities to be the same for each PV, thus with varying flow (due to PV
cross-sectional area changes) due to the complexity of the studied LA geometry,
having 5 PV, and including a very small one, as can be seen in Figure 3.2). Im-
posing 1/5 of the total flow rate in the tiny PV, blood velocities would have been
abnormally high (i.e., > 2.5 m/s, which corresponds to physiological flow), also
potentially inducing numerical instabilities or excessive computational costs (e.g.,
satisfying the Courant condition would require a very small time-step).
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Figure 3.2: Mitral valve (MV) and pulmonary vein (PV) flow and velocity curves ex-
tracted from the dynamic computed tomography images. a) Studied left atrial geometry,
including 5 PV. b) Flow rates through the different PVs. S and D stands for systolic and
diastolic curves, respectively. c) Flow rate at the MV. d) Velocities at the left superior PV
and the MV.

Studied simulation scenarios

The different approaches to incorporate LA wall motion in fluid simulations that
were studied were the following: 1) DM based on information derived from the
dCT data; 2) DM based on the spring-based method; 3) rigid walls. Each move-
ment was tested with two configurations of inlets and outlets.

The first inlet/outlet scenario (Setup 1) used a velocity curve at the PV and
a mixed BC at the MV, as shown in Figure 3.2d). During ventricular systole, a
constant value of 8 mmHg was imposed at the MV, based on the similarity of
the simulated MV velocity curve with the one from the available ultrasound im-
ages. As pressure was defined at the MV outlet, the simulated velocity curve was
compared with the one estimated from dCT. The second scenario used a generic
pressure wave from an AF patient at the PV (while in fibrillation) and a velocity
curve at the MV. Each simulation was run for 3 beats, but only the results of the
third one were analysed, the first two beats, being run as warming up.
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3.2.5 Analysis of fluid simulations
Several in-silico haemodynamic indices were estimated from the fluid simulations
to compare the different studied scenarios. First, blood flow velocities were esti-
mated in several parts of the atrial anatomy, including the ostium, LAA, MV and
PV in different cardiac instants. A slice was cut on each anatomical part, aver-
aging the blood flow velocity. Additionally, the area between the end of the left
superior PV (LSPV) and the device surface (see Figure 5.4), including the pul-
monary ridge, was studied. This area is very relevant for DRT modelling since it
is where thrombi tend to form due to low blood flow velocities and complex fluid
patterns. Flow patterns were also qualitatively analysed with velocity stream-
lines around the different areas of interest. From fluid simulations, quantitative
thrombogenesis risk indices such as TAWSS, OSI, ECAP and RRT were equally
estimated.

Finally, unlike most of the LA fluid modelling literature, we also analysed the
simulated pressure distributions and gradients in the whole atrium and the LAA,
which could be compared with invasive measurements from AF patients. Post-
processing and visualisation of the simulation results were performed using Par-
aView 5.4.1 2. In some cases, a quasi-conformal (i.e., angle-preserving) flattening
[103] was also applied to obtain 2D disk-like representations of the LA (mapping
the MV contour to the external boundary of the 2D disk) for visualisation and
inter-study comparison purposes.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Mesh and cardiac beat convergence studies
Mesh convergence

In the initial mesh convergence study (up to 5× 105 elements, with Scenario 3 of
the sensitivity analysis), the reference mesh was the one with 5 × 105 elements.
The mesh with 4× 105 elements had a mean difference of 0.8% (maximum error
of 3%) in blood velocities compared to the reference; it was substantially lower
than coarser meshes (10.2% with 1× 105 elements, 5.5% with 2× 105 elements,
and 2.7% with 3× 105 elements).

The results of the extended convergence analysis, without mesh element lim-
itations and a reference mesh of 10 × 105 elements, are presented in Table 3.2.
The error associated with mesh resolutions above 7× 105 elements were similar;
variations might be due to noise. Therefore, meshes in this study were of 7× 105

elements as a trade-off between simulation accuracy and computational costs.
2https://www.paraview.org/
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Table 3.2: Mesh convergence analysis. Differences in simulated blood flow ve-
locity at the left superior pulmonary vein of different mesh resolutions with the
reference one (10× 105 elements). Max: Maximum.

500.000 600.000 700.000 800.000 900.000
Error max (%) 11.82 9.04 4.27 7.20 4.93

Average error (%) 2.65 1.97 1.45 1.54 1.39
Error max (m/s) 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.04

Average error (m/s) 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01

Cardiac beat convergence

Figure 3.3 illustrates the ECAP maps for 15 simulated cardiac cycles for one case
in our study (Scenario 3 boundary conditions). The initial couple of beats were
required for warming up and numerical stabilisation. From beat 3 on, initial areas
with higher values of ECAP emerged, especially around the LAA and PV, which
were maintained over all cycles. After beat 6–7, the main regions with high ECAP
were established, with values tending to increase over the cardiac cycles.

Figure 3.3: Endothelial cell activation potential (ECAP) maps for 15 simulated cardiac
cycles/beats. Higher values (red colour) indicate a higher risk of thrombosis.

3.3.2 Inlet/outlet boundary conditions and rigid/dynamic mesh
left atrial movement

Figure 3.4 shows a qualitative comparison of haemodynamic in-silico indices ob-
tained with different inlet/outlet and wall behaviour BC in one DRT patient, out of
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the six studied clinical cases. It includes velocity and pressure profiles as well as
ECAP maps (i.e., high values of ECAP indicating more thrombogenic risk since
they reflect low velocities and more complex flows). For a simplified visualisa-
tion of in-silico haemodynamic indices and easier comparison among the different
cases, a flattening algorithm [103] was applied to the LA 3D meshes so that a 2D
common representation of the LA was obtained. The white holes in the 2D maps
correspond to the pulmonary veins.

Scenario 1: constant (null) inlet pressure, imaging-Based outlet velocities, and
rigid-wall.

Scenario 1 provided simulated pressure values from −100 Pa (−0.75 mmHg)
to 300 Pa (2.25 mmHg), which were substantially lower than the ones measured
with invasive catheters, ranging from 6 mmHg to 12 mmHg. In addition, the
simulated mean pressure gradient between the PV and MV was of 190 Pa (1.43
mmHg), much higher than those acquired in the clinical setup (between 0.07
mmHg and 0.5 mmHg). Velocity magnitudes were within the physiological range,
with blood flow patterns (see Figure 3.4) qualitatively simpler than in other scenar-
ios, without obvious re-circulations despite the clinical evidence of DRT. Pressure
values were homogeneous in the whole LA. The highest values of ECAP (i.e.,
linked to higher thrombogenic risk) were obtained at the LAAO device’s surface,
at the upper part, near the pulmonary ridge.

Scenario 2: patient pressure wave as inlet, imaging-based outlet velocities, and
rigid-wall.

The inclusion of an AF patient pressure wave at the inlet BCs in Scenario 2
(i.e., pressure wave from an AF patient at the inlet pulmonary veins, velocity curve
from a generic ultrasound images as mitral valve outlet, with rigid wall behaviour)
provided a more realistic simulated pressure map than in Scenario 1, as illustrated
in Figure 3.4. Pressure values ranged from 125 Pa (0.94 mmHg) to 1110 Pa (8.33
mmHg), while the mean PV–MV gradient was of 15 Pa (0.11 mmHg), which were
closer to clinical measurements than in Scenario 1. Velocity streamlines showed
more re-circulations with low velocities (blue-green in Figure 3.4) near the device
than in Scenario 1. Regions of high ECAP were similarly located as in Scenario 1,
but with slightly higher values.
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Figure 3.4: Three-dimensional and flattening visualisations of haemodynamic in-silico
indices obtained with different boundary condition scenarios (1–4). The white line in the
endothelial cell activation potential (ECAP) maps indicates the position of the implanted
device. Scenario 1: null inlet pressure, imaging-based outlet velocities, and rigid wall;
Scenario 2: as Scenario 1 but with patient pressure wave as inlet; Scenario 3: as Scenario
2 but with dynamic mesh wall deformation; Scenario 4: literature velocity profile as inlet,
mitral valve as wall (systole) or constant pressure (diastole), and dynamic mesh wall de-
formation.
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Scenario 3: patient pressure wave as inlet, imaging-based outlet velocities, and
dynamic mesh wall-deformation.

The inclusion of a dynamic mesh-based movement in Scenario 3 led to lower
pressure values near the device’s surface compared to Scenario 2. Pressure val-
ues ranged from 174 Pa (1.31 mmHg) to 1240 Pa (9.30 mmHg), with the average
PV–MV pressure gradient of 11 Pa (0.08 mmHg). The blood flow patterns in
Scenario 3 (see Figure 3.4) showed more re-circulations than the other scenarios,
with complex haemodynamic areas near the LAAO device, including low veloc-
ities. Interestingly, the ECAP map of Scenario 3 presented a new area with high
risk of thrombus formation, at the right side of the device, in addition to the area
identified in previous scenarios.

Scenario 4: literature velocity profile as inlet, mitral valve as wall (systole) or
constant pressure (diastole), and dynamic mesh wall deformation.

Fluid simulations with Scenario 4 boundary conditions diverged in four out of
the six analysed cases, whereas convergence was reached for all cases in the rest of
the scenarios. With its opposite BC strategy (i.e., velocities at inlets and pressures
at outlets), Scenario 4 provided substantially different haemodynamic in silico
indices compared to the other three scenarios. Pressure maps provided during
ventricular systole (i.e., MV closed without outlet pressure BC) were similar to
Scenario 1 (around 0 Pa). With the opening of the mitral valve in ventricular
diastole and the application of constant outlet pressure BC, the pressure raised up
to 1200 Pa (9 mmHg), resulting in the largest pressure range in all scenarios. In
contrast, the pressure gradient between the PV and MV was 4 Pa (0.03 mmHg),
i.e., the lowest in any of the tested boundary conditions. High blood velocities
were found in the superior part of the LA, in contrast to other scenarios. However,
blood flow stagnation was also largely pronounced in the inferior part of the LA,
presenting very low velocities (blue streamlines in Figure 3.4). The consequence
of this flow over-stagnation was an ECAP mapping with high values almost all
over the LA, making it difficult to distinguish thrombogenic from healthy areas.

Figure 3.5 shows the mean blood flow velocities near the surface of the im-
planted LAAO device in all analysed cases, including simulations with different
boundary conditions scenarios. It can easily be observed that DRT cases (Pat 4–6)
had lower velocities (< 0.20 m/s) than patients without thrombogenic history (Pat
1–3), independently of the BC scenarios. Interestingly, the second case (Pat 2),
which suffered from a severe mitral regurgitation (MR), presented substantially
higher velocities than the remaining cases.

Two-dimensional flattened maps of the LA showing the distribution of the
ECAP and RRT in silico haemodynamic indices in the six studied cases using
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Figure 3.5: Average blood flow velocities near the device surface for the different sim-
ulated scenarios in all analysed patients. Pat 1–3 and Pat 4–6 were without and with
device-related thrombus, respectively. Missing bars in some patients indicate simulation
divergence.

Scenario 3 are presented in Figure 3.6. It is the one which presented better sensi-
tivity when it came to DRT prediction . Similarly to the analysis of the blood flow
velocities near the device surface, DRT and non-DRT cases present substantial
differences in ECAP and RRT, with the former showing larger values, especially
in the device surroundings. Both ECAP and RRT maps depicted comparable dis-
tribution maps, with RRT showing more areas with maximum values. When the
results were validated with the follow-up CT scans, it could be observed a good
agreement between thrombus localisation and areas with low blood flow veloci-
ties and complex patterns in the fluid simulations. To see the results obtained with
all the scenarios please see Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3 in Appendix.

3.3.3 Dynamic mesh approach for left atrial wall motion from
dynamic computed tomography images

Image registration to estimate left atrial wall motion

A video/images of the resulting movement from the registration can be found in
Appendix as well as the volume curve. The LA wall motion extracted from the
dCT images of the AF patient was heterogeneous, with some areas contracting
earlier than others, which is typical for these patients. The radial movement of
the LA was minimal while the longitudinal one was small (approximately 3 mm),
below the one (around 8 mm) found in the literature [133].
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Figure 3.6: In-silico haemodynamic indices for the prediction of device-related thrombo-
sis (DRT) after left atrial appendage occlusion in the six analysed cases: Pat 1–3 were
controls and Pat 4–6 had DRT. Higher values (red colour) indicate a higher risk of throm-
bosis. The white line in the 2D maps signals the position of the implanted device. ECAP:
endothelial cell activation potential; RRT: relative residence times. The red arrows indi-
cate the positions where the thrombus were found in the post-procedural computed to-
mography images.

Blood velocity patterns

Figure 3.9 shows that the MV velocity curve extracted from the dCT was not far
from the one obtained in the US data. Velocity magnitudes were in the same
range (maximum of 0.94 m/s and 0.93 m/s for US and dCT, respectively). A very
little”A wave was detected in the US image, even smaller in dCT, with some flow
regurgitation (red line in Figure 3.9), being a consistent AF behaviour, with the
A curve disappearing of being reduced [34] due to the absence of the atrial kick.
The shift between the US and dCT velocity curves plotted in Figure 3.9 is due
to different cardiac beat characteristics (e.g., systole/diastole duration, beats per
minute) during the two image acquisitions.

Figure 3.10 shows the velocity curves at the MV and PV (for Setup 1 and
Setup 2, respectively) for the different approaches to incorporating left atrial wall
motion into fluid simulations. In addition, the root mean square error (RMSE)
of the simulated velocity curves compared with the ones directly derived from
the dCT data is included. Results in Figure 3.10 d) depicts minimal differences
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Figure 3.7: Volume curves of the left atria (LA) and left ventricle) for a healthy case and
an atrial fibrillation (AF) patient, extracted from dynamic computed tomography images
(dCT). The volumes are in mL. The x axes are different due to the different number of
frames in the dCT images of the two cases.

between the different approaches in diastole, with an increasing error in systole
for Setup 1, due to the assumption of no flow through the MV when estimating
velocity curves from dCT data. Blood flow velocities in ventricular systole (up
to 0.4 in temporal x axis) for DM strategies were around 0.10 m/s, whereas it
was close to zero with the rigid wall assumption, the latter potentially inducing
over-stagnation in regions near the implanted LAAO device and the MV.

None of the studied strategies produced the A wave in the velocity curves of
the MV, thus accurately simulating the AF condition without an atrial kick. Nev-
ertheless, a physiological blood flow pattern in the PV was not fully reproduced,
not even from the dCT estimation itself (GT-dCT). The S wave in the PV velocity
curves, which is produced during ventricular systole, was very small, when theo-
retically it should have a more similar height to the D wave (diastole), which oth-
erwise was well represented in the GT-dCT curve. The DM-dCT also replicated
the S wave, which was not the case for the DM-Spring and rigid approaches.

Figure 3.10 displays the simulated blood velocities at the ostium. The Setup
1 of boundary conditions (i.e., velocities at the PV) provided ostium velocities
that were generally higher than for Setup 2. Velocity values simulated with the
different LA wall motion strategies were quite similar, without a clear distinctive
pattern, being less relevant that the inlet/outlet configuration, as can also been
appreciated when analysing ostium velocities over time (see Figure B.4 in the
Appendix).

Nevertheless, blood flow patterns in the LAA are different with the chosen
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Figure 3.8: Displacement extracted from the dCT.Every column is a different moment
of the beat. v: ventricular. Every row is a different point of view. The displacement is
represented through the colour map. Units are in mm.

BC strategy, as shown in Figure 3.11 at early diastole (additional time-frames
are available in Figure B.5, Figure B.6 and Figure B.7 of the Appendix). At
the neck of the LAA, where the ostium is located, the DM-dCT, DM-Spring and
rigid strategies provided similar blood flow velocity distributions. However, at the
deeper part of the LAA, towards its apex/tip, the DM-dCT shows a better blood
flow washing than the alternative approaches, with most LAA parts having veloc-
ities higher than 0.1 m/s. The longitudinal movement imposed in the DM-Spring
scheme seems insufficient to have a strong effect in the apical part of the LAA,
achieving similar results as with rigid wall assumptions. Differences between in-
let/outlet configurations (Setup 1 and Setup 2) can also be observed in Figure 3.11,
having better blood washout with flow velocities defined as inlets (Setup 1).

When qualitatively analysing streamlines of blood flow patterns in the differ-
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Figure 3.9: Velocity curves at the mitral valve (MV) from ultrasound (US) images (blue),
and estimated from the left atrial movement derived from dynamic computed tomography
(dCT) data (red). There is a lack of the atrial kick from US data, with a small regurgitation
from dCT.

ent BC configurations (also in Figure 3.11), they were overall quite similar, with
small vortices created by blood coming from the left inferior PV, and its collision
with the right superior PV [43]. Black arrows in Figure 3.11) signal these vortices.
On the other hand, no configuration managed to replicate a larger vortex that is
reported in the literature [43] at ventricular systole.
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Figure 3.10: a) Velocity curves at the mitral valve (MV) in scenario 1 (Setup 1; velocity
curve at the pulmonary vein as inlet and pressure values at the MV as outlet) provided
by the different approaches for incorporating left atrial wall motion into fluid simulations.
The E wave is displayed. b) Velocity curves at left superior pulmonary valve (LSPV) in
scenario 2 (Setup 2; measurement point at the LSPV. Pressure curve as inlet and velocity
curve at the mitral valve as outlet) provided by the different approaches of left atrial wall
motion. The S and D waves are plotted. c) Average velocities in the left atrial ostium
for the studied boundary condition scenarios and the different atrial wall motion into fluid
simulations. Beat, diastole and systole refers to the velocity average of the whole cardiac
beat or only diastolic and systolic ventricular phases, respectively. d) Root mean square
error (RMSE) obtained from comparing the velocity curves obtained from the simula-
tions with the ones obtained from the theoretical method of volume change. RMSE beat
refers to the RMSE average of the whole beat, whereas RMSE diastole it is only com-
puted during ventricular diastole phase. GT-dCT: Ground truth (GT), estimated from the
volume curves derived from the dynamic computed tomography (dCT) images (green),
with Equation 3.1. DM-dCT (blue): dynamic CT curve. DM-Spring (red): dynamic mesh
using spring-based method. R (black): Rigid wall.
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Figure 3.11: First two rows: Clipping of the left atrial (LA) geometry with colourmaps
showing the simulated blood flow velocities during early diastole for the different bound-
ary condition scenarios (Setup 1 and 2) and approaches for adding LA wall motion into
the fluid simulations (different columns). S1: Setup 1, with velocity curve at the pul-
monary vein as inlet and pressure values at the MV as outlet. S2: Setup 2, with velocity
curve at the LSPV as inlet and pressure values at the mitral valve as outlet. DM-dCT and
DM-SB: dynamic mesh strategies based on dynamic computed tomography data and on
spring generic approaches, respectively. Last two rows: Streamlines from simulated blood
flow patterns during early diastole for the different boundary condition scenarios (Setup
1 and 2) and approaches for adding LA wall motion into the fluid simulations (different
columns). Colours indicate the pulmonary vein (PV) origin of the blood flow: left/right
inferior PV being blue/green; left/right superior PV being red/orange; and black corre-
sponding to the right central PV. Black arrows show blood flow re-circulations.
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Blood pressure patterns

In terms of blood pressure distributions, the BC defined by Setup 2 created more
coherent and smooth pressure gradients than with Setup 1, as can be seen in Figure
3.12 (less drastic change in colourmaps throughout the cardiac cycle). The rea-
son for instabilities and unrealistic patterns with Setup 1 BCs is the large jump in
absolute value pressures when the MV opens (8 mmHg) compared to ventricular
systole, when there is not a pressure reference. However, all analysed BC sce-
narios achieved PV-MV pressure gradients around 70 Pa (i.e., 0.5 mmHg), except
during MV opening, which agrees with clinical data.

Figure 3.12: Left:pressure maps obtained from each movement scheme using Setup 1
(S1). This setup is composed by the following BC: Velocity at the PV; MV treated as a
wall during the ventricular systole; and a constant pressure of 8mmHg during the ventric-
ular diastole. Right:pressure maps obtained from each movement scheme using Setup 2
(S2). This setup is composed by the following BC: Velocity at the MV; and a pressure
wave during at the PV.
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The DM-dCT strategy provided the largest PV-MV gradients due to its asso-
ciated larger LA volume increase compared to the other two approaches, which
is better observed during ventricular systole in Figure 3.12. This is in agreement
with complementary findings reported above, with the DM-dCT being the only
strategy reproducing a small ”S” wave, and having higher systolic velocities in
Setup 2 (i.e., velocity not imposed in the PV) due to the pressure difference cre-
ated by the larger volume increase. A similar trend is observed in DM-Spring
results, but they are very small to have an impact on velocity distributions.

Regionally, higher pressures were found in the LAA at late systole for all
analysed BCs, which is consistent with hypothesis on the role of the LAA as a
decompression chamber of the LA. A similar pattern was found at end diastole;
however, as patient is in AF and no atrial kick will occur at ventricular diastole,
flow in the LAA could not be ejected.

In-silico thrombogenic indices

The in-silico thrombogenic indices estimated with the different analysed BC sce-
narios, shown in Figure 3.13 were consistent with the velocity distributions dis-
cussed above. First, the TAWSS index confirmed that using LA wall motion com-
ing from the dCT data, blood flow could reach deeper parts of the LAA, thus mak-
ing a better washing, and avoiding over-estimation of flow stagnation. TAWSS
maps obtained for DM-Spring and rigid schemes were very similar, with the latter
providing slightly higher values. As observed above, inlet/outlet scenarios did not
resulted in large difference, with a bit larger TAWSS values when velocities are
defined at PV as inlets.

The OSI index values created by the DM-dCT strategy were higher than other
alternatives, characterising more complex flow patterns with re-circulations in the
ostium and in the distal lobes of the LAA. OSI values were higher in the DM-
Spring strategy than in the rigid one, due to the longitudinal movement imposed
at the MV.

Finally, the ECAP index summarising the TAWSS and OSI, the DM-dCT
achieved the lowest values of ECAP (i.e., lowest risk of thrombus formation) due
to the higher TAWSS values. As for the DM-Spring and rigid schemes, the ECAP
distribution maps are similar, as depicted in Figure 3.13. Regarding the inlet/outlet
BCs, differences could not be appreciated in the estimated in-silico thrombogenic
indices, being more relevant how to incorporate the LA wall motion strategy into
the fluid simulations.
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Figure 3.13: In-silico haemodynamic indices time average wall shear stress (TAWSS),
oscillatory shear index (OSI), and endothelial cell activation potential (ECAP) maps ob-
tained from each movement scheme using both setups. Left: Setup 1. This setup is
composed by the following BC: Velocity at the PV; MV treated as a wall during the ven-
tricular systole. Right: Swtup 2. This setup is composed by the following BC: Velocity
at the MV; and a pressure wave during at the PV.Every column is a movement scheme:
DM-dCT: dynamic mesh movement extracted from the dynamic CT; SB-DM: dynamic
mesh movement based on spring-based methods; Rigid: rigid walls.
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3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Mesh and cardiac cycle convergence analysis

Although mesh convergence analysis is a common requirement for a sound mod-
elling study, mesh resolutions found in LA fluid modelling (see Table 2.3) are far
from being consistent, ranging from 0.4 to 30×105 number of elements. In the ini-
tial mesh convergence study we performed, limited by the constraints of the used
commercial solver, we observed small differences between the two largest meshes
(i.e., 4 and 5 × 105 elements). When later extended up to 10 × 105 elements, we
fixed the mesh resolution to 7× 105 elements, as a good compromise between the
accuracy of the simulations and the associated computational cost. A minimum
of 4–5 ×105 (approximately equivalent to element size of 1.5 mm, as in [105])
should be required and it was useful to identify the most appropriate boundary
conditions. In any case, mesh resolution will always depend on the particular LA
geometry to model, the selected boundary conditions, and which in-silico indices
are estimated.

In a similar fashion, there is not a consensus on the required number of cardiac
cycles to reach numerical stabilisation, even if most published studies are between
2 and 7, with some outliers [136, 110, 46, 119] going beyond 15 heartbeats, at the
expense of higher computational costs. In our study, we could already identify
meaningful differences in boundary conditions scenarios with 3 heartbeats, re-
quiring 1–2 for warming up. However, the cardiac cycle convergence analysis
performed in one of the studied LA geometries showed consistency in the most
relevant ECAP areas around the LAA after around 5 beats, but still with unsta-
ble maximum ECAP values up to 15 beats. Interestingly, there were areas next
to the PV (e.g., under the right superior PV) with high ECAP values after 10
beats. These areas are too far from the LAA to be associated with thrombogenesis
processes related to DRT. The high ECAP values at the PV could be the result
of numerical artefacts due to accumulating dyssynchrony between inlet boundary
conditions and LA wall deformation over several beats after using non-specific
boundary conditions. Further investigations are required to confirm this hypothe-
sis.

As for future work, advanced mesh and cardiac cycle convergence analysis
should be performed with more elements and cardiac beats for better identifying
the necessary spatio-temporal resolution to get accurate and stable simulation re-
sults. However, using meshes with 5× 105 elements and 3 heart beats represented
an acceptable simplification with reasonable computational times that was useful
enough to identify the most appropriate boundary conditions. It could also be
interesting to explore the use of mixed meshes including prisms close to the LA
wall for a more accurate model of local haemodynamics.
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3.4.2 Boundary condition scenarios

Our sensitivity analysis demonstrated the relevance of the most important mod-
elling choices in LA fluid modelling for the prediction of DRT after LAAO im-
plantation, using patient-specific geometries from CT scans of six patients. The
obtained results with four different scenarios of boundary conditions confirmed
that they are critical for achieving accurate predictions, despite using the same
(commercial) solver. The most important consideration is having a good synchro-
nisation between the LA wall movement, anatomy, and volume changes, with the
inlet/outlet parameters (i.e., velocities and pressures) selected at the pulmonary
veins and mitral valve, respectively.

In the absence of a good synchronisation of these factors, which could be due
to using generic or literature-based pressure/velocity constant values or waves in
conjunction with assuming rigid LA wall in complex LA geometries, fluid simu-
lations could easily have continuity issues leading to divergence and providing un-
realistic blood flow patterns. The recommended approach is to leverage as many
patient-specific data as possible to personalise the fluid models, especially veloc-
ity/pressure waves at the PV/MV and LA wall deformation from medical images
such as echocardiography and dynamic CT/MR scans, ensuring a good match be-
tween blood flow (velocities), LA volume changes, and wall deformation. Despite
being difficult to obtain all the required data for every case, it should be sufficient
to acquire either velocity profiles (easier at the MV for outlet BC) or LA wall
movement, and set up the remaining boundary conditions accordingly.

The evaluated boundary condition configurations of Scenarios 2 and 3 pro-
vided the most realistic pressure and in-silico haemodynamic indices (see Figure
3.4) due to the generic pressure wave from an AF patient imposed at the PV and
patient-specific velocity profiles at the MV outlet, despite having different LA
wall dynamics (rigid and dynamic mesh LA wall for Scenarios 2 and 3, respec-
tively). Scenario 1 provided the largest differences in pressure ranges comparing
to cathlab measurements since the inlet pressure was constant, unlike the generic
pressure wave used in the other scenarios. As LA walls were also considered rigid
in Scenario 1 (i.e., lack of LA volume change), PV–MV differential pressure could
not be easily created, leading to unrealistic pressures gradients inside the LA.

Unlike the other scenarios (with pressure BC at the inlets), Scenario 4 had a ve-
locity profile obtained from literature in the PV, which led to continuity problems
in the fluid simulations in 4/6 analysed cases due to the difficulties for properly
synchronising the velocity profile from literature with the different LA anatomies
and wall movements, although a dynamic mesh approach was used. Moreover,
simulated pressure curves were not realistic, with a square shape. Even in the two
cases that converged, blood flow velocities were abnormally low, creating over-
stagnation and ECAP maps that could not differentiate different DRT risk areas
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(too many red areas in the ECAP map of Scenario 4 in Figure 3.4). The main
issue with Scenario 4 was that the amount of flow entering the LA through the PV
was not fully absorbed by the LA volume increase created with the dynamic mesh
approach.

In the remaining scenarios (all of them converged), with pressure values de-
fined during ventricular systole, the system had more freedom to adapt, estimating
the inlet velocities at the PV to match the velocity profile at the MV outlet and the
LA wall deformations, fulfilling the mass conservation law. Another advantage
of using echocardiographic-based boundary conditions at the outlet is that they
captured potential little leaks that occurred even in healthy mitral valves, which
was not possible in Scenario 4 with the MV treated as a wall. In LAAO patients,
mitral regurgitation may play a protective role, contributing to a proper washing
of the LAA and avoiding DRT [22]. Finally, divergence issues in Scenario 4 could
be related to the proximity of the inlet (just before the first main PV bifurcation)
with the LA main cavity, preventing flow development; Garcı́a-Isla et al. [45], us-
ing similar boundary conditions as in Scenario 4, solved this problem artificially
by adding tubes in each PV, which adds operator-dependence into the 3D model
creation.

The inclusion of LA wall deformation guided by the MV annulus ring dis-
placement in the DM approach of Scenario 3 produced small changes (e.g., new
possible high DRT risk area next to the device) in pressure and ECAP maps com-
paring to Scenario 2, which assumed rigid LA walls. On the other hand, using
a DM approach contributed to make blood flow re-circulations in the LA more
realistic, also generating a small peak in PV velocity profiles due to blood flow
going into the LA during ventricular systole (S curve reported in the literature),
which was absent in the scenarios with rigid LA walls (Scenarios 1 and 2).

Dueñas-Pamplona et al. [29] recently published a complete boundary condi-
tion analysis in fluid simulations on an idealised left atrium in-vitro (rigid) model,
combined with particle image velocimetry to obtain ground truth data. The au-
thors compared five different combinations of velocity and pressure boundary
conditions in the inlets and outlets, including some equivalent to the scenarios
in our work. They found practically negligible differences in the simulations with
different boundary conditions, in disagreement with our results, which could be
explained by the idealised LA geometry and lack of LA wall movement in their
in-vitro setup.

3.4.3 In-silico indices of device-related thrombus
Among the evaluated boundary conditions, scenarios that converged (all except
Scenario 4) found lower blood flow velocities next to the LAAO device’s sur-
face in DRT cases (see Figure 3.5), below the threshold (0.20 m/s) reported for
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thrombosis risk [44]. Out of the evaluated scenarios, ECAP and RRT maps from
Scenario 3 (generic AF pressure wave as PV inlet, echocardiography-based ve-
locity profile as MV outlet, and dynamic mesh LA wall behaviour) were the most
accurate to assess DRT risk and predict the possible localisation of the formed
thrombus. Figure 3.6 clearly shows elevated ECAP and RTT values around the
implanted LAAO device in DRT cases compared to non-DRT cases. Equivalently,
the same areas presented blood flow re-circulations and lower velocities in DRT
cases, as can be observed in Figure 5.8, and will be further discussed in Chapter
5. For instance, in-silico haemodynamic indices for Pat 6 perfectly predicted DRT
in the superior-anterior part of the LAAO device (as shown by the red arrows in
the figures). Nevertheless, ECAP maps might not be specific enough to identify
the exact location of DRT in cases where the pulmonary ridge (the space between
the LAA and the LSPV) is not covered. Furthermore, it is not obvious to define
a consistent threshold in the ECAP and RRT maps to determine the risk of DRT
for all cases. In the studied cases, ECAP values larger than 0.5 Pa−1 were asso-
ciated to DRT areas but we could not find a conclusive threshold for RRT, which
should be computed in more than two cardiac cycles. Despite the mentioned lim-
itations of ECAP and RRT indices, the former one was a good descriptor of the
overall LA haemodynamics that, combined with velocity magnitudes and blood
flow re-circulation analysis, can be used to assess the risk of DRT.

3.4.4 Left atrial wall motion from dynamic computed tomog-
raphy images

The initial sensitivity analysis showed the usefulness of including LA wall mo-
tion, even if simplified as a mere longitudinal movement of the MV. Imposing full
LA displacements derived by the processing of dynamic medical images such as
in [70, 105, 28, 110, 46], or applying sinusoidal-controlled small displacements
over the entire LA [89, 88, 25], could help to better model PV velocity profiles
and synchronise LA volume changes with inlet/outlet boundary conditions. Un-
fortunately, obtaining dynamic CT or MR scans of candidates undergoing LAAO
implantation is rarely available in clinical routine, unlike echocardiographic stud-
ies. Fluid–structure interaction can also be a valid modelling alternative to include
LA wall movement, as in [143, 39, 36], at the expense of higher computational
costs and the uncertainty on material properties to be assigned to the LA wall (i.e.,
wall thickness, elasticity, and fibre orientation).

The contribution of the second study presented in this chapter has been the
incorporation of LA wall motion extracted from dCT data, available from one pa-
tient, into fluid simulations, and comparing it with the other BC strategies already
discussed. The dCT image processing steps were performed with state-of-the-art
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Open-Source software tools. Interestingly, the MV ring excursion found in the
analysed case was smaller to the one found in literature (8 mm uniformly in the
MV [133]). One possible reason can be the existence of a non-uniform displace-
ment field at the MV, as suggested by Faletra et al. [35]. Additionally, cine-MRI
sequences could be an interesting alternative to ultrasound data, the limited spatial
resolution of which may also explain some of the found discrepancies.

One of the main advantages of dCT data is that velocity curves can also be
extracted (through mass conservation law) and used them as patient-specific BCs.
In our experiments, the resulting dCT velocity curve at the MV was similar to the
one measured with ultrasound data, with equivalent maximum values and with a
reduced A wave due to AF. The observed differences could be explained by vary-
ing patient heartbeat, time between acquisitions, or different positions of velocity
measurement in the two modalities. As for the simulated PV velocity curve, it
was similar to the one directly derived from dCT data. However, none of them
succeeded on properly replicating the complex ventricular systole dynamics at the
PV, as already noticed in previous works [50].

Although there were not many global differences in simulated blood flow pat-
terns with the DM-dCT approach (e.g., similar blood flow velocity magnitudes at
the ostium), we have demonstrated how it induces to a better LAA washing and
more blood re-circulations. However, none of the tested BC configurations was
able to replicate the systolic vortex reported in the literature [43], which could be
related to velocity curve inaccuracies. In addition, the analysed LA geometry had
5 PV, while literature results are usually reported on 4 PV geometries; having a
right central PV could have an influence on the creation of the ventricular vortex.
Recent imaging techniques such as 4D flow MRI could contribute to shed some
light into these questions.

Combined with the dynamic mesh approach for LA wall motion modelling,
Setup 2 (i.e., imposing velocity at the MV), provided lower ostium velocities and
a more coherent and smooth pressure map distribution over the cardiac cycle. The
DM-Spring and rigid approaches generated some unrealistic pressure peaks, the
latter not creating any pressure differential during ventricular systole. In the initial
sensitivity analysis, the rigid wall assumption (Scenario 1, similar to [16]) created
pressure differential by imposing a zero pressure at the MV. Moreover, the combi-
nation of rigid walls assumption with Setup 1 BC (i.e., imposing velocities at PV)
should have issues fulfilling the mass conservation law, but simulations converged
in all cases with correct residuals in our experiments, using Ansys Fluent. Caution
needs to be taken in case there exist internal processes in the commercial solver
to ensure convergence, even in complex scenarios.

In summary, the DM-dCT seems to be a better strategy for including LA wall
motion into fluid simulations than DM-Spring and rigid strategies. In agreement
with our findings, Garcı́a-Villalba et al. [46] recently demonstrated the benefit of
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in-silico haemodynamic indices for assessing the risk of LAA thrombogenesis in
a database of six patients, having better patient stratification, based on residence
times and kinetic energy, when using moving-wall simulations compared to rigid
LA walls. In an elegant way, the authors set up flow boundary conditions at the
PV/MV based on volume changes of the LA and the left ventricle extracted from
available dynamic CT scans and applying mass conservation. Unfortunately, it is
not obvious to acquire dCT data on a regular basis, being complicated to create
large cohorts, and it does not fully capture ventricular systole dynamics. Alter-
natives need to be investigated in the future to transport knowledge on LA wall
motion from dCT images available on a small dataset of cases onto each LA to be
modelled or to recover as much LA wall motion as possible from 2D-3D echocar-
diographic data.

3.5 Conclusions
In-silico fluid simulations have the potential to play a major role in the optimisa-
tion of medical procedures. The use case of left atrial appendage occluder devices
is a good test since in-silico models can contribute to a better understanding of
haemodynamics of the LA and after LAAO implantation to avoid adverse out-
comes such as the formation of thrombus or DRT. As discussed above, despite
several LA-based fluid models being available in the literature, there is a lack of
consensus on the most appropriate set of boundary conditions (see Table 2.3) to
generate realistic simulations. Systematic verification and validation studies, fol-
lowing the ASME V&V40 guidelines [134] with in vitro and/or ex vivo data, are
also missing due to the difficulties to obtain ground truth data. Therefore, there is
a need for building credibility of LAAO-based in-silico models to integrate them
as part of the medical device certification procedures by organisations such as the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

From results obtained in our experiments, we can conclude that the assumption
of LA rigid walls should be avoided. Additionally, imposing blood flow velocity
curves at the PV is limiting. Although commercial solvers such as Ansys Fluent
may make the models converge, a set up with such boundary conditions is diffi-
cult to justify. Imposing pressure boundary conditions at the PV could partially
overcome the problem but, then, there is almost no blood flow dynamics in the
system, leading to blood velocities lower that they should be and over-estimating
blood stasis

The use of a dynamic mesh strategy based on a generic longitudinal move-
ment of the MV is a better overall approach than assuming LA rigid walls. It can
be justified due to the absence of the atrial kick in AF patients, being the main
LA volume change due to the passive movement produced by the LV; however,
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this assumption is not valid for healthy hearts. We showed in our study that the
DM-Spring approach was useful for detecting DRT, but it had some problems to
properly estimate the risk of LAA thrombus generation. A possible reason is the
proximity of the area of interest in the DRT use case with LA wall movement
(i.e., device being close to the MV), whereas DM-Spring approach fails to trans-
late the movement to the deepest LAA areas. In conclusion, without a LAAO
device, it is recommended to include overall LA wall dynamics, if possible pro-
vided by patient-specific images such as dCT; our experiments demonstrated best
general simulation results with the DM-dCT approach, although ventricular sys-
tole dynamics were not fully replicated. Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain
dCT data for all AF patients to be modelled, thus alternatives such as estimat-
ing LA wall movement from echocardiographic data should be considered. If
patient-specific LA wall motion is not available, other approaches proposed in
the literature [89, 136, 20] should be studied, despite their strong physiological
assumptions (e.g., LA wall motion being sinusoidal).

Patient-specific data is also key for setting the inlet/outlet boundary conditions
better simulating thrombus formation due to its dependence on blood flow veloci-
ties. Using velocity curves from ultrasound images of the patient to model ensures
mimicking complex haemodynamics behaviour such as the presence of the S wave
at the PV, still difficult to recover with dCT images. It is also important to acquire
the multi-modal images (e.g., CT and US) required for a complete model in a
short temporal window to minimise differences in heart status between the acqui-
sitions, both prior to the LAAO implantation and at follow-up. Therefore, good
coordination between the modellers and the medical team is key.

Further investigations are still needed to determine the optimal in-silico haemo-
dynamic indices to estimate the risk of thrombus formation and set up robust
thresholds to stratify patients (e.g., for ECAP or the Q-criterion). In our exper-
iments, an ECAP value equal to 0.5 properly separated control vs DRT cases,
using personalized BC, but it needs to be tested in more cases to evaluate its gen-
eralisation. In addition, we found useful to study pressure distributions, which is
not usually considered in LA fluid modelling, despite being a crucial indicator of
left atrial function. Future work should also focus on a more extensive sensitivity
analyses to determine the optimal mesh resolution and type of elements, as well
as the number of cardiac cycles to properly simulate LA haemodynamics with
reasonable computational times able to fit with clinical routine timings (e.g. often
getting pre-operative images a couple of days before the LAAO implantation).
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Chapter 4

ROLE OF LEFT ATRIAL
MORPHOLOGY AND IN-SILICO
HAEMODYNAMICS IN
THROMBUS FORMATION

4.1 Introduction

Despite a substantial amount of clinical and physiological research, a plausible
explanation of the relationship between the LAA morphologies and thrombus for-
mation is still missing. To overcome this problem and improve thrombogenic risk
and stroke sub-type stratification, the morphology of the LA/LAA has been char-
acterised with multiple indices [17, 62, 108] such as volumes and areas, width
and height of the LAA, ostium parameters (minimum/maxim diameters), LAA
bending angles and tortuosity, among others. Classification systems based on
morphology had been proposed such as the one based on the LAA angulation
(LAA-H/L)[141], defining as low-risk morphology (LAA-L) the ones with an
acute angle bend or fold from the middle and proximal part of the LAA, and high-
risk (LAA-H) otherwise. However, none of these classifications have achieved a
scientific consensus due to their qualitative interpretation [140]. Additionally, few
works have considered the configuration of the pulmonary veins as a morpholog-
ical factor that could play a key role in thrombus formation, despite being key for
LA haemodynamics.

One of the possible reasons for failing to link LA shape characteristics with
thrombus formation is to study LA morphology independently of other factors,
despite thrombus formation being a multi-factorial phenomenon. Following Vir-
chow’s triad, low velocities and stagnated flow have been associated with the trig-
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gering of the inflammatory process and, therefore, the risk of thrombus generation
[138]. Some pioneering works describing LA haemodynamics in healthy volun-
teers date from 2001 [43], although they were not related to thrombus formation
in atrial fibrillation patients. Detail analysis of in-vivo LA haemodynamics in 4D
(i.e., 3D plus time) in AF patients is difficult due to the spatio-temporal resolu-
tion of current imaging modalities used in clinical practice. Advanced imaging
techniques such as 4D flow MRI, allowing a more complete blood flow analysis,
are emerging, but they still provide limited information in the left atria [85, 70].
In consequence, several modelling studies have focused on simulating LA blood
flow patterns, as listed in Chapter 2, but rarely investigating their relation with
LA morphology. Some exceptions include analysis of PV configuration and fluid
simulations [24, 70], but only in one LA geometry.

Therefore, the aim of the work presented in this chapter was to jointly analyse
LA morphology and haemodynamics in relation with the risk of thrombus forma-
tion, paying special attention to the role of PV configuration. To this end, two
studies were carried out. The first study was focused on extracting a complete
list of LA morphological parameters and combined them with in-silico haemo-
dynamic indices to better stratify the risk of thrombus formation in AF patients.
Following conclusions from sensitivity analyses of Chapter 3, a dynamic mesh ap-
proach based on spring method (DM-Spring) was adopted (not dCT was available)
to simulate LA haemodynamics in 30 AF patients, 15 with transient ischaemic at-
tack (TIA) or cerebrovascular accident (CVA) and 15 without. The second study
was specifically focused on the influence of the PV configuration in LA haemody-
namics and its relation with thrombus formation, since it will determine how the
flow enters the LAA, allowing a better or worst washout. A large cohort of 131 AF
cases, including follow-up information on which subjects developed LAA-based
thrombus or suffered CVA/TIA events. At the time, both in-silico studies were the
largest cohort of patient-specific LA fluid simulations performed so far.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Databases

For the first study, the initial patient cohort consisted of a total of 83 patients with
AF from OLV Hospital in Aalst, Belgium. Non-valvular patients (n = 71) were
split into two groups based on whether or not they had suffered TIA/CVA; pa-
tients with valvular AF (n = 12) were discarded. All patients from our study had
undergone radio-frequency ablation of the pulmonary veins and were on perma-
nent anti-coagulation. All patients gave written informed consent. The 3D LA
models were acquired by reconstructing 3D rotational angiography (3DRA) im-
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Figure 4.1: (A) Organisation of the cohort of patients with atrial fibrillation (AF), transient
ischemic attack (TIA) and cerebrovascular accident (CVA). (B) Computational pipeline
followed in the study: data acquisition, left atrium (LA) segmentation from medical im-
ages, pre-processing, morphological characterisation of the LA and left atrial appendage
(LAA), haemodynamic simulations, post-processing and statistical analysis of the data.

ages obtained using an Innova 3D system (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St Giles, UK)
and reconstructed into isotropic 3D volumes through the scanner workstation, pro-
viding isotropic 3D images with 0.23 mm or 0.45 mm volumetric pixel size, for
512 or 256 pixels per dimension, respectively. Segmentation of the left atria was
achieved with semi-automatic thresholding and region-growing algorithms avail-
able at the scanner console.

Morphological parameters were extracted from all non-valvular patients. How-
ever, based on the quality of acquisitions, in-silico simulations were only run on
30 patients (15 with history of TIA/CVA and 15 without), as shown in Figure
4.1. The available clinical data included weight, age, body mass index (BMI),
body shape area (BSA) and the LAA morphology type (e.g., chicken-wing, cac-
tus, windsock, or cauliflower, labelled by experts). The type of AF was also in-
cluded, employing a distinction between paroxysmal or persistent (if lasting a
maximum of 7 days or longer, respectively). The CHA2DS2-VASc score was as-
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signed assuming that TIA/CVA cases had no history of thrombus before grading,
which means that a high value of the score depends on other factors considered by
the method. Mitral valve insufficiency was defined according to the angiographic
grading and CHA2DS2-VASc score. Figure 4.1 B), break down the steps followed
in our study, including the advanced statistical classification.

The clinical data of the study focused on PV configuration were provided
by Hospital Haut-Lévêque (Bordeaux, France), including AF patients that under-
went a left atrial occlusion (LAAO) intervention and with available pre-procedural
high-quality CT scans. 131 patients were available for this study. 62 CT im-
ages were acquired in systole and 69 in diastole. Out of the 131, 53 had either a
thrombus spotted in the LAA or had a stroke or CVA history, the rest were allo-
cated to the control group. Cardiac CT studies were performed on a 64-slice dual
source CT system (Siemens Definition, Siemens Medical Systems, Forchheim,
Germany). Images were acquired using a bi-phasic injection protocol: 1mL/kg
of Iomeprol 350mg/mL (Bracco, Milan, Italy) at the rate of 5mL/s, followed by a
1mL/kg flush of saline at the same rate. The study was approved by the Institu-
tional Ethics Committee, and all patients provided informed consent.

4.2.2 Joint analysis of left atrial morphological parameters and
in-silico haemodynamic indices

Morphological parameters

The analysed LAA morphological parameters in this study were the following:
the LAA volume and area; the neck height (hLAA), the distal point length (hθ),
the LAA anterior and posterior distances (dA and dP , respectively in Figure 4.2)
between the LAA centre of mass (pmass) and the most distal points in the x di-
rection, as well as its sum (anterior-posterior distance, dAP ); the LAA centreline,
using the VIDAA software [1]; and LAA tortuosity (ηLAA). Additionally, the
LAA ostium was characterised by its maximum and minimum diameters (Dmax,
Dmin, respectively), its area and perimeter.

Simulation setup

CFD simulations with a dynamic mesh approach based on the spring-based method
and MV annulus ring longitudinal movement were carried out by using ANSYS
Fluent Solver 19.2, as described in Chapter 3, including 3 cardiac cycles. In this
work we applied the BC setup with a pressure inlet at the PV and a velocity outlet
at the MV. A pressure waveform was extracted from one patient with AF in sinus
rhythm through catheterisation, while the velocity profile was extracted from a
Doppler echocardiography acquisition from our database, being both non-patient-
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Figure 4.2: First row: left atrial appendage division in three regions for the haemodynamic
analysis (left) and morphological indices: ostium perimeter (postium) and area (Aostium),
neck height (hLAA), distal point length (hθ), maximum ostium diameter (Dmax), origin of
the LAA (OLAA), intersected point (pinter), anterior (dA) and posterior (dP ) distance of
the LAA and LAA, and centre of mass (pmass). Second row: examples of LAA with high
and low tortuosity (left and right, respectively).

specific BC. The reasons for using velocity at the MV instead of the PV are mainly
two: (1) the easier access to US data and better quality in the MV than in the PV
in our database; (2) the better convergence and a reduced computational time
comparing to applying velocities at the pulmonary veins. Since it is not patient-
specific, if a flow or velocity inlet is defined at the pulmonary veins, the DM
volume increment has to be perfectly synchronised, having the solver less degrees
of freedom than if velocity is defined at the MV and pressure in the PV. Haemody-
namic indices from fluid simulations such as blood flow velocities were estimated
averaging values of the second and third simulated beats (including systolic and
diastolic phases), since the first one was used to stabilise the simulations. Blood
flow stagnation inside the LAA was assessed by integrating the flow rate at the
ostium. The TAWSS, OSI, RRT, and ECAP indices were also computed from
the fluid simulations. Finally, the Q-criterion and Lambda 2 indices were also
calculated to study the vorticity of the simulations.
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Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed using R Studio 1.2.1335. It can be divided
into two main blocks: exploratory analysis and inferential analysis. Results are
presented in terms of median (minimum - maximum) for continuous and non-
normally distributed variables, mean ± standard deviation (SD) for continuous
and normally distributed variables whilst categorical data is characterised as count
(percentage). Student t-test, Mann-Whitney – Wilcoxon and X2 tests were used
depending on the nature of the variable studied. The level of significance (α)
was set to 0.05. Relevant parameters in terms of significant differences (p-value
< 0.05) were considered potential risk factors. For more information about the
statistical analysis models, the interested reader is referred to [108].

Afterwards, a step-wise regression model with only those morphological pa-
rameters that were statistically significant in the aforementioned statistical analy-
sis was performed. For these step-wise regression models the Akaike Informa-
tion Criterion (AIC)[2] was used to study their prediction accuracy. A lower
AIC represents a smaller information loss by the model, so the smaller the AIC,
the higher the quality of the model. The output of the best morphology-based
model was combined with the haemodynamic parameters to perform a joint anal-
ysis. Moreover, machine learning algorithms such as random forest were im-
plemented to corroborate which parameters might play a critical role to classify
cases in controls and TIA/CVA, as a complement to the classical statistical tests
and regression models. The input for the random forest was the morphologi-
cal parameters (LAA and LA volume, ratio LAAv/LAv, length of the centreline,
LAA height, ostium anterior distance, maximum ostium diameter, ostium area,
and LAA shape) found in the literature that contribute in the process of throm-
bus formation [27, 75, 77, 130], together with haemodynamic ones (ECAP, OSI,
RRT, TAWSS, and velocity). Relevance parameters were obtained finding the best
hyperparameters with a grid search procedure (number of trees = 500, variables
sampled at each split = 4, maximum number of terminal nodes = 90). The Gini
index was used to assess the importance of each predictor.

For the in-silico haemodynamic indices (ECAP, TAWSS, OSI, and RRT), the
data was normalised applying a minimum – maximum sampling approach in all
the studies. Percentiles 90% and 10% were discarded to be robust against outliers
while analysing the whole LAA, and its regions. For the blood flow velocity
within the LAA, data were normalised by the total volume of the LAA in each
case.
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4.2.3 he role of the pulmonary veins on left atrial haemody-
namics and thrombus formation

The LA geometries were segmented from the available CT images by a researcher
which was not involved in the modelling process, in order to maintain the study
blind to the modellers. The final volumetric meshes were between 7 and 9 ×105

elements, depending on the volume of the LA. The same BC and simulation setup
applied in the first study presented in this chapter were applied to this one, i.e.,
using the DM-Spring strategy. Post-processing and visualisation of simulation
results were performed using ParaView 5.4.13.

Morphological descriptors

Initially, the morphological descriptors of the LA and LAA computed in the first
study (see Section 4.2.2) were also used in here. To study the influence of the PV
configuration, the population was manually classified by the number of pulmonary
veins. Additionally, a set of angles describing the topological relationships be-
tween the PV, the LAA, the MV and the main cavity of the LA, were computed in
close collaboration with researchers at Inria Sophia-Antipolis (France), following
the approach presented in [53, 92].

To estimate the LA and LAA angles each pulmonary vein was labelled in the
analysed LA meshes. To label every mesh, a diffeomorphic surface registration
(using the Deformetrica software[15]) was firstly applied between a previously
labelled template LA shape and the rest of the LA meshes. After the surface
registration, labels from the LA template were transferred to all cases. Please
notice that the LA anatomy will always be reduced to 4 PV, as in the LA template.

Subsequently, the barycentre of each PV was computed, together with the
centre of the ostium (e.g., interface with the LA cavity) of each label, producing a
two-point representation of each vein (which it is called a branch). Furthermore,
for the LAA angle, an additional landmark was included: the LAA was cut at the
barycentre with the normal plane to the LAA centreline; followed by the compu-
tation of the barycentre of the outermost half. Finally, the barycentre of the LA
main body was added. When linking the extracted landmarks with straight lines,
a skeleton-like simplified representation of the LA is obtained, as illustrated in
Figure 4.3.

From the detected landmarks we choose to compute the following morpholog-
ical angles and lengths:

• α angle: between the right inferior and superior PVs (RIPV and RSPV,
respectively);
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Figure 4.3: Example of a left atrial (LA) geometry with the angles estimated to charac-
terise the topological relationships between the LA main body, the left atrial appendage
ostium and the pulmonary veins. a) The LA skeleton, depicted in black, is computed link-
ing the barycentres of the different LA sub-structures; b) top view of the left atrium α, β,
γ angles, together with the distances Lα and Lβ; c) lateral view of the left atrium with the
computed ϕ angles.

• β angle: between the left inferior and superior PVs (LIPV and LSPV, re-
spectively);

• Lα length: between the RIPV and RSPV ostia;

• Lβ length: between LIPV and LSPV ostia;

• α/β and Lα/Lβ , being their respective ratios;

• ϕ angles: between the lines linking PV ostium centre with the PV and
LA main body barycentres, characterising the inclination of each PV. From
these angles, additional features can be computed such as the mean inclina-
tion of all the PVs (1/4(ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3 + ϕ4)), the right PVs (1/2(ϕ1 + ϕ2)),
and the left PVs (1/2(ϕ3 + ϕ4));

• ϕLAA angle: representing the LAA bending angle, being computed between
the lines linking the LAA barycentre with its tip and ostium centre;

• γ angle: between the LAA ostium and the LSPV, requiring a rigid trans-
formation of the LSPV branch and the LAA to have a common point (e.g.,
bringing the LAA ostium and the LSPV ostium centres to the same point).
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Regarding the statistical analysis of the analysed variables, first a Shapiro-wilk
test was performed to assess their distribution. For the variables failing the test, a
Wilcoxon Mann Whitney test was then performed; otherwise, a simple t-test was
used. The significant p-value threshold was set to 0.05.

Haemodynamic and thrombogenic descriptors

To assess LA haemodynamics and to localise the position where the main collision
between the PV flows was produced (e.g., from the right and left PV), which can
be defined as the instant when the flow coming from each PV crosses with each
other, streamlines were created, placing 50 seeds in each PV. The streamlines were
visually analysed in the following time-frames of the whole cardiac cycle: 1) at
the beginning of the ventricular systole; 2) just before MV opening; 3) when the
maximum blood flow velocity is reached within the E wave (early diastole, after
MV opening); 4) middle time-frame between the E and A waves; and 5) when the
maximum velocity of the A wave is reached (end diastole, just before MV closing
and start of the next cardiac cycle). The analysis was repeated for two heart beats
per case.

Furthermore, 100 particles were distributed in the different pulmonary veins
(50 seeds in each side) to estimate the PV origin of the flow entering the LAA.
Initially, particles were evenly distributed (e.g., in the case of 4 PV, 25 for each
one). However, the varying number of PV in the population needed to be con-
sidered. Therefore, we used the PV diameters to ensure that the largest ones had
more particles than the others in the same side of the LA. Notice that the number
of particles for each LA side (equal to 50) is independent of the number of PVs,
in order to assess which side has a more predominant blood flow.

The radius from the seed points to the sphere of particles was 2 mm. Never-
theless, in some cases where the diameter of the PV was very small, this had to
be modified to ensure that all particles could fit inside the LA geometry. After-
wards, the particles were traced through the cardiac cycle computing their path-
lines through the velocity vector field from the seed points. After running the
fluid simulation, the number of particles in the LAA was measured, as well as
their PV origin. Moreover, the particle age and velocity at the end of the beat
were estimated.

The flow rate was measured from the fluid simulations at the entrance of the
LAA, selecting a 2D plane below the first lobe before the LAA bending (see Fig-
ure 4.4). Blood flow entering the LAA was considered as positive, thus ongoing
flow being negative. Subsequently, the obtained flow rate curve was integrated
over time to compute the final volume crossing the selected 2D plane. A zero
value in the integration would mean that all flow entering the LAA leaves it at the
end of the two analysed cardiac cycles. Therefore, a large positive value would
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indicate that a lot of blood goes inside the LAA without leaving, i.e., potentially
signalling flow stagnation. In order to consider the large LAA volume variation
in the population, the obtained values were estimated as a percentage of the LAA
volume for each case, i.e., obtaining the amount of flow volume staying in the
LAA with respect to its volume. Velocity magnitude was also measured at the
same point. The ECAP and RRT in-silico haemodynamic indices were also cal-
culated from the resulting fluid simulations.

Figure 4.4: Two points of view of the 2D plane (black line) used for the blood flow rate
computation, being placed below the first lobe of the left atrial appendage bending. Blood
flow was considered positive if entering the LAA, and negative otherwise.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Joint analysis of left atrial morphological parameters and
in-silico haemodynamics

Clinical and morphological analysis

Significant differences between TIA/CVA and control groups were found in mor-
phological parameters such as the maximum (p < 0.001), minimum (p = 0.01),
and mean (p = 0.001) diameters of the ostium, as well as its minimum radius (p
= 0.02). The length of the LAA centreline was also significant (p = 0.05), as well
as all ostium diameters, being larger in the TIA/CVA group. The LAA shape was
not significantly different between controls and TIA/CVA neither when classify-
ing the LAA in chicken-wing versus non-chicken-wing (which were the majority
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Table 4.1: Morphological descriptors of the left atria (LA) in atrial fibrillation
patients. AP: anterior-posterior; CVA: cerebrovascular accident; Max: maxi-
mum; Min: minimum; TIA: transient ischaemic attack. Data were unclear for
3 TIA/CVA cases. Results are presented as mean ± SD or median (min–max) or
n (%). In bold, the significant values (p-value < 0.05).

Feature Control (n=38) TIA/CVA (n=33) p-value
Max. ostium diameter (mm) 25.77± 4.40 30.20± 4.90 <0.001
Min. ostium diameter (mm) 17.46± 3.66 19.63± 2.95 0.01
Mean ostium diameter (mm) 21.62± 3.70 24.91± 3.66 0.001

Min. ostium radius (mm) 6.99± 2.37 8.20± 1.81 0.02
Ostium area (mm2) 367.18± 125.16 486.35± 148.42 <0.001

Ostium perimeter (mm) 71.16± 12.27 80.99± 12.14 0.001
LAA height (mm) 14.80(9.18− 22.93) 15.34(8.83− 30.63) 0.25

Lenght of the centerline (mm) 34.48± 7.06 38.82± 8.74 0.05
Tortuosity 0.79(0.50− 0.96) 0.77(0.45− 0.88) 0.36

LAA anterior distance (mm) 13.87± 3.75 16.03± 3.18 0.01
LAA posterior distance (mm) 11.38± 3.17 12.83± 3.54 0.08

LAA anterior-posterior distance (mm) 25.26± 6.70 28.86± 6.38 0.02
Bending (degrees) 114± 17.55 103± 23.84 0.07
LA volume (mL) 163(82− 256) 164(100− 269) 0.94
LAA area (mm2) 2225(1183− 3918) 2677(1747− 6006) 0.03

LAA volume (mL) 6.63(2.59− 15.50) 8.09(4.12− 15.88) 0.02
Chicken-wing 6(15.79%) 4(13.33%) 0.53
Cauliflowers 10(26.32%) 8(26.67%) 0.82

Cactus 13(34.21%) 7(23.33%) 0.26
Windsock 9(23.68%) 11(36.67%) 0.82

of cases, 86%) nor in the classical four LAA types. Ostium diameter, perimeter
and area, anterior distance, LAA area, and centreline length were the ones bet-
ter differentiating TIA/CVA from control cases. However, the AIC obtained in
morphology-based models was high among all the other ones (AIC= 85.96), thus
on the lower range of accuracy.

Haemodynamic analysis

Lower blood flow velocities in the whole LAA were found in the TIA/CVA group
compared with controls, as summarised in Table 4.2. In addition, higher ECAP,
OSI, and RRT, all indicators of a higher risk of thrombus formation, were found
in the TIA/CVA group. The TIA/CVA group also presented a worse flow washout
from the LAA, indicating a higher percentage of stagnated blood in comparison
with the control group (19.77% vs. 12.39%, respectively). Despite these trends,
differences were not statistically significant between controls and TIA/CVA groups
for any of the estimated haemodynamic indices. In all patients, vortex structures
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Table 4.2: Haemodynamic indices from in-silico fluid simulations of atrial fibril-
lation patients. CVA: cerebrovascular accident; ECAP: endothelial cell activation
potential; LAAv: left atrial appendage volume; OSI: oscillatory shear index; RRT:
relative resident time; TAWSS: time average wall shear stress; TIA: transient is-
chaemic attack; Vel: velocity. Higher values of ECAP, OSI, and RRT as well as
lower values of TAWSS and Vel/LAAv indicate a higher risk of thrombus forma-
tion.

Control TIA/CVA p-value
TAWSS (PA) 0.31± 0.12 0.35± 0.14 0.40
ECAP (1/Pa) 0.87± 0.61 1.08± 0.69 0.35

OSI 0.15± 0.05 0.17± 0.04 0.17
RRT (s) 10.03± 5.97 11.38± 7.04 0.62

Vel/LAAv (m·ml/s/ml) 0.99± 0.80 0.84± 0.35 0.93

were visually present, but no substantial qualitative differences were found in
terms of vorticity between TIA/CVA and control groups.

Higher blood flow velocities, statistically significant (p = 0.04), were obtained
for the chicken-wing group vs. the non-chicken-wing cases, consistently decreas-
ing from the ostium to the superior LAA region. On the other hand, most of
the remaining haemodynamic indicators of thrombogenic risk (ECAP, OSI, RRT)
were higher in the chicken-wing group, led by large differences in the superior
part of the LAA.

Joint analysis of morphological and haemodynamic parameters

The joint analysis of morphological and haemodynamic indices identified that the
most significant morphological indices (e.g., ostium characteristics, LAA area,
and centreline length) were always good predictors of TIA/CVA. However, when
in-silico haemodynamic indices were added to the analysis, the results substan-
tially improved the AIC metric obtained with morphological indices alone. A
model with an AIC value of 14 was obtained when adding haemodynamic in-
dices (versus 85.96 with only morphological ones) such as RRT and TAWSS,
along with some morphological indices (LAA volume, ostium area, anterior dis-
tance, and length of the centreline) that were reported as potential indicators of
TIA/CVA history.
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Figure 4.5: Histograms of the left atrial (LA) and left atrial appendage (LAA) volume
distribution (in mL).

4.3.2 The role of the pulmonary veins on left atrial haemody-
namics and thrombus formation

Volumetric analysis and topological distribution of pulmonary veins

Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of our cohort with respect to LA and LAA vol-
umes, with the majority of cases having LAA volumes between 10 and 14 mL,
and LA volumes between approximately 135 and 180 mL. The number of cases
depending on the number of PV is presented in Table 4.3, with a majority of them
having 4 PV (51.1%), followed by 5 PV (32.8%); cases with 3 and 7 PV were rare
(3.1% each).

Differences were also found when looking at the mean LA volume separated
by the number of pulmonary veins. The mean LA volume was slightly higher in
subjects with 6 and 7 PV (185 and 190 ml, respectively) than the ones with 3, 4
and 5 PV (152, 161 and 166 mL, respectively). No significant relationship was
found between the incidence of cardiovascular accident or thrombus history with
the number of pulmonary veins, as can be seen in Table 4.3).

The topological characterisation of the PV was further analysed with the num-
ber of PV in each side (left vs right) of the LA, resulting in the identification of
eleven different different PV configurations, as depicted in Figure 4.6. For in-
stance, LA with 5 PV include cases with 3 vs 2 PV in the right and left side,
respectively (left LA in 5 PV row of the figure), or 4 vs 1 PV, which could in itself
had two central PV together or quite separated (middle and right LA in 5 PV row
of the figure, respectively). Most of the PV configurations found in this study have
already been described in the literature, except the one with 3 PV on the left side
in the 5 and 7 total PV group, which was present in two cases.
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Table 4.3: Distribution of the analysed cases based on the number of pulmonary
veins (PV) and cardiovascular even incidence. T/S: thrombus/stroke. C: control.
ND: non-determined. The last column indicates the percentage of cases with car-
diovascular events in each PV group.

Cases per group T/S C ND % of T/S
3 PV 4 1 3 0 25
4 PV 67 25 39 3 37.31
5 PV 43 19 23 1 46.51
6 PV 13 6 7 0 46.15
7 PV 4 1 3 0 25
Total 131 52 75 4 -

Orientation of pulmonary veins

The orientation of the pulmonary veins was also studied since it has an obvious
impact on LA haemodynamics, especially on the location of flow collisions in the
LA and how flow is reaching the LAA, thus potentially influencing blood stasis
in that area. Figure 4.7 depicts blood flow patterns with different PV orientations.
First, it can easily seen in the figure how with the same number of PV but different
positions and orientations, blood flow patterns substantially change (e.g., Scenario
3 and 4 in Figure 4.7).

Another important finding is that when blood flow from the left PV collides at
the superior part of the LA, due to their orientation, it is subsequently directed to
the LAA ostium, which is usually located just under the LSPV. In consequence,
the α and β angles, which characterise the angular difference between the PV in
the same LA side (left and right, respectively), had a considerable effect on the
resulting blood flow patterns. In our cohort, the angle between the left PV (β)
varied less than the right PV one (α).

The most common PV configuration in the analysed cases was composed of
LA with 4 PV, with the collision between PV flows taking place at the centre of
the LA, as shown in Scenario 1 of Figure 4.7. With a higher α angle between the
right PV, the right side flow could go laterally through the sides of the LA to reach
the LAA (Scenarios 2 and 3 in Figure 4.7). Additionally, the inclination of the
right PVs with respect to the main LA cavity (ϕ angles in Figure 4.7) determined
whether the blood went vertically down towards the MV or to the centre of the
LA (dashed lines in Figure 4.7). The obtained results suggest that the right side
PV configuration is the main factor guiding the whole LA haemodynamics.
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Figure 4.6: Different types of pulmonary vein (PV) topological configurations in the left
atria (LA) found in the studied cohort. Between brackets the distribution of PV according
to right vs. left side of the LA. RIPV/RSPV: right inferior/superior PV. LC/RC: left/right
central pulmonary vein. LIPV/LSPV: left inferior/superior PV. RC1: right central PV that
is closest to the RSPV; RC2: right central PV that is closest to the RIPV if there is no
RC3; with an existing RC3, RC2 is in between RC1 and RC3; RC3: right central PV that
is closest to the RIPV. T/S: thrombus or stroke group. C: control group.
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Cases with 5 PVs also showed a higher inclination of the RIPV (ϕ angle in
Scenario 5 of Figure 4.7). Furthermore, the presence of the additional RCPV
shifted the RSPV towards a the right LA wall. Therefore, LA haemodynamics
were mainly influenced by the α and ϕ angles (Scenarios 5 and 6 in Figure 4.7),
as follows:

• With the RSPV being shifted to a more transverse position with respect to
the main LA body, the flow crossed the LA, preventing the remaining right
PV flows to collide with the left side flow (Scenario 5 in Figure 4.7).

• If the RCPV was located in a higher position than the RSPV, RCPV flow
was the one colliding with the left PV flow, forcing RSPV flow to go under
RCPV one (Scenario 6 in the figure).

• If the right PVs were very inclined (e.g., high ϕ angle), the collision point
was shifted towards the right side; on the other hand if the α angle (an-
gle between right PV) was also large, then the collision was clearly shifted
to the left side; flow from the left PV could then reach the right LA wall
(Scenario 7 in Figure 4.7).

Blood flow patterns observed in left atria with 6 and 7 PVs were qualitatively
similar to the ones with 5 PV (Scenarios 5 and 6 in Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Different scenarios of pulmonary vein (PV) configurations and angles. Each
colour represents flow coming from the same PV. Scenarios 1-4,7 (4 PV): green/red rep-
resents the left inferior/superior PV (LIPV/LSPV); black/blue represents the right infe-
rior/superior PV (RIPV/RSPV). Scenario 5 (5 PV): orange/red represents LIPV/LSPV;
black/blue/green represents right inferior/central/superior PV (RIPV/RSPV/RCPV). Sce-
nario 6 (6 PV): green/red/black/blue/orange represents LIPV/LSPV/RIPV/RSPV/RCPV.
The black dashed line depicts flow collision points. The solid white line is the direction
of the flow coming from the PV, the white dashed line having a higher inclination (higher
ϕ). The snapshots were taken at end diastole when the maximum velocity of the A wave
is reached, just before mitral valve closing.
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Table 4.4: Morphological, angular and haemodynamic features of the left atria
(LA) and pulmonary veins that were significantly different (p-value < 0.05) be-
tween control (C) and thrombus/stroke groups (T/S). Feature values are presented
as mean ± SD or median (inter-quartile range). γ: angle between the LAA and the
left superior PV main directions. LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein. LAA: left
atrial appendage. D1, D2: diameters of the ostium. In bold the parameter with
most significance.

Feature Control T/S group p-value
γ (degrees) 7.25(4.33− 10.76) 11.48(5.38− 16.65) 0.00082

Inclination of the LIPV (degrees): ϕ3 12.54(9.49− 16.53) 14.74(11.68− 17.71) 0.022
Mean inclination (degrees):
1/4(ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3 + ϕ4)

7.48(7.02− 8.96) 8.67(7.62− 9.80) 0.0027

Inclination of the left side (degrees):
1/2(ϕ3 + ϕ4)

14.94(13.57− 18.47) 17.33(14.37− 20.02) 0.019

Inclination of the right side (degrees):
1/2(ϕ1 + ϕ2)

3.98(3.09− 5.11) 4.66(3.85− 5.66) 0.0089

D1 (mm) 27± 5.88 29.63± 5.81 0.01525
D2 (mm) 19.26(16.76− 12.27) 21.41(19.03− 24.18) 0.0078
Tortuosity 0.3871± 0.0769 0.4217± 0.0620 0.0065

LA area (mm2) 23924± 4709 21302± 3674 0.00070
LA volume (mL) 172.27(146.1− 223.86) 153.02(119.91− 188.97) 0.0087

Ostium perimeter (mm) 74.32(64.5− 80.47) 81.57(71.24− 91.94) 0.0097
Ostium area (mm2) 408.4(308− 427) 489.9(378− 653) 0.0096

Ostium mean diameter (mm) 23.342(20.384− 25.368) 25.26(22.12− 28.79) 0.0084
Total number of particles 130.0(83.0− 184.2) 211.5(158.5− 257.8) <0.0001

LAA/LA ratio (%) 7.9(6.63− 9.82) 6.76(5.27− 7.9) 0.0014

Relevant left atrial and pulmonary vein morphological and haemodynamic
characteristics in thrombus formation

We performed a statistical analysis to identify the set of extracted features (i.e.,
morphological, angular, haemodynamic) that were related to the presence of throm-
bus. Table 4.4 lists the features that were statistically different between thrombus
and non-thrombus groups.

Most of the LA morphological features that appear in Table 4.4, such as the
ostium characteristics, have already been reported in the literature (and in the
analysis of the previous study in this chapter) as being associated to the risk of
thrombus (i.e. larger ostia). Additionally, the LA volume and area, the LAA/LA
ratio and the LAAO tortuosity were significant larger in thrombus cases (the latter
was not in our previous study).

Angles characterising the LA topology were also significantly different be-
tween control and thrombus/stroke (T/S) cases, mainly the γ (i.e., angle between
the main directions of the LAA and the LSPV) and ϕ angles from the left and
right sides. In the studied cohort, T/S cases had larger γ angles than the control
group, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. Moreover, the ϕ angles from the left and right
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LA sides were also larger in thrombus cases, i.e. more inclined left and right PV.
Overall, the most significantly different parameter between controls and throm-

bus cases was the total number of particles found in the LAA after three cardiac
cycles of the in-silico fluid simulations. The remaining in-silico haemodynamic
indices were similar between the two studied groups.

Figure 4.8: An example of the γ angle (blue line) between the left atrial appendage (LAA)
ostium plane (red line) and the orientation of the left superior pulmonary vein (LSPV) for
control (left) and thrombus/stroke (right) examples. Black lines represent the LA skeleton.
The control case has a lower γ angle than the thrombus/stroke case, indicating a better
alignment between the LSPV and LAA main axis.

Analysis with fluid-based particles

The number of particles was normalised to compare different cases, even if they
had different LA volumes. First, the contribution from each PV side and indi-
vidual PV to the particles staying in the LAA was estimated. The number of PV
determined the origin of LAA particles. For instance, in LA geometries with 3
PV (i.e., only one PV in the left side) 76% of LAA particles came from the left
side. Interestingly, the same situation occurs in cases with 7 PV where the left
side only had two PV (bottom left in Figure 4.6, the left side representing 61%
of LAA particles. The remaining LA cases (4-6 PV) had a more balanced distri-
bution of the contribution of each PV side into LAA particles (56.92%, 55.94%,
52.43% from the left side, respectively). Analysing thrombus risk, we did not find
any parameter related to the PV origin of LAA particles.

On the other hand, there was an association between the number of particles in
the LAA and the alignment between the LAA and LSPV main directions, as quan-
tified by the γ angle: lower values of γ, thus more aligned LAA and LSPV, were
linked to having more particles entering the LAA. However, such observation was
not valid for chicken-wing LA morphologies due to their extreme variations in
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ostium positions, bending angles and tip directions (see Figure 4.9), which in-
duce different LAA haemodynamics than in the rest geometries. Accordingly, a
classification of the LA geometries was set to better explore LA haemodynamics,
including the following groups: 1) alignment of the LAA and LSPV main direc-
tions (group A); 2) not-aligned LAA and LSPV main (group NA); 3) chicken-
wing LAA geometries (CW group). Examples of LA geometries in each category
are shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: The three groups selected for the analysis of the fluid-particle results. A/NA
(top row): left atrial appendage (LAA) and left superior pulmonary vein (LSPV) main
directions are aligned or not, respectively. The black arrow indicates the direction of
the left superior pulmonary vein (LSPV). The red arrow shows the main direction of the
initial part of the left atrial appendage (LAA), i.e., the landing zone between the LAA
ostium and neck. Chicken-wing LAA morphologies required an analysis independent of
the LAA-LSPV alignment. Four different chicken-wing morphologies are shown (second
and third row) to demonstrate their variability in localisation with respect to the left PVs,
bending angles, and tip direction.
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Table 4.5: Distribution of cases based on the number of pulmonary veins (PV)
and alignment of left atrial appendage (LAA) and left superior PV (LSPV) main
directions. Av. P.: Average of particles in the LAA at the end of the simulation,
including control and thrombus cases. C: control group. T/S: thrombus or stroke.
A/NA: LAA and LSPV main directions are aligned/not-aligned. CW: chicken-
wing. % of T: % of thrombus cases in that group. The four cases in our database
without follow-up were not included in this study.

A NA CW All groups
% of T Av. Part. % of T Av. Part. % of T Av. Part. % of T Av. Part.

3 PV 100% 353 0% 113.33 - - 25% 173.25
4 PV 46% 230 35% 122 23% 147.5 37% 170.66
5 PV 57% 215.05 45% 253.62 33.33% 129.07 47% 194.19
6 PV 60% 215.6 40% 176.2 33.33% 192 46% 195
7 PV 0% 204 - - 33.33% 132 25% 150

Table 4.5 presents the distribution of the studied LA shapes based on the num-
ber of PV and the LAA-LSPV alignment-based categories, including the number
of LAA particles at the end of the fluid simulations and the percentage of throm-
bus cases. Below there are some observations on LA haemodynamics when jointly
analysing all these parameters.
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3 PV

It was difficult to draw conclusions in this sub-set since it only contained 3 con-
trol cases and one with thrombus. The latter was the only one with the LAA and
LSPV well aligned (small γ angle), also having more particles in the LAA at the
end of fluid simulations than the healthy LA, as shown in Table 4.5. In addition,
particles in the LA were predominantly coming from the left PV (around 80%)
in these cases, with flow patterns being similar between controls and thrombus
groups (see Table 4.6).

Table 4.6: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for 3 PVs. Each row rep-
resents the average percentage of particles originating from each pulmonary vein
that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C) and thrombus or stroke
group (T/S). LCPV: left central pulmonary vein; RSPV: right superior pulmonary
vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein; LS: pulmonary veins from the left side
(i.e., LCPV); RS: pulmonary veins from the right side (i.e., RSPV and RIPV). The
last row represents the average of particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S
groups at the end of the simulation. There is only case in T/S group with 3PVs
and is Type A, whereas all the control cases are Type NA. The major differences
between the two groups are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein T/S (Type A) C (Type NA)
LCPV (%) 83.29 73.96
RSPV (%) 15.58 18.31
RIPV (%) 1.13 7.72

LS (%) 83.29 73.96
RS (%) 16.71 26.04

Particles (Total numb.) 353 133.33
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4 PV

In LA geometries with 4 PV, which was the most populated group, there was
slightly more control than thrombus cases within the sub-group of high LAA-
LSPV alignment (54% and 46%, respectively), as can be seen in Table 4.5. How-
ever, the percentage of thrombus cases in non-aligned LAA-LSPV was lower than
for the aligned ones (35% vs 46%). The number of LAA particles in the aligned
group was lower in controls than in thrombus cases (198.75 and 278.06, respec-
tively). Similarly, the contribution of the left side flow into the LAA particles
was different for these groups, being higher in controls than in thrombus cases
(66.70% vs 55.91%, respectively), mainly led by the LSPV contribution (43.80%
vs 36%, respectively) and to the detriment of the RSPV (Table 4.8). The same pat-
tern was found in the non-aligned LA cases, i.e., having an increased contribution
of the left side was associated to a lower risk of thrombosis (LSPV contribution of
58.12% and 48.26% in controls and thrombus, respectively), but this time, inferior
PVs have a greater influence than the aligned cases (Table 4.9). The LA geome-
tries with a chicken-wing morphology presented an opposite behaviour than the
other LAA shapes, with control cases having the largest contribution from the
right PV (thus, the RSPV) on LAA particles as is presented in Table 4.10. More-
over, controls had less particles in the LAA than thrombus cases (147.5 and 190,
respectively). Overall, we could state that:

• Higher LAA-LSPV alignment is related to having more particles in the
LAA but not so clearly to thrombogenic risk.

• Thrombus cases had more LAA particles within each sub-group (i.e., based
on LAA-LSPV alignment, so in the aligned group, controls have less LAA
particles than thrombus examples).

• Having more LAA particles is related to a lower participation of the left PV
except for CW group.

• Thrombus cases are related to a higher participation of the right PV on LAA
particles, in particular from the RSPV except for CW group.
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Table 4.7: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for 4 PVs. Each row rep-
resents the average percentage of particles originating from each pulmonary vein
that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C) and thrombus or stroke
group (T/S). LSPV: left superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary
vein; RSPV: right superior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein;
LS: pulmonary veins from the left side (i.e., LSPV and LIPV); RS: pulmonary
veins from the right side (i.e., RSPV and RIPV). The last row represents the av-
erage of particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S groups at the end of the
simulation. The major differences between the two groups are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein T/S C
LSPV (%) 31.51 35.68
LIPV (%) 21.5 24.27
RSPV (%) 28.45 24.67
RIPV (%) 18.71 16.40

LS (%) 53.01 59.95
RS (%) 47.15 41.07

Particles (Total numb.) 213.5 144.74

Table 4.8: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for the Type A shape with
4 PVs. Each row represents the average percentage of particles originating from
each pulmonary vein that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C),
thrombus or stroke group (T/S) and the whole group (i.e., T/S + C). LSPV: left
superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: right superior
pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein. The last row represents the
average of particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S groups at the end of the
simulation. The major differences between the two groups are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein Type A Type A (T/S) Type A (C)
LSPV (%) 39.31 35.91 43.81
LIPV (%) 22.41 20.75 22.90
RSPV (%) 23.92 26.47 21.13
RIPV (%) 15.60 17.10 14.74

Particles (Total numb.) 230.16 278.06 198.75
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Table 4.9: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for the Type NA shape with
4 PVs. Each row represents the average percentage of particles originating from
each pulmonary vein that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C),
thrombus or stroke group (T/S) and the whole group (i.e., T/S + C). LSPV: left
superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: right superior
pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein. The last row represents the
average of particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S groups at the end of the
simulation. The major differences between the two groups are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein Type NA Type NA (T/S) Type NA (C)
LSPV (%) 29.85 25.77 31.56
LIPV (%) 22.23 17.35 26.11
RSPV (%) 29.88 34.51 26.45
RIPV (%) 17.95 22.11 15.86

Particles (Total numb.) 128.33 170.83 104.15

Table 4.10: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for the Type CW shape with
4 PVs. Each row represents the average percentage of particles originating from
each pulmonary vein that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C),
thrombus or stroke group (T/S) and the whole group (i.e., T/S + C). LSPV: left
superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: right superior
pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein. The last row represents the
average of particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S groups at the end of the
simulation. The major differences between the two groups are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein Type CW Type CW (T/S) Type CW (C)
LSPV (%) 29.35 31.02 32.18
LIPV (%) 26.12 28.57 20.61
RSPV (%) 26.05 20.77 28.32
RIPV (%) 18.71 19.64 19.28

Particles (Total numb.) 147.5 190 117.65
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5 PV

In LA geometries with 5 PV, thrombus cases had both aligned and non-aligned
LAA-LSPV (see Table 4.5), even if, as for 4 PV cases, the percentage of throm-
bus in aligned cases was higher than in the non-aligned group (57% and 45%,
respectively). A remarkable difference from the previous groups is that controls
with 5 PV had a higher contribution of the right side in LAA particles than in
thrombus (opposite behaviour with 4 PV, i.e., higher left side contribution in con-
trols, see Table 4.11), could be due to the presence of the RCPV and shifting of the
RSPV. Moreover, non-aligned LAA-LSPV cases has a higher average of LAA par-
ticles than the aligned LA geometries (253.62 vs 215.05, respectively), being the
contrary trend than in previous categories, overall demonstrating important differ-
ences in LA haemodynamics between 4 and 5 PV configurations (see Table 4.5).

Complementary, chicken-wing LAA cases with 5 PV and thrombus history
had more LAA particles than controls (193.5 vs 169.45, respectively). This time,
the difference between control and thrombus group it is not explained by the dif-
ference in participation between the right and left side but by the difference in the
participation pattern of the right side (Table 4.14). In the control group, RCPV
contributes more than in the thrombus group ( 24.67% vs 7.46%, respectively)
and to detriment of the RSPV (14.20% vs 27.71%, respectively). Moreover, as in
A/NA groups, flow from the right PV is contributing more to LAA particles than
the left one in controls (Tables 4.12 and 4.13). The reason is in A group is a higher
weight of the RCPV flow in LAA particles of controls than in thrombus cases
(21.13% and 12.87%, respectively), also compared to the RSPV flow percentage
(21.13% on average and 12.71%, respectively). In NA group the the difference is
found only in the RCPV (12.51% on average and 6.56 %, respectively).
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Table 4.11: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for 5 PVs. Each row rep-
resents the average percentage of particles originating from that pulmonary vein
that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C) and thrombus or stroke
group (T/S). LSPV: left superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary
vein; RSPV: right superior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein;
RCPV: right central pulmonary vein; LS: pulmonary veins from the left side (i.e.,
LSPV and LIPV); RS: pulmonary veins from the right side (i.e., RSPV, RCPV
and RIPV). The last row represents the average of particles found in the LAA for
the C and T/S groups at the end of the simulation. The major differences between
the two groups are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein T/S C
LSPV (%) 33.40 30.48
LIPV (%) 27.82 21.60
RSPV (%) 15.99 17.49
RCPV (%) 10.57 18.82
RIPV (%) 13.05 13.52

LS (%) 61.24 52.08
RS (%) 39.61 49.82

Particles (Total numb.) 213.5 144.74

Table 4.12: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for the Type A shape with
5 PVs. Each row represents the average percentage of particles originating from
each pulmonary vein that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C),
thrombus or stroke group (T/S) and the whole group (i.e., T/S + C). LSPV: left
superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: right supe-
rior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein; RCPV: right central
pulmonary vein. The last row represents the average of particles found in the
LAA for the C and T/S groups at the end of the simulation. The major differences
between the two groups are shown in bold. ∗The result is taking into account out-
liers.

Pulmonary vein Type A Type A (T/S) Type A (C)
LSPV (%) 33.87 33.17 31.2
LIPV (%) 23.64 27.58 22.90
RSPV (%) 15.83 12.71 21.13
RCPV (%) 14.94 12.87 21.13
RIPV (%) 14.41 17.10 15.01

Particles (Total numb.) 215.16 190.55 207.57∗
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Table 4.13: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for the Type NA shape
with 5 PVs. Each row represents the average percentage of particles originating
from each pulmonary vein that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control
(C), thrombus or stroke group (T/S) and the whole group (i.e., T/S + C). LSPV:
left superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: right su-
perior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein; RCPV: right central
pulmonary vein. The last row represents the average of particles found in the LAA
for the C and T/S groups at the end of the simulation. The major differences be-
tween the two groups are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein Type NA Type NA (T/S) Type NA (C)
LSPV (%) 32.38 38.65 31.67
LIPV (%) 26.13 27.71 25.74
RSPV (%) 14.93 15.54 16.48
RCPV (%) 11.58 6.56 12.51
RIPV (%) 14.98 11.53 13.60

Particles (Total numb.) 253.63 210.5 175.75

Table 4.14: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for the Type CW shape
with 5 PVs. Each row represents the average percentage of particles originating
from each pulmonary vein that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control
(C), thrombus or stroke group (T/S) and the whole group (i.e., T/S + C). LSPV:
left superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: right su-
perior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein; RCPV: right central
pulmonary vein. The last row represents the average of particles found in the LAA
for the C and T/S groups at the end of the simulation. The major differences be-
tween the two groups are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein Type CW Type CW (T/S) Type CW (C)
LSPV (%) 23.23 27.28 31.2
LIPV (%) 22.58 28.89 28.9
RSPV (%) 17.14 27.71 14.20
RCPV (%) 17.06 7.46 24.67
RIPV (%) 11.25 10.02 14.18

Particles (Total numb.) 116.54 206.75 73.57
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6 PV

Following the same trend as in other PV configurations, LA geometries with 6
PV had a higher percentage of thrombus cases in LAA-LSPV aligned subjects vs
non-aligned ones (60% vs 40%, respectively). It is also confirmed that the right
PV flow contributes more to LAA particles with higher LAA-LSPV misalignment
(43.22% and 57.43% in aligned and non-aligned groups, respectively). Analysing
the influence of each individual PV, in the aligned LAA-LSPV group, we could
observe that the LIPV was the higher contributors of LAA particles in control
group. On the other hand, in thrombus cases, LIPV contribution reduces and the
RIPV increases (see Table 4.16). The chicken-wing group had the same trend
as the aligned one (Table 4.18). As for the non-aligned group, the opposite be-
haviour was found, with the RIPV being the main player in controls, and LIPV in
thrombus subjects (Table 4.17).

Table 4.15: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for 6 PVs. Each row rep-
resents the average percentage of particles originating from that pulmonary vein
that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C) and thrombus or stroke
group (T/S). LSPV: left superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary
vein; RSPV: right superior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein;
RSCPV: right superior central pulmonary vein; RICPV: right inferior central pul-
monary vein; LS: pulmonary veins from the left side (i.e., LSPV and LIPV); RS:
pulmonary veins from the right side (i.e., RSPV, RSCPV, RICPV and RIPV). The
last row represents the average of particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S
groups at the end of the simulation. The major differences between the two groups
are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein T/S C
LSPV (%) 27.76 29.58
LIPV (%) 26.17 25.15
RSPV (%) 9.74 10.72
RIPV (%) 11.71 13.99

RSCPV (%) 9.02 10.19
RICPV (%) 16.59 10.35

LS (%) 52.93 54.74
RS (%) 47.07 45.26

Particles (Total numb.) 213.5 144.74
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Table 4.16: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for the Type A shape with
6 PVs. Each row represents the average percentage of particles originating from
each pulmonary vein that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C),
thrombus or stroke group (T/S) and the whole group (i.e., T/S + C). LSPV: left
superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: right supe-
rior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein; RSCPV: right superior
central pulmonary vein; RICPV: right inferior central pulmonary vein. The last
row represents the average of particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S groups
at the end of the simulation. The major differences between the two groups are
shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein Type A Type A (T/S) Type A (C)
LSPV (%) 28.63 27.96 29.65
LIPV (%) 29.12 23.41 37.68
RSPV (%) 10.20 10.12 10.31
RIPV (%) 12.94 15.57 9.01

RSCPV (%) 7.47 6.96 8.23
RICPV (%) 11.63 15.97 5.12

Particles (Total numb.) 215.6 260 149

Table 4.17: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for the Type NA shape with
6 PVs. Each row represents the average percentage of particles originating from
each pulmonary vein that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C),
thrombus or stroke group (T/S) and the whole group (i.e., T/S + C). LSPV: left
superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: right supe-
rior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein; RSCPV: right superior
central pulmonary vein; RICPV: right inferior central pulmonary vein. The last
row represents the average of particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S groups
at the end of the simulation. The major differences between the two groups are
shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein Type NA Type NA (T/S) Type A (C)
LSPV (%) 27.48 23.76 31.20
LIPV (%) 24.02 34.73 13.31
RSPV (%) 10 11.74 8.26
RIPV (%) 14.26 6.52 22

RSCPV (%) 13.09 14.10 12.08
RICPV (%) 11.13 9.13 13.14

Particles (Total numb.) 176.2 185 170.33
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Table 4.18: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for the Type CW shape with
6 PVs. Each row represents the average percentage of particles originating from
each pulmonary vein that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C),
thrombus or stroke group (T/S) and the whole group (i.e., T/S + C). LSPV: left
superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: right supe-
rior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein; RSCPV: right superior
central pulmonary vein; RICPV: right inferior central pulmonary vein. The last
row represents the average of particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S groups
at the end of the simulation. The major differences between the two groups are
shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein Type CW Type CW (T/S) Type CW (C)
LSPV (%) 27.66 29.11 26.22
LIPV (%) 20.54 17.30 23.78
RSPV (%) 10.55 4.64 16.46
RIPV (%) 9.23 10.55 7.93

RSCPV (%) 7.71 6.96 8.23
RICPV (%) 24.29 33.33 15.24

Particles (Total numb.) 192 237 169.5
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7 PV

The analysis of 7 PV cases was limited to four cases, including 3 CW LAA mor-
phologies, thus few conclusions can be drawn. The non-CW case, which did not
have thrombus, had a high LAA-LSPV alignment and a large left side contribu-
tion into LAA particles, following the trend described above. Finally, it was not
possible to find consistent trends in the studied parameters for the CW cases.

Table 4.19: Distribution of particles based on the PVs for 7 PVs. Each row rep-
resents the average percentage of particles originating from that pulmonary vein
that end in the left atrial appendage (LAA) for control (C) and thrombus or stroke
group (T/S). LSPV: left superior pulmonary vein; LIPV: left inferior pulmonary
vein; RSPV: right superior pulmonary vein; RIPV: right inferior pulmonary vein;
RCPV: right central pulmonary vein; RSCPV: right superior central pulmonary
vein; RICPV: right inferior central pulmonary vein; LS: pulmonary veins from
the left side (i.e., LSPV and LIPV); RS: pulmonary veins from the right side (i.e.,
RSPV, RSCPV, RCPV, RICPV and RIPV). The last row represents the average of
particles found in the LAA for the C and T/S groups at the end of the simulation.
The major differences between the two groups are shown in bold. There is only
case in T/S group with 7 PVs and is Type CW, whereas all the control cases are
Type A or CW. No NA type in this group. The major differences between the two
groups are shown in bold.

Pulmonary vein T/S - Type CW C - CW and A
LSPV (%) 25 44.03
LIPV (%) 32.58 18.91
RSPV (%) 16.7 11.10
RCPV (%) 9.09 7.92
RIPV (%) 4.55 11.82

RSCPV (%) 6.82 6.18
RICPV (%) 5.30 7.92

LS (%) 57.58 62.96
RS (%) 42.42 37.04

Particles (Total numb.) 132 156
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Joint analysis of left atrial morphological parameters and
in-silico haemodynamic indices

In the first study presented in this chapter, we assessed the significance of pa-
rameters characterising the LAA morphology and haemodynamics to distinguish
controls from TIA/CVA cases. Currently, there is not any robust approach in AF
patients to predict the risk of events potentially leading to stroke such as TIA/CVA
or thrombus formation. Despite being regularly used, it has been proven that
scores such as the CHA2DS2-VASc are not fully reliable, with some patients hav-
ing low score values still generating thrombus [81]; in fact, the CHA2DS2-VASc
resulted to be not significant in our study. Characterising the LA/LAA morphol-
ogy with qualitative, subjective, or too simple parameters is also insufficient to
capture the high complexity and large variability of LAA shapes. The classical
LAA morphology type classification (e.g., chicken wing, windsock, etc.) is not
rigorous enough (i.e., high inter-observer variability), leading to confronted re-
sults [140, 130, 55] when related to the risk of thrombus formation. In the studied
database, we did not find differences in the percentage of chicken-wing LAA mor-
phologies in controls and TIA/CVA groups, disagreeing with Di Biase et al. [27]
findings (e.g., less likelihood of an embolic event for chicken-wing LAA mor-
phologies). Nevertheless, our models were extracted from angiography images
that have a low resolution, and thus a precise assessment of the LAA shape was
difficult. Additionally, none of the types of LAA shapes were significant. On the
other hand, other volumetric and morphological parameters such as ostium mea-
surements (i.e., diameters, radius, area, perimeter), the LAA area/volume, and the
centreline length, were found to be good predictors of TIA/CVA events, in agree-
ment with other studies [77, 75], suggesting a higher risk for larger LAA and
ostium. But, as mentioned above, a lot of controversy exists with these param-
eters since contradictory results can be found in the literature [69] (i.e., smaller
LAA and ostium having a higher risk of thrombus). The use of different criteria
to identify the LAA ostium could explain these opposite conclusions.

The in silico haemodynamic indices resulting from our simulations showed
trends in agreement with literature, i.e., TIA/CVA cases being associated with
lower blood flow velocities, more complex patterns, larger residence times, and
worse flow washout than controls. However, differences between controls and
TIA/CVA cases were not statistically significant, having a large variability in each
cohort (see standard deviations in Table 4.2). The use of generic boundary condi-
tions in all simulated subjects, preventing more personalized outcomes that could
have been obtained with patient-specific boundary conditions (e.g mitral valve
velocity profile from echocardiographic Doppler studies), could partially explain
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these findings.
In our study, when only using clinical data and morphological parameters, the

statistical studies produced regression models with limited accuracy, represented
as high AIC metric values. Despite in-silico haemodynamic indices not being
significantly different between controls and TIA/CVA cases, the joint analysis
of morphological and haemodynamic indices achieved a better fitted predictive
model than when analysed separately, with a substantial reduction of the AIC
metric (from 85.96 with only morphological parameters to 14 when adding opti-
mal haemodynamic indices). The model was obtained combining morphological
features characterising ostium and LAA size (e.g., the maximum ostium diame-
ter, LAA area, and centreline length) together with haemodynamic indices of the
whole LAA, mainly representing blood flow velocity magnitude (e.g., TAWSS
and Vel/LAAv values).

Some limitations of the performed study should be taken into consideration.
First, the analysed cases were divided according to TIA/CVA history, which does
not necessarily involve thrombus formation or degradation to stroke. In addition,
we did not know if the TIA/CVA had its origin in the LAA. Moreover, the avail-
able imaging data were acquired with a 3DRA system, which has lower spatial
resolution than CT scans, and prevented the building of in-silico simulations for
all the available cases (i.e., image quality excessively dependent on factors such
as contrast injection).

4.4.2 The role of the pulmonary veins on left atrial haemody-
namics and thrombus formation

The second work presented in this chapter focused on studying the influence of
PV configuration on LA haemodynamics, being the first time these factors were
related to potential LAA flow stagnation and thus thrombus risk. In order to do
so, we have created the largest database of patient-specific LA fluid simulations
in the literature so far, with more than 130 simulated subjects. Until now, most of
the studies had less than 10 processed real LA anatomies, with the exceptions of
the preliminary results of our research, presented last year [92] on 52 cases, and
the recent work published by Rigatelli et al., [115] with 60 individuals, comparing
LA haemodynamics between AF and foramen ovale patients.

The large studied cohort allowed a detailed analysis of PV morphology and its
variability depending on the number and distribution of pulmonary veins. Eleven
different PV configurations were found, with cases having from 3 to 7 PV, the
most common sub-group being the one with 4 PV, followed by 5 PV subjects (67
and 43 out of 131 cases, respectively). Most of the configurations found in our
cohort coincide with those presented in the studies by Marom et al.[87] and Kato
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et al.[68], except the F configuration reported by the latter (with a large deviation
of the RSPV). On the other hand, two outlier LA geometries on our cohort, with
3 PV on the left side, with a total of 5 and 7 PV, respectively, were not described
in previous research. Criteria used in our work to segment the PV in the CT
images (e.g., PV ending cutting plane after the first outgoing branch could justify
differences compared to the literature.

The number of PV did not directly correlated with thrombogenic risk since
there were cases of thrombus in all sub-groups. However, a higher percentage of
thrombus vs control cases were found in LA geometries with 5 and 6 PV. Beyond
standard LA morphological parameters, to further investigate the PV configura-
tion and its relation with LA haemodynamics and thrombus formation risk, we
estimated several angles characterising the topological relationship between each
PV and its LA environment. In addition, we derived indices from particle-based
fluid analysis to estimate the weight of each PV in flow entering the LAA.

As in former investigations, we identified significant differences in controls vs
thrombus cases in ostium characteristics. Furthermore, LA volume and surface
were significantly smaller in thrombus examples than in controls, in disagreement
with most of literature such as from Springer et al. [127]. A possible reason for
this behaviour is that the processed database included CT scans acquired both at
end-diastole and end-systole (68 and 63 scans, respectively), which could have a
non-negligible impact on LA volumetric indices, thus making them untrustworthy.

On the other hand, the PV angular parameters and the total number of particles
in the LAA were more reliable and significant parameters to differentiate controls
from thrombus cases. Of special interest were the γ angle, defining the alignment
between the LAA and LSPV main directions, and the inclination of the right PV.

Despite being the most significant descriptor, the total number of particles, a
fluid-based parameter, none other in-silico haemodynamic indices (e.g., ostium
velocities, ECAP, LAA washout) were helpful to discriminate controls vs throm-
bus cases. The most likely reason is the absence of patient-specific boundary con-
ditions in the performed simulations, using the same generic velocity curve at the
MV for all subjects (also, very close to LAA, thus leaving few degrees of freedom
near where measurements are taking place). The total number of particles is not
heavily affected by the generic BCs since it mainly depends on the velocity vector
field, rather than its magnitude, with the LA geometry having the largest impact.
On the other hand, the remaining in-silico haemodynamic indices are highly in-
fluenced by the velocity magnitude, which was not found significantly different
between controls and thrombus cases in the studied cohort.

Although we did not find a direct relation between the number of PV and
the probability to suffer a thrombotic event, PV configuration definitely had a
strong impact on blood flow patterns, thus with a certain and complex link with
thrombogenesis. For example, the angles (e.g., γ angle) and inclinations (e.g., ϕ
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angles of the right side) of the PV fully determined the point of collision of the
multiple PV flows in the LA, key to understand how blood patterns evolve and
circulate through the LA main cavity and how they reach the LAA, as can be seen
in Figure 4.6. Our experiments confirmed that the individual PV (and PV side)
contributing the most to LAA flow fully depends on the number and configuration
of PV. Yaghi et al. [141] already pointed the relation of LAA angles and blood
stasis, but they did not include the PV in their studies.

The number and PV origin of particles in the LAA were studied in relation
to PV sub-groups (i.e., from 3 PV to 7 PV) and the LAA-LSPV main direction
alignment. The results showed that, independently on the number of PV, a higher
LAA-LSPV alignment is associated to more LAA particles. Moreover, a higher
misalignment of the LAA and LSPV makes the right PV contribute more to LAA
haemodynamics; with aligned LAA and LSPV, the LSPV flow collides from the
right PV one, bounces off, and goes straight into the LAA ostium.

Analysing all these factors independently, it was not possible to identify trends
relating to thrombus formation. However, within each sub-group (e.g., aligned
LAA-LSPV in 4 PV), the number of particles were related to the risk of throm-
bus, among other interesting relations. For instance, in LA geometries with 4 PV,
a higher participation of the left side favours the washing of the LAA and, there-
fore, decreases the probability of thrombus formation. On the other hand, 5 PV
LA cases had the contrary behaviour, with a higher right PV flow contribution into
LAA particles in controls, as it also was the cases for chicken-wing LA morpholo-
gies. There were too few samples in 3, 6 and 7 PV groups to draw any relevant
conclusions from their analysis.

The chicken-wing LAA morphologies were assessed independently of the
LAA-LSPV alignment criteria since the variability in their LAA tip direction,
bending angle and ostium position (i.e., anterior/posterior) was huge. In conse-
quence, the number of particles in the LAA was heterogeneous in the CW cases.
Less thrombus cases were found in the CW group, but no specific blood flow
pattern could be derived to better understand thrombosis in these morphologies.

In summary, the three most relevant PV characteristics to understand LAA
haemodynamics are the number of PV, their angular relations (especially in the
right PV side) and the alignment between the LAA and LSPV main directions.
The combination of these three factors creates a large spectrum of LA haemo-
dynamics scenarios; arguably certain combinations will be more prone to favour
thrombus formation, while others will be more protective.

The large number of possible complex PV configurations can explain the dif-
ficulties to find a simple PV topological descriptor linked to thrombogenesis, be-
ing then the total number of particles the best individual predictor of thrombus
risk. It would be crucial in the future to develop a model combining the anal-
ysed factors for a better prediction, also including more advanced ones such as
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indices quantifying the characteristics of blood flow collision points in the LA.
Certainly, the availability of patient-specific BC would improve LA fluid simula-
tions, and more in-silico haemodynamic indices could become significantly dif-
ferent between controls and thrombus cases. More advanced particle models such
as discrete phase models with particles interacting with the LA wall and among
themselves would improve the realism of the thrombus formation process, and
obtain better in-silico haemodynamic indices.

4.5 Conclusions
Thrombus formation in the LAA, potentially leading to transient ischaemic at-
tacks, cerebrovascular accidents, and stroke, results from the combination of mul-
tiple and complementary factors, including morphology and haemodynamics. How-
ever, their independent analysis does not offer the necessary holistic view to prop-
erly understand the underlying patho-physiological mechanisms and to estimate
thrombogenic risk on an individual basis. In this chapter we have shown with two
separate studies that the joint analysis of morphological parameters and in-silico
haemodynamic indices provides a better stratification of patients with and with-
out TIA/CVA history. In the first study, relevant factors including the maximum
ostium diameter and centreline length, were found significant, whereas the LAA
shape, centre of the debate in most of the literature, was not. None of the stud-
ied haemodynamic indices was individually significant, highlighting the need for
patient-specific BC for more realistic and variable fluid simulations. However,
when combined with morphological factors, prediction models were better. The
second study of presented in this chapter confirmed these findings on the largest
in-silico study of LA haemodynamics performed so far. The total number of par-
ticles in the LAA was found the best individual parameter to distinguish thrombus
vs. non thrombus group. Furthermore, new morphological descriptors of the LA,
based on the angles generated by the PVs, were computed, being good indicators
of thrombus formation, specially if the LAA and the LSPV main directions were
aligned and the right PV more inclined. However, better and more robust in-silico
haemodynamic indices could be derived from fluid simulations if using more per-
sonalized boundary conditions, having a more complete analysis. In conclusion,
the studies presented in this chapter demonstrate that the LAA morphology alone
is not enough to stratify the risk of thrombus formation in AF patients (e.g., throm-
bus cases present for all LAA shapes). However, our findings suggest a protective
role to chicken-wing morphologies, as previously reported in the literature. Un-
fortunately, understanding the reasons for it is complex due to the variability of
CW LAA shapes, despite LAA orientation and PV configuration should certainly
play a role.
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Chapter 5

IN-SILICO HAEMODYNAMICS
TO IDENTIFY THE LEFT
ATRIAL APPENDAGE
OCCLUSION SETTINGS
INDUCING DEVICE-RELATED
THROMBUS

5.1 Introduction

Left atrial appendage occlusion (LAAO) is progressively growing worldwide [13,
73]. In the early days, the complications were pericardial effusion or device em-
bolisation. But with the passing of the years and the increasing experience of
surgeons, device related thrombus (DRT) has remained possibly the last big chal-
lenge to overcome. Strategies have been developed to control and better man-
age DRT. Yet, these measures are corrective (i.e., increasing the intensity of anti-
coagulation therapy) and are not exempt of risk, as they increase the risk of bleed-
ing in patients, as well as the burden of care, since patient follow-up has to be
more frequent. Moreover, DRT seems to be a multi-factorial process and cannot
be prevented only with anti-thrombotic treatments. Several clinical variables (e.g.,
age, AF at time of implantation, congestive heart failure, CHA2DS2-VASc score)
have been associated with a higher risk of DRT mainly due to their relation to
hypercoagulability [125]. Aminian et al., [6] published that > 80% of DRTs with
the Amulet device were located in the area below the pulmonary ridge (PR) (see
Figure 5.1) although the results published are still controversial and have not been
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proven [42].
As blood flow patterns are believed to be important in thrombogenesis, several

computational fluid dynamics studies analysing blood flow patterns in the LA and
LAA have been published but only a few studies, i.e., four, have considered LAAO
implantation (see Table 2.4). Moreover, most of these have integrated very limited
sets of patient-specific clinical data, without follow-up. One of the objectives was
to identify patients who would need closer follow-ups after the intervention due
to a higher risk of DRT through in-silico simulations.

The work presented in this Chapter is based on the hypothesis that flow re-
circulations plays an important role in DRT formation. As it has been discussed in
the previous sections, acquiring reliable imaging data to characterise the complex
4D behaviour of blood flow patterns in the left atrium is a challenge. Thus, in-
silico simulations appears as a particularly promising mean to study how the flow
and PR might relate to DRT, with high spacial and temporal resolutions .

This chapter contains three different studies. The first one exploits a very well
documented case-report and shows how the position of LAAO device deploy-
ment with respect to the pulmonary ridge (PR) favours flow eddies that would
explain why most DRT are related to the PR. The second analysis shows that al-
though the PR creates an area that favors flow re-circulation, the latter can also
happen when the PR is covered. Then, the key factor for DRT development ap-
pears to be the velocity magnitude of those eddies. In this study, the importance
of patient-specific boundary conditions (BC) to obtain reliable results for in silico
explorations of DRT, is shown. The computational methodology was debveloped
to build patients-specific models and achieve personalized in-silico indices from
clinical data routinely available in patients treated with LAAO implantation. Data
came from a retrospective, single-centre cohort of 6 patients (3 with DRT, and
3 without DRT, respectively) referred for LAAO implantation, post-implantation
CT imaging of the whole atrium, and US of the MV.

The two studies mentioned so far, focused on possible effects of the position
of the device on the occurrence of DRT. Nevertheless, the devices available in
the market are diverse in terms of shape and design, and the impact of different
LAAO designs on the haemodynamics within the LA remains poorly explored.
Actually, there is strong clinical debate about whether one type of device is better
than the others to avoid DRT. As it has been presented in Section 2.2.1 (Figure
2.5), LAAO devices can be divided into three groups: the ligation; the plug de-
vices; the pacifier devices. On the one hand, the ligation method, is based on a
completely external approach. On the other hand, the plug and the pacifier devices
are implanted through endo-vascular delivery. To our knowledge, only one study
in addition to the one presented in this chapter, has investigated the difference be-
tween pacifier (Amplatzer Amulet) and plug (Watchman FLX) devices, and the
amount of clinical data was very reduced [25]. Some clinical studies have already
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reported that plug devices lead to higher rates of DRT (Table 2.2) after LAAO, as
their round design might make them prone to generate thrombus formation. More
specifically, the small region between the device and the endothelial wall would
favour local blood stagnation [126]. Accordingly, the third study presented in
this chapter, introduces a modelling workflow that includes discrete phase mod-
elling simulating platelets coupled to the fluid flow analyses, to analyse the risk
of DRT in six patient-specific geometries with different LAAO. In particular, we
studied the possible incidence of DRT depending on both the positioning (cover-
ing/uncovering the PR) and the type (Amplatzer Amulet and Watchman FLX) of
device.

Figure 5.1: The image shows the most probable position of DRT formation, i.e., when the
PR is uncovered. DRT is formed between the device’s surface and the PR. A) DRT case
presented in Section 5.2. B) Explanatory figure of device related thrombus in patients
with uncovered PR. Image in B) is from Freixa et al. [42]

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Databases
For the first study, i.e., the analysis of PR influence, a 78-year-old man with
atrial fibrillation (CHA2DS2-VASc score of 3) and contraindication to oral anti-
coagulation owing to intracranial haemorrhage, was selected as case study from
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Hospital Clı́nic (Barcelona, Spain). The patient underwent successful LAAO with
a 22-mm Amplatzer Amulet. He was discharged on 2.5 mg/12 h Apixaban with-
out incidences. At three months, after ruling out DRT through trans-esophageal
echocardiography (TEE), Apixaban was stopped and aspirin started. However,
a subsequent imaging control with TEE at 6 months (3 months after changing
from Apixaban to aspirin) detected the presence of DRT below the pulmonary
ridge (Fig.5.1(A) and 5.2). Device thrombosis was successfully treated with 3
months of 2.5 mg/12 h Apixaban, and aspirin was restarted. Unfortunately, 3
months later, TEE revealed DRT recurrence at the same level. This time, Apix-
aban was maintained for 6 months. After this period, TEE showed no thrombus
and aspirin treatment was restored. Six-month control TEE/angiographic com-
puted tomography (angio-CT) showed a flat-tissue coverage of the “triangle-area”
below the pulmonary-ridge with no clear image of thrombus (Fig.5.1(A) and 5.2).
The present case of recurrent DRT was deemed to be optimal to evaluate whether
haemodynamic factors might help to explain recurrent thrombus generation. The
study protocol was approved by the Hospital Clı́nic ethics committee, and the
patient gave its informed consent.

For the second study, six cases of patients treated with LAAO were modelled.
For each case, CT images were acquired at least twice; first between months 1
and 3, then between months 3 and 6, after LAAO implantation. The six patients
were implanted with the Amulet device and were selected from the overall LAAO
database from Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau (Barcelona, Spain) based on
the availability of complete CT imaging at follow-up including the whole atrium
anatomy and an echocardiography study with mitral flow analysis at baseline.
The indication for LAA closure was motivated by a history of major bleeding in
5 patients and high bleeding risk in the remaining one. The patients’ baseline
characteristics are shown on Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 (DRT and control groups,
respectively). Anti-thrombotic treatment post-LAAO was prescribed for a mini-
mum of 3 months (Table 5.1 and Table 5.2). No cardio-embolic strokes occurred
during a minimum clinical follow-up of 12 months.A prospective cardiac-gated
computed tomography angiography was performed with a Phillips Brilliance iCT
scanner (Philips Healthcare, The Netherlands). A biphasic contrast injection pro-
tocol was used: 40 cc of iodinated material (Iomeprol 350 mg/ mL, Bracco, Italy)
were infused through an 18-gauge cubital catheter at a rate of 5 mL/s followed by
a saline flush of 40 mL. The bolus-tracking method was used for the arterial phase
images being the region of interest on the ascending aorta with a 100 HU thresh-
old. A volumetric scan from heart to diaphragm (14 cm to 16 cm) was acquired.
Cardiac phase reconstruction was performed at 30% to 40% of the interval be-
tween the QRS complex. Digital image post-processing and reconstruction were
performed using the Phillips Brilliance Workstation to assess the LAAO device
positioning and characterise the DRT (defined as a CT hypo-density on the device
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left atrial extremity) as follow: a) unexplained by imaging artefacts, b) inconsis-
tent with normal healing, c) visible in multiple CT planes, and d) in contact with
the device. Patient data were anonymized prior to any computational processing.
None of the patients showed leaks after assessing the CT, according to assessment
guidelines provided by Linder et al., [80]. A 2D Doppler echocardiography was
performed within 7 days from CT follow-up acquisition. Trans-mitral flow veloc-
ities as seen on the pulsed-wave Doppler echocardiography were recorded from
the apical 4-chamber view with the Doppler samples placed between the tips of
the mitral leaflets. Four out of the 6 patients were diagnosed with permanent AF
and 2 with paroxysmal AF. One patient from the latter group was in sinus rhythm
when the US images were acquired. Since these patients did not have A waves,
the measurement of velocity curves corresponded to the mean of the measure-
ments of their E waves over 3 or 5 beats. The study protocol was approved by the
Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau ethics committee, and all patients gave their
informed consent. In the third study, six patients were used from the database
already described for the first study of Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.1).

Table 5.2: Characteristics of patients without device-related thrombus (con-
trol group). CHA2DS2-VASc score (congestive heart failure, hypertension, age
75, diabetes mellitus, prior stroke or transient ischemic attack or thromboem-
bolism, vascular disease, age 65-74, sex); CT: computerized tomography; GI:
gastrointestinal; HAS-BLED (hypertension, abnormal renal/liver function, stroke,
bleeding history or predisposition, labile international normalized ratio, elderly,
drugs/alcohol concomitantly); LAAO: left atrial appendage occlusion; LVEF: left
ventricular ejection fraction; TIA: transient ischemic attack.

Patient 4 Patient 5 Patient 6
Age, years 66 64 65

Sex Male Male Male
LVEF, % 77% 29% 29%

Indication for LAAO GI bleeding GI bleeding GI bleeding
Creatinine, mmol/L 75 170 147

AF Permanent Paroxysmal Paroxysmal
Diabetes No Yes No

Current smoker No Yes No
Arterial Hypertension Yes Yes Yes
History of stroke/TIA No No No

CHA2DS2-VASc score 3 4 4
HAS-BLED score 3 2 3
Device size, mm 28 28 22

Time after LAAO, CT thrombus
detection, in weeks 25 5 38

Therapy at time of thrombus
detection DAPT Acenocumarol Acetylsalicyilic acid
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Table 5.1: Characteristics of patients with device-related thrombus. CHA2DS2-
VASc score (congestive heart failure, hypertension, age 75, diabetes mellitus,
prior stroke or transient ischemic attack or thromboembolism, vascular disease,
age 65-74, sex); CT: computerized tomography; GI: gastrointestinal; HAS-BLED
(hypertension, abnormal renal/liver function, stroke, bleeding history or predispo-
sition, labile international normalized ratio, elderly, drugs/alcohol concomitantly);
LAAO: left atrial appendage occlusion; LVEF: left ventricular ejection fraction;
TIA: transient ischemic attack.

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3
Age, years 83 86 75

Sex Male Male Male
LVEF, % 68% 47% 62%

Indication for LAAO
Intracranial

bleeding GI bleeding
High bleeding

risk
Creatinine, mmol/L 121 122 71

AF Permanent Permanent Permanent
Diabetes No No No

Current smoker No No No
Arterial Hypertension Yes Yes No
History of stroke/TIA Yes No No

CHA2DS2-VASc score 6 4 3
HAS-BLED score 4 1 4
Device size, mm 31 28 22

Time after LAAO, CT thrombus
detection, in weeks 12 22 15

Therapy at time of thrombus
detection Clopidogrel No treatment No treatment

5.2.2 The role of the pulmonary ridge on device-related throm-
bus

For the first study, the patient’s anatomy was segmented from a CT images in ven-
tricular diastole phase. Since there was no pre-procedural CT images available,
and LAA could not be clearly observed in the post-procedural image, the shape
of the LAA could not be segmented. As no leak was reported it was assumed that
there were not peri-device leaks and only the LA and the device were segmented.
The thrombus was segmented so that it was possible to simulate the scenario be-
fore the occurrence of the very same thrombus. In order to assess the influence
of the PR on LA haemodynamics, two scenarios were generated: 1) actual device
position, extracted from the patient-specific CT and 2) a device position that was
considered optimal considering this experiment as it was covering completely the
PR (see Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.2: Generation and evolution of device related thrombosis. Device positioning
showing the absence of pulmonary ridge coverage (left);recurrent device-related thrombus
(DRT) location below the pulmonary ridge (center) and potential endothelization of the
DRT area by angio-CT (right).

The volumetric mesh of the scenario 1 had 469,739 elements and the second
358,825 as the total LA volume was reduced due to the PR covering. The BC
were the same for both scenarios. A velocity curve profile from the literature was
applied through the pulmonary veins [40]. During ventricular systole, the MV
was treated as a wall, whereas during ventricular diastole a pressure of 8 mmHg
was defined at the MV. To approximate the wall’s behaviour, a dynamic mesh
(DM) diffusion strategy was applied. For the thrombus risk assessment, ECAP
and streamlines were studied near the device’s surface.

Figure 5.3: Different scenarios to study the influence of the PR. On the left, the 3D model
segmented from the CT ignoring the thrombus. At the center, the same model but with
the segmentation of the thrombus (red) formed at the device’s surface. On the right, the
3D model of the optimal position simulated.
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5.2.3 Prediction of device-related thrombus with fluid simula-
tions

For the second study that involved six clinical cases, we developed a computa-
tional methodology to build patients-specific models and personalized in-silico
indices from clinical data usually available for patients treated with LAAO im-
plantation. Figure 5.5 shows the proposed methodological workflow. The per-
sonalized geometrical model of the whole left atrium was constructed for each
patient from the CT images through semiautomatic segmentation by a collabora-
tor not involved in the modelling process, in order to maintain the study blind to
the modellers. The geometry and position of the LAAO device implanted were
also extracted from the post-procedural CT scans. The thrombi were segmented
so as to run simulations as if they hadn’t appear yet. The segmented regions were
then built on 3D mesh models for computational fluid dynamics simulations. The
velocity curves at the mitral valve were obtained from the Doppler ultrasound
imposing patient-specific boundary conditions in terms of outflow during the left
atria flow simulations. All simulations used a generic pressure wave from a patient
with AF at pulmonary vein level. The movement of the wall was a DM-diffusion
approach. Post-processing and visualisation of simulation results were performed
using ParaView 5.4.1.

Figure 5.4: Two examples: patient 2 (A) and patient 6 (B): region (black rectangle and
triangle, respectively) where velocities were estimated from flow simulation between the
perpendicular line towards the pulmonary ridge and the device edge.

Patient-specific flow simulations allowed local analyses of the following in
silico indices: a) the presence of swirling flows (e.g., eddies) or stagnating flow
next to the device surface; b) the magnitude of the fluid velocity averaged over
the whole cardiac cycle within the area outlined between the pulmonary ridge and
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the device surface (see Figure 5.4); low velocity values (< 0.20 m/s) were defined
as a strong indicator of thrombus formation [131]; and c) regions with complex
flow patterns and low wall shear stress were characterised using the endothelial
cell activation potential (ECAP) index (ECAP > 0.5 Pa−1)[26].

Figure 5.5: Scheme of the patient-specific computational workflow to predict the risk of
device-related thrombus (DRT) formation after left atrial appendage occluder (LAAO) im-
plantation. A: computerised tomography (CT) scan acquisition of whole left atrium (LA)
and ultrasound (US) study with Doppler measurements at mitral valve (MV) level. B: 3D
LA segmentation and model generation where finite volume analysis was performed. C:
blood flow velocities and in silico indices like endothelial cell activation potential (ECAP)
estimated from personalized computational fluid dynamics simulations. D: the risk fac-
tors predicting the presence of DRT were low velocities (< 0.20 m/s), and stagnated flow
next to the device surface as well as high ECAP values (> 0.5 Pa−1,indicative of complex
blood flow patterns and low wall shear stress).

5.2.4 Influence of left atrial appendage occluder positioning
and design on device-related thrombus

Device creation and positioning

For the the third study that includes different LAAO designs, i.e., the Amplatzer
Amulet and the Watchman FLX, the surface meshes of the deployed devices were
built by using Meshmixer, out of the Computational Aided Design files, and in-
troduced in the LA and LAA 3D models. Some simplifications had to be made to
achieve high-quality meshes (e.g., removal of anchors in the Amulet device). Dur-
ing the virtual implantation, we considered rigid walls for the LA surface and a de-
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formable device model (see Figure D.1 in Appendix). The latter assumption was
based on the fact that the structure of the devices is highly deformable. This pro-
cess is highly manual, once the device has been deformed inside the LA, device’s
mesh has to be corrected and improved to ensure a good aspect ratio whereas in-
tersecting faces between the device and the LAA wall have to be avoided. For
each LA geometry, two studied positions, covering and uncovering the PR, were
previously defined and assessed before implanting the device, with the help of
intervention cardiologists from the Hôpital de Haut-Lévêque (Bordeaux, France),
Dr. Iriart and Dr. Cochet. According to their expert assessment, most of the de-
vice insertions were realistic, with some exceptions in Case 3 where the device
needed to be too proximal, in order to cover the PR. In addition, in Case 6, the
landing zone diameter happened to be too small to perform LAAO with the avail-
able sizes of the Watchman FLX device, so an unrealistic volumetric compression
of the device was imposed, even when the smallest size was used (see Table D.2
in Appendix).

Similar landing regions of the Amulet and the Watchman FLX devices were
achieved for each position, enabling proper assessment of the impact of the de-
vice design for each position.The small deviations that were present were caused
by LAA morphology and where unrealistic deformations were needed, to deploy
the devices at the required position. The largest deviation appeared in the uncov-
ered PR position for Case 5, where the presence of a large lobe did not allow to
deploy Watchman FLX at the same position as the Amulet device, so a more inner
positioning had to be chosen for this occluder. The size of the implanted device in
each case was assessed by using the VIDAA platform[1], based on morphological
measurements such as the LAA ostium size and LAA depth. A total of 24 differ-
ent configurations were successfully completed after placing the deployed devices
at the corresponding positions in all studied geometries (see Figure 5.6). For the
device sizes see Table D.1 in Appendix.
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Figure 5.6: Resulting scenarios after device implantation (device painted in blue) and the
corresponding regions where the average velocity profiles were computed (red).
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Simulation setup

CFD simulations with a dynamic approach based on the spring-based model, and
with MV annulus ring longitudinal movement, were carried out by using ANSYS
Fluent solver. The BC consisted of a pressure inlet at the PV and a velocity out-
let at the MV, same as defined in Chapter 4 for this same cohort. The average
velocity magnitude near the device was computed throughout the last two heart
beats (the first one was discarded as a warming-up beat), for each patient-specific
geometry and all possible device configurations. The region of study consists of a
cylindrical volume, the transverse plane of which was parallel to the sealing disc
of the device. The cylindrical region of interest was 3 mm long and was 0.5-1 mm
away from the sealing disc surface (see Figure 5.6, red areas). The diameter was
set to be approximately the same as the largest dimension of the deployed device,
subject to restrictions of the LA morphology. Other haemodynamic descriptors
used were streamlines, ECAP, TAWSS, OSI, Lambda-2 and Q-criterion to visu-
ally identify regions with DRT risk and vortices in blood flow patterns. For this
study, a Lambda-2 with negative value (-50) was used for vortex identification,
as in other studies focused on the human heart [32].The Q-criterion threshold to
visualise vortices was set to 50.

Platelet adhesion model

In the computational fluid dynamics model, a discrete phase was added to the con-
tinuous phase (blood flow), to assess the platelet attachment to the LAA and better
evaluate DRT risk. During simulations, particles were injected through the PV in-
let and were then dragged by the flow, until they either attach to the LAA wall or
escap though the MV. Particles were assumed to be clusters of platelets, thus the
values of density ρp, viscosity µp, surface tension σp and platelet concentration in
blood cp were taken accordingly. Particle trajectories were computed individually
by integrating the force balance of each particle within the continuous phase, as
reflected by the following equation:

mp
dup

dt
= mp

u − up

τr
+ F, (5.1)

where mp is the particle mass, u the fluid phase velocity, up the particle velocity
and ρ the fluid density. The term mp (u − up) /τr corresponds to the drag force,
where τr is the droplet relaxation time. F corresponds to the forces that arise due
to the pressure gradient in the fluid and the force required to accelerate the fluid
surrounding the particles. In addition, an extra term, the Saffman lift force, was
included in this variable, to represent the influence of shear rate on the particle
attachment process[79].
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Particles were injected through the PV surfaces during the first 10 time steps at
the beginning of each beat. We assumed that, in the first injection, the number of
injected particles, npart, corresponded to a platelet concentration in blood of cp =
2 · 108 mL−1, which is within the normal range in physiological conditions1. To
feed the model, the following parameters were computed: the number of platelets
per cluster, nppc; the particle diameter, dp; and the total flow rate, Q. And for
parameter calculations, the following values were assumed: number of time steps
during the injection nts = 10, diameter of platelets dplat = 3 µm, particle density
ρp = 1550 kg m−3 and time steps for the injection ∆t = 0.01 s. As we fixed the
concentration, all the parameters depended on the LA volume (VLA). Therefore,
the number of platelets per injection nplat, was computed as: nplat = cp · VLA.
In order to assess DRT, the number of particles attached to the LAA and their
location were analysed at the end of the simulations. To do so, the LAA surface
was separated from the rest of the LA and a wall-film condition was assumed. This
condition implied that any particle that touched the LAA wall, independently of
its velocity, stuck to this wall; they could eventually detach if the flow would drag
them to the LAA boundary (see Figure D.2 in Appendix).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 The role of the pulmonary ridge on device-related throm-
bus

In this section, the results of the first study are presented. In the first scenario,
i.e. original position of the device, results revealed a region of flow recirculation
below the pulmonary ridge (where the thrombus was observed) with low veloci-
ties (<0.1 m/s). ECAP maps also showed a high thrombogenic area at the same
location. In the second scenario, when the pulmonary ridge was virtually covered
by the disc of the device the re-circulations disappeared although velocities were
still low. ECAP colour maps followed the same trend, and the highest areas were
reached with the PR uncovered (Figure 5.7).

1https://bionumbers.hms.harvard.edu/search.aspx
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Figure 5.7: Flow-dynamics simulations. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations
showing the presence of flow vortex with low velocities below the pulmonary ridge (arrow,
A); High risk of thrombus generation according to Endothelial Cell Activation Potential
(ECAP) values (arrow, B); When the pulmonary ridge is covered by the disc of the device,
fluid recirculation does not occur, velocities are higher and ECAP values are lower, nearby
the device (C, D).

5.3.2 Prediction of device-related thrombus with fluid simula-
tions

Analysis of the simulated flows to predict the risk of DRT

Swirling flows or eddies (Figure 5.8, column 2, red markers) due to blood stag-
nation and re-circulation near the LAAO device surface were found in all patients
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except for patient 5. The areas with flow re-circulation in the simulations matched
exactly the location where thrombi were found in the post-CT follow-ups (Fig-
ure 5.8, column 1) of patients with DRT. In addition, the magnitudes of blood
velocities near the device surface, averaged over the whole beat, were different
in the DRT group compared to the control cases: around 0.15 m/s for the DRT
group, and > 0.20 m/s for the control cases. Table 5.3 shows the estimated aver-
age blood velocities at systole, diastole, and over the whole cardiac cycle. These
velocities were generally higher during ventricular diastole. Remarkably, patient
5 who suffered severe mitral regurgitation had particularly high flow velocities
(2-3 m/s during the E wave), according to simulations (0.87 m/s on average) in
the LAAO region and Doppler data. On the contrary, patient 2 had the smallest
average velocity value at 0.10 m/s.

Table 5.3: D: DRT group; C: control group; diast: diastole; ECAP: endothelial
cell activation potential; max: maximum; syst: systole; vel: velocity (average ±
standard deviation); whole: whole cardiac cycle.* Velocity values averaged across
the whole cardiac cycle < 0.20 m/s and ECAP values were > 0.5 since they are
indicators of high risk of device-related thrombogenesis.

Vel-sys (m/s) Vel-diast(m/s) Vel-whole (m/s) Max-ECAP
(Pa−1)

Mean-ECAP
(Pa−1)

Pat. 1 (D) 0.07± 0.02 0.27± 0.08 0.16± 0.11∗ 1.23∗ 0.23± 0.14
Pat. 2 (D) 0.11± 0.03 0.09± 0.02 0.10± 0.03∗ 1.50∗ 0.24± 0.26
Pat. 3 (D) 0.10± 0.03 0.19± 0.07 0.14± 0.07∗ 0.61∗ 0.25± 0.11
Pat. 4 (C) 0.13± 0.03 0.24± 0.13 0.20± 0.12 0.45 0.10± 0.08
Pat. 5 (C) 0.28± 0.10 1.6± 0.77 0.87± 0.83 0.07 0.01± 0.01
Pat. 6 (C) 0.08± 0.02 0.37± 0.17 0.29± 0.19 0.30 0.03± 0.04
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ECAP values ± 0.5 Pa–1 were found near the device surface in all patients
with DRT (see Table 5.3 for peak and average ECAP values). The peak ECAP
values in patients 1 and 2 (Figure 5.8, column 3, red areas) allowed us to clearly
locate the specific areas where simulations predicted the formation of DRT, which
was later compared to the post-CT imaging analyses. For instance, the spatial
location of the highest ECAP values in patient 2 (Figure 5.8, row 2) on the device
upper region next to the pulmonary ridge matches the location of the thrombus in
the follow-up images. However, the ECAP map of patient 1 suggested an inferior
thrombogenic area whereas the real thrombus also formed on the device upper
region. In patient 3, ECAP values were more homogeneously distributed over the
entire device surface, yet the peak values were still found where the thrombus was
formed (lower device region). Regarding the control group, ECAP results were
very low except for those of patient 4. In any case, the threshold of 0.5 Pa−1 was
not reached, and the follow-up confirmed that this patient did not develop DRT.
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Figure 5.8: Results of the computational modelling analysis to predict device-related
thrombogenesis (DRT). CT column: computerized tomography (CT) scan, red arrows in-
dicate where the thrombus was found during the patient radiological exploration at follow-
up. Column with velocity streamlines: simulated blood flow patterns coloured by velocity
magnitude (blue, high values; red, low values), red arrows indicative of stagnated flow or
recirculation. ECAP column: map of the endothelial cell activation potential (ECAP) in
silico index near the device surface indicative of high and low DRT risk (red and blue,
respectively). Column of risk factors: list of simulation-based risk factors for developing
DRT.
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5.3.3 Influence of left atrial appendage occluder positioning
and design on device-related thrombus

Table 5.4 displays the mean velocities obtained from fluid simulations for all ex-
plored cases and LAAO configurations, part of the third study of this Chapter. In
our study, mean velocities were below 0.20 m/s in almost all cases during systole,
with the exception of Case 6 in the covered PR position with Amulet device. Low
velocities during diastole were less common, due to the proximity of the LAA to
the MV, which is open during this phase. Additionally, a higher incidence of low
velocities in uncovered PR configurations was encountered, thus a higher risk of
DRT. On the other hand, no significant differences between the two devices (i.e.,
Amulet and Watchman FLX) were encountered in this regard.

Figures D.5 D.6 in Appendix shows the streamlines for all the cases analysed
(i.e., pulmonary ridge covered/uncovered and Amulet/Watchman FLX devices)
during systole and diastole phase. As a general rule, flow re-circulation patterns
with low velocities (i.e., conditions required for DRT) were more common at the
edge of Watchman FLX at some point during the cardiac cycle, independently of
the position of the occluder. However, this metric was too qualitative to claim
that there was a clear pattern. Same conclusions were drawn from the analysis of
vorticity indices. Conversely, vortices with low velocities were rarely detected in
the covered PR configurations with the Amulet device. However, vortices were
present in the uncovered PR position both for Amulet and Watchman FLX de-
vices, being slightly more common in systole than in diastole (see Table D.3 and
Figures D.7 and D.8 in Appendix). Overall, no relevant differences were appreci-
ated between the ECAP maps of the covered and uncovered PR positions, fact that
could reinforce the idea that patient-specific BC are key to obtain reliable ECAP
results.

Table 5.4: Mean velocities during the second cardiac cycle in a region near the
device, in systole (Sys) and diastole (Dias). In bold, values below 0.2 m/s. PR:
pulmonary ridge.

Average velocities near the device (m/s)
PR covered PR uncovered

Amulet Watchman Amulet Watchman
Sys Dias Sys Dias Sys Dias Sys Dias

Case 1 0.11 0.29 0.12 0.30 0.10 0.17 0.13 0.19
Case 2 0.16 0.28 0.18 0.29 0.11 0.18 0.07 0.17
Case 3 0.16 0.39 0.17 0.37 0.14 0.34 0.16 0.29
Case 4 0.19 0.36 0.18 0.36 0.11 0.22 0.11 0.25
Case 5 0.09 0.13 0.07 0.12 0.05 0.08 0.02 0.05
Case 6 0.22 0.29 0.18 0.25 0.09 0.16 0.13 0.15
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Figure 5.9 shows the platelet distribution at end diastole of the second cardiac
cycle for the studied cases. It can be observed that platelets did not only stick to
the wall in the PR region, but also attached to other uncovered regions of the LAA
as the inferior part of the device. In all cases except Case 2 and 6, the LAA had a
significant amount of platelets clustered in the PR configuration compared to the
covered PR configuration (Figure 5.10). Overall, 75% of the analysed configu-
rations has more platelets attached to the LAA (i.e., more risk of DRT) with an
uncovered PR, as can be seen in Figure 5.10 a (yellow and purple bars higher than
blue and red ones in all cases). Also, the Watchman FLX device appeared to have
more platelets prone to get attached to the LAA than the Amulet one. This could
be due to its rounded shape which creates more spaces between the wall and the
device where flows can be retained. This would also explain the lower velocity re-
sults obtained with the Watchman FLX. It should also be noted that for both cases
the pin is not simulated, part of which, according to the literature, is an area where
the DRT can be found too. However, to determine the risk of DRT, not only the
number of patelets has to be assessed, but also the blood velocity. For instance,
Case 2, mentioned before, it is true that covered PR has more particles attached,
but their velocity is also higher. On the contrary, the PR uncovered position has
fewer particle attached but the blood velocity is close to 0 (Figure 5.10). There-
fore, when it comes about assessing DRT risk, it seems logical that both variables
have to be taken into account. In Case 5 no patelets were attached, the reason
being the very inner position of the device forced by the patient’s LAA anatomy.
It was placed so depth, that the velocity in that area was 0 and no particle reached
the area. In contrast, in Case 6, the PR and LAA were so well covered, that all the
particles had high velocities towards the MV direction without being in contact
with the region of interest. Therefore, few attached to the wall.
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CASE 1

CASE 2

CASE 3

CASE 4

CASE 5

CASE 6

PR covered PR uncovered

Amulet Watchman FLX Watchman FLXAmulet

PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION

Figure 5.9: Particle distribution in the left atrial appendage in diastole for the two analysed
devices (Amulet and Watchman FLX) in the covered and uncovered pulmonary ridge (PR)
configurations. A higher density of attached particles (red) would be associated to a higher
risk of device-related thrombus. Blue: free particles.
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a) b)

Figure 5.10: a) Maximum number of platelets attached to the left atrial appendage
(LAA). b) Mean velocity of attachment for all the studied configurations (Cases 1-6):
Amulet-uncovered pulmonary ridge (PR) (blue); Watchman FLX - uncovered PR (or-
ange); Amulet - covered PR (yellow); and Watchman FLX - covered PR (purple).

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 The role of the pulmonary ridge on device-related throm-
bus

Early diagnosis, and even prediction, of DRT is essential to reduce complications
after LAAO implantation, like stroke or systemic embolism. It would also support
individualized optimal antithrombotic therapies, for which there is still not con-
sensus in the medical community. In the case report presented in the first study of
this Chapter, a proof-of-concept exploration was carried out, to test the hypothesis
that when the PR is uncover, a “triangle area” with unfavourable haemodynamic
factors would be created, increasing the risk of DRT. When the PR was covered
with an optimal position of the device, flow recirculation disappeared being the
flow lines much straighter near the device, heading towards the MV. Still, low
velocities were found in the neighbourhood of the optimally positioned device.

Arguably, the use of only one patient case is an obvious limitations, and further
research with increased number of clinical cases was necessary to confirm the
hypothesis. Moreover, the coverage or uncoverage of the PR does not explain all
the cases of DRT. Some of the thrombi are found in the middle of inferior part
of the device. Thus, testing more positions of the device was necessary [126].
Regarding the flow simulations, there were some limitations too. The US of the
patient could not be acquired, and the velocities, that are a key component to
predict thrombus formation, were not patient-specific, therefor. This last fact and
the lack of individuals as a control group made also difficult to set an optimal
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threshold of ECAP to differentiate the cases that are going to generate thrombus
or not. For all these reasons, it was necessary to design another experiment to
further investigate the effect of device positioning on DRT.

5.4.2 Prediction of device-related thrombus with fluid simula-
tions

In the second study, the combination of several in silico indices successfully pre-
dicted the presence or lack of DRT in all simulated cases (3 controls and 3 patients
with DRT diagnosed with follow-up CT imaging). The computational pipeline
developed basically required the 3D reconstruction of the whole LA anatomy, ob-
tained with regular cardiac CT imaging acquisition plus a standard US study, al-
ready routinely acquired for LAAO candidates, which allowed us to define patient-
specific boundary conditions (such as the mitral flow velocity profile from Doppler
data). Each patient-specific simulation lasted 48 hours on average. These require-
ments make the proposed tool particularly suitable for clinical use, as we estimate
that an early evaluation of DRT risk is possible within 72 hours following device
implantation (see Section 2.3 for workflow’s details). The computational work-
flow and simulations might be further useful for virtual treatment prognosis and
decision ahead of the intervention.

This is the first study to validate the ECAP index with a clear clinical endpoint
and assess ECAP performance in patients treated with LAAO. The ECAP index
could differentiate between DRT and non-DRT cases based on the characteristics
of flow complexity. However, it could not robustly predict the exact location of
thrombus formation in all cases as it wrongly suggested the formation of an infe-
rior thrombus in patient 1, whereas a superior thrombus was identified clinically.
Even though the cohort was small, thanks to their mechanistic nature, the results
suggested that if thrombotic risk after LAAO needs to be studied, the ECAP index
alone is not enough and needs to be combined with other variables.

The areas of flow re-circulation at low velocities could indicate potential re-
gions with risk of thrombus formation, but its precise location depends on the
patient’s LA anatomy and the LAAO device final deployment. Our flow simula-
tions revealed the device upper region with an uncovered pulmonary ridge (PR)
as the preferred area for eddies as shown in Figure 5.8. This finding was consis-
tent with the literature available on pulmonary ridge uncovering and a higher risk
of DRT: 82% of DRT cases with uncovered left upper pulmonary venous ridge
[6, 42, 93]. However, we showed that pulmonary ridge uncovering could increase
the risk of DRT only if flow velocities are low and the whole pulmonary ridge
area cannot be properly washed out. Therefore, covering the pulmonary ridge,
which is not always possible due to anatomical constraints (e.g., proximity of a
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circumflex to other structures) would only be critical if blood flow velocities are
not high enough.

The velocity results obtained in our in silico analysis are consistent with ultra-
sound imaging studies that associate low blood velocities with thrombus forma-
tion since the former could favour the stagnation of flow and trigger the inflamma-
tory process [93, 131]. Velocity results during systole were more similar among
patients compared to results during diastole. The region where the velocity anal-
ysis was performed it was allocated near the device surface, very close to the MV.
Therefore, in general, during ventricular systole when the valve is closed, blood
velocities in that region tend to be low and differences are difficult to see. Once the
MV is open the velocities increase. Also, the mean velocity of the entire cardiac
cycle (Table 5.3, column 3) showed that patients who developed DRT had lower
blood velocity values in all the beats compared to the control group. However,
the process through which blood stasis triggers the inflammatory cascade is not
fully understood. For instance, the spatial proximity of the left atrial appendage
to the MV makes blood flow into the LAA be quite dependent on the dynamics
of the MV as it occurred with patient 5. The unusual haemodynamic behaviour
of this patient (e.g., very high blood velocities) was due to mitral regurgitation, an
effect that was captured by the simulations thanks to the patient-specific US-based
boundary conditions. Remarkably, these observations are consistent with studies
that hypothesize a certain degree of protection against flow stagnation and throm-
bus formation in patients with mitral regurgitation due to a better blood washout of
the LAA [67]. This also highlights the importance of having the patient’s velocity
profile: without the US it would not have been possible to replicate the haemo-
dynamics produced by the regurgitation, thus proving that these patients have a
better washout of the area making them DRT protectors, unlike patients suffering
from mitral stenosis.

Yet this study also comes with limitations. The main limitation was that even
thought we had increased the number of patients, six is still a reduced number
of patients to confirm the predictive value of our simulation-based factors. In
addition, it is difficult to assess the possible impact on the interpretation of the
results of: the different anticoagulant therapies used in the DRT group; the dif-
ferent timings of the follow-up CT imaging among the patients; the lack of a
unified protocol for the follow-up explorations. Regarding the possible effect of
combined drug therapies (i.e., anticoagulants, here), the use of computational bi-
ology models, e.g., agent-based model, or of particle simulations coupled to the
flow simulations, could help to approximate different characteristics of the anti-
coagulant therapies. Actually, the reason why the current cohort gathered only
six subjects is precisely the difficulty to achieve relatively unified protocols for
both anticoagulant treatment and imaging follow-up. Nevertheless, our mecha-
nistic and interpretable computational fluid dynamics-based descriptors for DRT
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prediction should be viewed as novel potential biomarker candidates accessible
through digital twin technologies.

Fortunately, CT imaging is increasingly becoming accepted as a key technol-
ogy for LAAO planning and follow-up analysis [60], thus facilitating more ex-
tensive studies in the next future, through in silico modelling. More specifically,
the requirement of having a whole LA CT image at follow-up for the computa-
tional model would not substantially change the clinical protocol in centers with
access to this imaging technique. In the near future, the constant improvements
in spatial and temporal resolution of echocardiographies would make it possible
to build patient-specific models based on 3D reconstructions of the LA anatomy
from these images. Hence, achieving a larger cohort of prospective cases is pos-
sible and shall allow more rigorous analyses and validations of the proposed in
silico factors and thresholds (both in terms of blood velocities and ECAP), to pre-
dict the risk of DRT after LAAO implantation.

There is not a clear consensus on the optimal boundary conditions to model LA
haemodynamics in a realistic way. On the one hand, we used a velocity profile as
outlet in the mitral valve since such profile can be obtained from standard echocar-
diography images routinely acquired in LAAO candidates. On the other hand, a
generic pressure waveform of a patient with AF from a former study was applied
in the pulmonary veins as an inlet model while coping with the fact that patient-
specific pressure measurements would require invasive catheterization, which is
not usually performed in these patients. Similarly, in our study, the movement
of the LA wall was not patient-specific. It was extrapolated from the passive
movement of the mitral valve annular plane, imposed by the left ventricle, which
was extracted from the medical literature available. Whereas our patient-specific
component of the boundary conditions, i.e., the US-derived blood velocities at
the MV, uniquely allowed to simulate mitral regurgitation effects, a more realis-
tic left atrial wall dynamics may be extracted from temporal imaging sequences.
Simplifications are intrinsically associated with the concept of modelling, which
was applied in the present study. Still, the integration of relevant patient-specific
structural and functional information in our modelling and simulation workflow
provided boundary conditions that were realistic enough to achieve accurate esti-
mations of the risk of DRT after LAAO implantation.

5.4.3 Influence of left atrial appendage occluder positioning
and design on device-related thrombus

In the third study a modelling pipeline has been developed to assess device perfor-
mance after LAAO. Two types of device, i.e., plug (Watchman FLX) and pacifier
(Amulet) devices, have been tested in several positions within six LA/LAA mor-
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phologies. Few similar studies were found in the literature, to compare different
device designs and positioning. Such kind of study would be hugely helpful to
determine the best option for each patient-specific LA geometry.

According to the results, the haemodynamic in-silico indices showed that un-
covered PR device configurations generated higher DRT risk flow patterns, spe-
cially in ventricular diastole phase. The ”triangle area” produced by this position-
ing favored blood stagnation since the flow from the systole phase gets trapped
between the high-velocity jets going towards the open MV and the device acting
as a wall. This is in agreement with the clinical studies published in the litera-
ture [42, 126]. During ventricular systole in almost all the studied scenarios and
configurations the blood velocities reached were very low and did not allow to dis-
tinguish the covered and uncovered PR groups. However, in diastole, differences
became clearer, and the DPM revealed that in most cases, more platelets tended to
attach to the LAA when the devices were placed without covering the PR. Addi-
tionally, the DPM showed that the moment at which more particles attached was
during the E-wave at early diastole. Also, when lower average flow velocities
were predicted, such as in Case 6, platelet attachment was more distributed along
the device but overall, less platelets attached. This implies that not only specific
flow velocity and patterns conditions may cause clot formation, but device place-
ment as well as morphological and patient-specific physiological features shall
also intervene.

Regarding the respective performance of the Amulet and the Watchman FLX,
the former showed better performance in our simulations, in general. Because of
the disc, less swirls and vorticies at low velocities were generated. The rounded
shape at the edges of the lobe of the plug device produced little swirling at very
low velocities, therefore decreasing the risk of DRT between the device and the
LAA surface, according to the indentified heamodynamic risk factors. Neverthe-
less, no significant differences have been found in terms of velocities between the
two devices, but this could be an artefact of having averaged the results over a
region. No significant differences were found in terms of ECAP index between
the Amulet and the Watchman device, although color maps showed a tendency of
the Watchman FLX to induce slightly higher values than the Amulet.

The present work presents some limitations and leaves room for future work.
First of all, with respect to device implantation, some simulated cases may have
deviated from reality (e.g. large volumetric deformation of the device in small
LAA, forcing uncovered PR positioning when the LAA neck was particularly
long), but they allowed to perform the sensitivity analysis in terms of positioning
effect on the haemodynamic factors. Specialist clinicians also pointed out that
considering a rigid LAA and the lack of adjustment of the latter to the device
after deployment was a strong assumption. This caused the device to suffer from
unrealistic deformations in order to fit in the desired position in the LAA. Mesh
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refinement also lead to a simplification of the device geometries, so the absence
of some elements compared to real-life designs, such as the catheter tip and the
anchors in the Amulet device, should be taken into consideration. Moreover, the
employed simulation scheme did not take into consideration the wall behaviour
that could be relevant to better mimic the interaction between the device and the
anatomy [142]

While the haemodynamic indices that we recomputed in the present study
(e.g., DPM or ECAP) provide detailed and complementary information to assess
the risk of DRT, further haemodynamic descriptors such as residence time[117]
could help to assess quantitatively blood stagnation in the regions of interest. In
this study, the boundary condition profiles were not patient-specific and limit,
therefore, the accuracy of those haemodynamic indices in comparison with other
studies presented in this Chapter.

Also, vortex criterion visualization should be considered cautiously as there
is no consensus yet on the proper threshold to represent the vortex structures.
Besides, for low-velocity vortex regions, the two studied criteria take a value close
to 0, that is, less negative values in the case of λ2 criterion, and some vortex
regions might be missed.

To conclude, the discrete phase modelling also presents limitations. The wall-
film condition of the LAA should be revised to make platelet attachment depend
on the wall shear stress, rather than considering total attachment when a collision
with the wall happens, as done by Hathcock et al.,[54]. This would avoid particle
attachment at high velocities as it happened during the simulations of the present
work. Particle detachment triggers could also be implemented to study not only
how the particles get attached, but also how can they get loose when subject to
high shear stresses.

5.5 Conclusions
Percutaneous left atrial appendage occlusion is becoming an effective alternative,
to reduce the risk of ischemic stroke without the need for long-term oral antico-
agulation in patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation. Device-related thrombus
(DRT) is a potential complication of LAAO, the incidence of which varies a lot
depending on the studies, but usually ranges from 2% to 5% [6]. The difficulty
to thoroughly understand and better control DRT might result from variations of
device placement position, differences in patient medication, differences in de-
vices designs, and from the impossibility to assess local flows re-circulations with
current imaging techniques. In this chapter, we developed different simulation
workflows to explore DRT through three different computational fluid dynamics
studies. Recent data reported that DRT mostly occur below the pulmonary ridge
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[6]. The potential presence of flow turbulence in this ”triangle area” has been
proposed as a DRT risk factor. The first work presented in this chapter supports
this hypothesis, as the two flow simulations performed, pointed out pulmonary
ridge coverage was a key factor to avoiding flow turbulence over the device. Ac-
cordingly, pulmonary ridge coverage should be pursued with LAAO device, to
minimise flow recicrculations at low velocities. However, further research with
larger cohort was needed to confirm this hypothesis.

The second exploration presented in this chapter is a proof-of-concept study
that presents a description of an in-silico modelling workflow capable to integrate
patient-specific data and simulate hemodynamics within the LA, while predict-
ing the risk of DRT after LAAO device implantation. The model was used to
study 6 patients retrospectively: 3 patients with DRT and patients 3 without DRT.
The simulations reproduced the flow dynamics inside the LA and showed that pa-
tients with DRT had low velocity blood flow re-circulation with complex patterns
next to the device surface. The combination of several in-silico indices represent-
ing pro-thrombotic factors that cannot be measured in situ helped to identify key
haemodynamic variations that distinguished patients with DRT from the control
ones. Here we showed a first proof-of-concept study with in silico indices from
personalized models capable of identifying potential complications of LAAO de-
vice implantation, to individualise follow-up therapies and minimize the rate of
unfavourable clinical outcomes. Nevertheless, future studies should focus on val-
idating the computational workflow developed against larger cohort explorations.

Finally, in the third study, a modelling pipeline using CFD and DPM has been
developed to explore the differences between pacifier and plug LAAO devices
in six patients implanted with several device positions. According to the result-
ing haemodynamic in-silico indices, uncovered PR device positioning generated
more thrombogenic patterns, confirming the results obtained in the two previous
works. The DPM analysis and simulated patelet attachment to the LA wall nicely
supported the aforementioned outcome. Moreover, the Amplatzer Amulet device
led to less virtual cases with low-velocity swirls and vortices than the Watch-
man FLX, thus being less prone to induce DRT after implantation, probably due
to the presence of the disk in the device design. Future work will mainly focus
on establishing a robust and rigorous validation framework for the fluid simula-
tions, using advanced imaging such as 4D flow magnetic resonance imaging and
blood speckle tracking as well as in-vitro set-ups like the one recently proposed
by Dueñas-Pamplona et al. [30].
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Chapter 6

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation we investigated the process of thrombus formation in the left
atrium (LA), before and after left atrial appendage occlusion (LAAO), using com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. Understanding why in patients with
AF, certain LAA are subject to thrombus formation while others do not, could
help to tailor improved personalized therapies, according to the risk of thrombus
formation. Current thrombus risk stratifying indices (i.e., CHA2DS2-VASc score)
still miss a part of the patient’s risk as the exact process of thrombosis within the
LAA is not fully understood. One of the possible treatments for the patients with
a risk of blood clot formation in the LAA is LAAO, especially when oral antico-
agulants (OAC) are contraindicated. In this minimally invasive intervention, the
LAA is closed with a device implanted into the body through a catheter, from
the femoral artery. Although the rate of success of this intervention is increasing
over the years, thanks to the learning curve of the physicians, there are still a non-
negligible number of patients who develop device-related thrombus (DRT). In any
case, thrombus formation, either before intervention or because of the device (i.e.,
DRT), might lead to a stroke and must be avoided. It is known, that low veloc-
ity and stagnated flow play an important role on thrombus formation through the
Virchow’s triad [138, 131]. However, the resolution required to capture the local
flow haemodynamics able to trigger this phenomena is not provided by the cur-
rent imaging techniques. For this reason, in-silico simulations and patient-specific
computational models of the heart are emerging as a valuable technology in clinics
to back up clinical decisions and contribute to interventional planning, diagnosis,
prognosis, and device optimization such as LAAO [19]. Several related studies
have been published and use in-silico simulations, to try to predict which patients
with AF will or will not develop thrombus. Nevertheless, the workflows used (i.e.,
boundary conditions, wall behaviour, haemodynamic indices analysed...) vary a
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lot among studies, and the community has not reached any consensus about the
procedure for best practice or clinical case explorations (Tables 2.3 and 2.4). Ac-
cordingly, this thesis aims to: 1) review the state-of-the-art and test the different
methods used in the literature (Chapter 3); 2) understand better the role of flow
haemodynamics in the LA and LAA for thrombus formation (Chapter 4); and 3)
identify the left atrial appendage occlusion settings that would be more prone to
induce device-related thrombus (Chapter 5).

Chapter 3 explored the different boundary condition setups and workflows
found in the literature. For that purpose, two sensitivity analyses in two different
datasets were carried out. The first dataset consists of six patients who underwent
LAAO and had follow-up. The results showed that rigid wall assumption should
be avoided whenever possible, since it can overestimate thrombus formation risk.
Additionally, this assumption limits the number of configurations and data that
can be used, as it can easily lead to simulations that cannot fulfil the mass con-
servation law. Simplified dynamic mesh (DM) approaches, as the ones presented
in this manuscript, are diffusion- and spring-based methods that can be useful to
capture local haemdoynamics if the region of interest (the device surface in our
studies) is sufficiently close to the region where the movement is imposed (the
mitral valve in our studies). They induce higher fluid velocity values and lead
to more realistic results, specially during the filling of the LA. Moreover, DM
approaches allow to use velocity profiles during the ventricular systole phase, re-
ducing the probabilities to have problems with continuity convergence in contrast
to rigid wall simulations. Nevertheless, if the BC are not patient-specific there can
be a mismatch between the movement created and the flow entering the LA, gen-
erating divergence. The problem of the mass mismatch can be completely avoided
when the velocity profile is used at the MV. In such a case, the mass conservation
law is always fulfilled because the income velocity to the LA it is not forced any-
more and is regulated through the pressure at the PVs. The disadvantage of using
pressure at the PVs is that systole velocity curve at the PVs, named S in the lit-
erature, is very difficult to replicate, and the velocities obtained are usually lower
than the physiological ones. Hence, the movement applied has to simulate very
well a very complex motion that produces enough negative pressure to make the
flow entering the LA. However, with the rigid wall scheme this is directly im-
possible. DM approaches are particularly useful when the simulation of LAAO
scenarios uses patient-specific data. In this scenario, the haemodynamics are well
replicated nearby the device surface, which is crucial to obtain good results as
shown in Chapter 5, where even the patient with mitral regurgitation was well
replicated. Results showed how haemodynamic indices are affected when BC are
not patient-specific, being not as accurate as when BC are patient-specific. DRT
prediction can change completely depending on the velocity defined since most
of those indices depend directly or indirectly on velocity. Yet a lot of caution it is
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needed when the US measurements are acquired at the MV to gather personalized
BC. If the transducer is placed in a deep LV position, the data gathered can largely
overestimate the results. Also, the segmentation process can be a source of errors
if the image is very noisy, higher velocities than the real ones could be predicted,
even with patient-specific data.

Dynamic CT (dCT) could not be tested in the first sensitivity analysis, since
this type of imaging technique was not available. In the second sensitivity analy-
sis, dCT were available for the studied cohort. This second study aimed to verify:
1) Whether the assumption applied to the spring- and diffusion-based methods,
only for the longitudinal movement, was a good approximation; 2) Whether when
the dynamic mesh extracted from dCT imaging is applied, the velocity waveform
in the pulmonary veins during ventricular systole could be replicated in contrast
to the other two methods tested in the first sensitivity analysis, rigid walls and DM
methods, which were not able to mimic it and; 3) The difference in results when
using one method or the other. Results showed, that the movement was very dif-
ferent from the ones simulated so far. In the AF patient, although the movement
did not follow any pattern, which was expected because of arrhythmia, the wall
was far from being rigid, confirming that the the rigid wall assumption might be
too simplistic. In addition, the results showed how the longitudinal movement was
not as long as the one imposed in the DM methods presented in this manuscript.
From the dCT, the longitudinal movement generated was 3 mm. This value is far
from the ones reported in the literature using US [133]. However, the movement
in the MV ring is not homogeneous. Recent studies performed with higher reso-
lution imaging reported that even among the different parts of the mitral annulus,
the movement varies [35]. US imaging is highly dependent on the measurement
position and on the user. Moreover the resolution is lower. Therefore, it is pos-
sible that the leaflets were included too in those measurements, explaining the
discrepancy of the results.

Using the movement extracted from the dCT improved the generation of the
S velocity curve (∼0.1 m/s), although it was still below the normal values (∼0.3
m/s). With the rigid wall scheme, this wave was not generated, and with the DM
it was very small, far from the physiological values. Other studies that applied
similar methods to extract the movement from the dCT and have reported results
at the PVs, showed also difficulties to replicate the physiological behaviour of the
pulmonary velocity S curve [50]. The Author of the present PhD thesis believes
that one of the reasons could be the omission of the role of the rest of the circula-
tory system (i.e. resistances and compliance) in the simulation setup. This belief,
which needs to be supported by further research, arose when the simulation setup
tried to be replicated in a 3D printed flow loop using the MIT 3D printed model
in collaboration with Ellen Roche Lab. In the 3D printed flow loop, the curves in
the LA during the ventricular systole were generated, due to the different open-
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close timing of system valves (simulating human heart valves), the compliance
of the chambers and the resistance of the system, rather than a movement as we
applied to the LA. In fact, the S curve at the PV was very difficult to replicate in
the 3D printed flow-loop, as well. One option to overcome this problem could be
the use of 0D Windkessel models as BC of the simulated system [139]. However,
so far, the use of 0D models as BC for 3D models has not been very successful,
because of the difficulty to find all the parameters needed to build the models, in
the literature, and to subsequently tune these parameters for every patient.

On the clinical side, clinical cardiology has been looking for strategies to bet-
ter stratify patients with AF who have thromboembolism risk, for years. Unfor-
tunately, current risk stratification measures have not achieved sufficiently high
prediction and the community continues to investigate new methods to detect pa-
tients with most risk to suffer from thrombosis-related cardiovascular events. One
of the problems is that the process of thrombus formation in those patients is not
fully understood. Like in every thrombogenesis, it is is based on Virchow’s triad,
but there are unknown players. For example, blood stasis is a factor that is not
included in CHA2DS2-VASc score. Better understanding the role of LA haemo-
dynamics in the thrombus formation in AF patients was the objective sought in
Chapter 4. As described throughout all this manuscript, several published studies
have looked for new morphological parameters, to stratify better the patients, but
few have explored the haemodynamics. In this chapter we have studied the impact
of the orientation of the PVs on the LA haemodynamics and, as a consequence,
on the LAA haemodynamics. PVs orientation determined the clashing point and
the different directions of the jets. Those orientations, together with the ostium
orientation determined not only the flow that goes inside the LAA but the washout
too. The results also proved the complexity of the phenomena. The total number
of particles which ended at the LAA after the simulation or the alignment of the
LSPV with the LAA were factors able to distinguish between thrombus and con-
trol patient groups. However, it was not possible to establish a protocol to identify
which specific LA are going to generate thrombi and anticipate, therefore, the
event without running any simulation. Thus, further research needs to be done to
understand better thrombus formation in the LAA.

Chapter 5 focused on LAAO simulations and how these can help to predict
DRT. The results followed the trend of recent published clinical studies, indicating
that leaving the PR uncovered could be a risk for device related thrombus. In one
of our studies, thanks to a workflow using specific boundary conditions, we were
able to predict correctly DRT formation in six patients who underwent LAAO and
we showed that even if the PR is left uncovered, a key factor that can cause DRT
is the blood velocity. PR creates a space for flow stagnation and re-circulation,
and the low blood velocity would be the trigger of the coagulation cascade. This
role of the velocity would explain why until now, there were documented case
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in which the PR was left very uncovered and no thrombus formed. Or it would
explain why even with the PR covered a thrombus can appear anyway. Examples
of both scenarios have been presented in Chapter 5. Additionally, we showed how
flow simulations could help companies with the optimisation of their devices as
in-silico simulations are able to inform about local flow, especially near devices
surface. Results showed how plug devices would favour flow retention and local
re-circulations compared to pacifier devices. In the latter, the disc would adapt
better to the LA anatomy and would produce straighter flow close the device’s
surface. To further explore such mechanisms, we used a first proof-of-concept
workflow based on discrete phase modelling to simulate particles attachment. The
results were in agreement with those found in the literature, which indicate that
DRT levels are higher with the Watchman device (Table 2.2). Nevertheless, there
were some limitations in our models that need to be considered. In this PhD
thesis, hypercoagulability was assumed to be due to the clinical conditions of
the patients. But since blood properties are key for thrombus formation, they
should be studied carefully, either testing non-Newtonian models or incorporating
different interactions among particles when discrete phase models are applied.
The particles used in Chapter 4 were not based on discrete phase modelling, so
they could not interact with the environment: they only followed the velocity
vector field. The particles used in Chapter 5 interacted with the wall of the LAA
but not with the device or among themselves. Therefore, the thrombus formation
at the device surface (e.g. at device’s pin where literature have been reporting as
a spot of thrombus formation) could not be studied. In addition, the attachment
was very simple, not depending on key factors such as the velocity. As a future
work, these models could be greatly improved if particle attachment would depend
on the dragging fluid velocity. Moreover, although this PhD thesis was focus
on haemodynamics, if the LAAO deployment per-se is to be studied, structural
simulations shall be added, to achieve a complete assessment of the thrombus
formation and peri-device leaks [142].

As has been previously mentioned, there is a need in the LA fluid modelling
field for generating ground truth data to benchmark the different approaches that
have been published in the literature, including various numerical strategies, blood
models (e.g., Newtonian vs. non-Newtonian flow, laminar vs. turbulent models,
etc.) and solvers. Dueñas-Pamplona et al. [29] advanced in this direction devel-
oping an in-vitro phantom that could be the basis for detailed comparison studies,
especially if more realistic LA geometries with moving walls could be incorpo-
rated. In this regard, vacuum-powered soft actuators, such as the ones developed
by Gollob et al. [49], could be a good starting point, although dyssynchronised
movements typical of AF patients can be very difficult to replicate. Moreover,
properly setting up pressures in in-vitro studies is key for the correct functioning
of the system since they are used to calibrate and to run all the flow loop. To
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the best of our knowledge, none of the in-silico studies available in the literature
have studied pressure patterns, despite their influence in heart functioning. The re-
sults of our sensitivity analysis demonstrated how different pressure patterns are
depending on the used model configuration.

Thus, besides seeking new parameters related with thrombus formation, sys-
tematic verification and validation studies are needed to build the credibility of
LAAO-based in-silico models required to integrate them as part of medical device
certification procedures by the regulatory bodies such as the FDA (e.g., V&V20
and V&V40 guidelines [134]). However, as thrombus formation is an extremely
complex problem, concrete relationships between the model inputs and outputs
are needed for validation purposes, which is not straightforward. Moreover, the
high complexity of the heart movement and its mechanical properties increase the
difficulty to build in-vitro models to validate those simulations.

On the other hand, 4D flow MRI is a promising imaging modality that is al-
ready being used to study LA haemodynamics [85], and would certainly play a
role in the near future for the validation of LA fluid models. If the resolution of 4D
flow MRI is improved, the movement could directly be extracted from its anatom-
ical segmentation without requiring additional imaging techniques. Advances in
echocardiographic imaging could similarly allow in the future to extract a reliable
3D model along the cardiac cycle. With the current spatio-temporal resolution
limitations of 4D flow MRI and echocardiography, the best imaging technique
to capture LA wall motion, key for having the most realistic fluid simulations,
remains dCT. Unfortunately, its high cost and the lack of differential diagnosis
contribution with respect to other imaging techniques that are already integrated
in the medical guidelines and hospital workflows, penalises this approach; it is
then challenging to perform large simulation studies with available dCT data.

Actually, the limited number of processed cases in our first sensitivity analysis
was due to the challenge in obtaining patient datasets including post-procedural
CT scans, covering the whole LA. In most hospitals, LAAO patients are followed
up with echocardiography or CT images, which only include part of the LA to
minimise radiation. Additionally, in the analysed cases, there was a large varia-
tion in the CT and echocardiography acquisition times at follow-up for the dif-
ferent patients. Ideally, both imaging modalities should be acquired during the
same day to better synchronise LA geometry (and deformation, if available) with
echocardiographic measurements, if flow simulations are run afterwards. Further-
more, acquisition of mitral valve velocities is straightforward with echocardiogra-
phy, thus being well suited for outlet boundary conditions. On the other hand, we
could not reliably measure velocities in all pulmonary veins (issues with right and
left superior PV) for the whole database, since the visual window was not good
enough, hence limiting their use at the inlets.

Another bottleneck for in-silico simulations, especially for intervention plan-
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ning and to be integrated in hospitals workflows, is the time invested on building
and running the models. Although computers are becoming more and more pow-
erful in terms of computational power, the models can still take hours and days to
run, depending on their characteristics and complexity. Beyond solving the math-
ematical equations, the creation of the patient-specific geometrical domain is also
cumbersome, including laborious and often manual tasks in the segmentation and
3D meshing steps. The post-processing and analysis of the simulation results can
also take significant times. Ideally, the whole modelling pipeline needs to be car-
ried out before the procedure takes place if the goal is to support clinical decisions
related to the intervention. Although the timing for operating room scheduling in
LAAO can vary a lot among hospitals, countries and health care systems, the
time between the decision to intervene and the operation day is short (approxi-
mately one week, according to our experience). Thus, the coordination between
the radiologists, the cardiologists, and the engineers, is crucial, often asking full
dedication of engineers during those days, which can be implausible in certain
periods.

Despite all these challenges in personalised in-silico modelling, we managed
to generate some of the largest cohorts of patient-specific LA fluid simulations
available in the literature, as it was presented in Chapter 4, including 30 and 131
simulated cases (with LA geometries extracted from 3DRA and CT images, re-
spectively). Initially, the segmentation approach was semi-automatic, but with
standardised criteria (e.g., segmentation up to first PV branching), which avoided
excessive manual editions of the 3D mesh. Left atrial motion was incorporated
with a dynamic mesh strategy with spring- and diffusion-based methods, in the
same way for all cases. With this modelling pipeline, each case presented in this
manuscript was performed in 48-72 hours.

During the last months, we have further optimised the modelling process by
performing the LA segmentation with neural networks, reducing the time required
per case to around 24 hours. Regarding computational time needed for simulation
convergence, advanced parallellisation schemes with larger infrastructures (e.g.,
more nodes, etc.) could also accelerate the process, although communication
overload should be considered. Numerical techniques alternative to traditional
finite-element solvers, such as the Lattice Boltzmann methods 1, or recent deep-
learning-based schemes to create fast surrogates of fluid simulations [94] should
also be studied and validated.

To conclude, although there are many challenges to overcome, computational
fluid simulations have a lot of potential to have a substantial impact and support
complex clinical decisions. In-silico simulations and other computational tech-
nologies (e.g., augmented/virtual reality, 2D/3D imaging viewers, etc.) can make

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lattice Boltzmann methods
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a difference in both, the optimisation of existing devices and in the improvement
of patient management. Specifically in LAAO, there is no current commercial
tool giving functional information on blood flow velocity, which is key for throm-
bus formation. Also, pre-planning complex cardiology procedures such as LAAO
with visual computing and 3D technologies can be beneficial to maximise inter-
ventional efficiency and minimise costs, estimated as procedural time and device
expenditure. However, the clinical translation of advanced computational tech-
nologies is not straightforward, needing to fulfil the demanding requirements to
be embedded in the existing workflows in hospitals. For instance, clinicians will
not invest more than a few minutes on planning cases that can take 30 minutes
for the intervention. Moreover, pre-planning should not add excessive complex-
ity and cost to the overall clinical workflow, thus sufficient cost-effectiveness or
patient safety impact must be proven to justify their routine use.
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Appendix A

HEARTS IN THE ANIMAL
KINGDOM

In 2018, Längin et al. [74] published an article in Nature in which they described
the long-term survival of baboons that had received a heart transplant from ge-
netically modified pigs. This was an important step forward on the way to being
able to give humans porcine heart transplants. The reason is because pig hearts
are very similar in size, anatomy and function to human hearts and they usually
are the gold-standard in pre-clinical animal testing for all cardiovascular devices
prior to use in humans to both test the safety and efficacy. But not in all mammals
is like this although cardiac diseases affect most species in the animal kingdom,
and AF it is not an exception. Understand how these diseases are develop in hearts
that have different characteristics can be key to understand the disease’s insights.
In other species such as cats, AF rarely occurs due to the small size of their hearts.
However, other cardiac diseases such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is
common in felines, with a prevalence of approximately 10–15% [104].

We studied the differences in the LA/LAA morphologies and blood flow pat-
terns in the analysed cohorts with respect to thrombus formation and cardiac
pathology. The obtained results showed significant differences between normal
and pathological feline hearts, as well as in thrombus vs non-thrombus cases
and asymptomatic vs symptomatic cases, while it was not possible to discern in
congestive heart failure with thrombus and from non-thrombus cases. Addition-
ally, in-silico fluid simulations demonstrated lower LAA blood flow velocities and
higher thrombotic risk in the thrombus cases [104].
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Figure A.1: Porcine heart extracted the 17th March 2022 by Manisha Singh and MIT
team for device testing.

Figure A.2: Computational pipeline to derive morphological and haemodynamic de-
scriptors of the feline hearts. Ex-vivo isolated feline hearts were evaluated with micro-
computed tomography (micro-CT) images, from which the left atria were segmented prior
to create 3D surface meshes. Then, shape and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
analyses were performed to derive morphological and haemodynamic descriptors. HCM:
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; CHF: congestive heart failure; ASYMP: asymptomatic.
From [104].
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Appendix B

SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

B.1 In-silico thrombogenic indices from the first sen-
sitivity analysis

In this Appendix all the time average wall shear stress (TAWSS), oscillatory shear
index (OSI) and endothelial cell activation potential (ECAP) results obtained in
the sensitivity analysis for all the scenarios tested are presented.

Scenario 4 had defined as boundary conditions (BC) a velocity curve at the
pulmonary vein (PV) from the literature and a two stages at the mitral valve (MV):
wall behaviour during ventricular systole and a constant pressure during the ven-
tricular diastole. With this scenario only converge in 2 out of the 6 patients. For
the walls, a dynamic mesh based on a diffusion method was applied. The diver-
gence was caused by the mismatch in the continuity equation.

Scenario 1 diverged for one patient (case 5), which has a constant pressure
(0 mmHg) at the pulmonary veins and velocity ultrasound curve at the MV, but
the walls were considered rigid. The divergence was caused by the excess of
fluid leaving the atrium through the PVs (non-physiological behaviour) during the
ventricular systole trying to match the continuity equation.

The scenario that used velocities curves at the PVs showed an overestimation
of the ECAP values due to the over-stagnation generated. This will always happen
when non-patient specific BC are not being used and/or the movement cannot
match the inlet profile defined or calculated through the PV.
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Figure B.1: ECAP: endothelial cell activation potential; RRT: relative residence time.
ECAP and RRT results in patients 1 and 2 (controls cases) for all the scenarios.Red cross
indicates divergence of the simulation. Higher values (red colour) indicate a higher risk
of thrombosis. The white line in the 2D maps signals the position of the implanted device.

Figure B.2: ECAP: endothelial cell activation potential; RRT: relative residence time;
DRT: device-related thrombus. ECAP and RRT results in patients 3 (controls case) and 4
(DRT case) for all the scenarios.Red cross indicates divergence of the simulation. Higher
values (red colour) indicate a higher risk of thrombosis. The white line in the 2D maps
signals the position of the implanted device.
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Figure B.3: ECAP: endothelial cell activation potential; RRT: relative residence time;
DRT: device-related thrombus. ECAP and RRT results in patients 5 and 6 (DRT cases)
for all the scenarios. Red cross indicates divergence of the simulation. Higher values (red
colour) indicate a higher risk of thrombosis. The white line in the 2D maps signals the
position of the implanted device.

B.2 Reynolds number in left atrial simulations

For the computation of the Reynolds numbers, the resulting best-case scenario
from the first sensitivity analysis was used. That is Scenario 3. The BC for this
scenario were composed by a pressure wave from AF patient in sinus rhythm at the
PVs; a US velocity curve defined at the MV; and a diffusion based dynamic mesh
for the movement of the walls. To compute the Reynolds number we measured the
velocity in two points, one in the left superior pulmonary vein and the other one
at the MV but a little above the place where we had defined the BC. The results
obtained presented the flow obtained as laminar in both, PV and MV as Table B.1
shows.
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Table B.1: Reynolds numbers obtained at the MV and PV using the average veloc-
ity. MV: mitral valve; PV: Pulmonary vein; Re: Reynolds number; vel: velocity.

Case ID Re MV Re PV
Patient 1 2260.04 875.09
Patient 2 1257.82 1129.74
Patient 3 2139.8 1132.34
Patient 4 1980.46 1132.34
Patient 5 2120.12 1623.14
Patient 6 1986.78 651.02

B.3 Second sensitivity analysis: Flow in the LAA
In Figure B.4, the velocities measured at the LAA ostium over time using the
different scenarios are presented. As can be observed, the dynamic mesh extracted
from the dCT is the scheme that reached higher velocites after the stabilisation of
the first beat (i.e. second and third beat). But overall, scenarios with the velocity
profile at the mitral valve reached higher velocities.

Figure B.4: Velocities at the ostium with the different scenarios. DM-dCT-p: dynamic
CT movement with a pressure profile at the pulmonary veins; DM-dCT-vel: dynamic
CT movement with a velocity profile at the pulmonary veins; SB-DM-p: dynamic mesh
movement with a pressure profile at the pulmonary veins; SB-DM-vel: dynamic mesh
movement with a velocity profile at the pulmonary veins; Rigid-p: rigid walls with a
pressure profile at the pulmonary veins; Rigid-vel: rigid walls with a velocity profile at
the pulmonary veins.

When the flow inside the LAA is assessed, dynamic mesh extracted from the
dCT has better washing than the other schemes independently of the scenario
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used. In the following images, complementary images of the beat from the one
presented in the main text are attached (see Figure 3.11). More specifically, early
systole, late systole and late diastole.

Figure B.5: Clip at the LAA for the different setups and movement schemes showing the
velocities inside during early systole. First row, S1, velocities are defined as inlet at the
PV and mixed BC is used at the MV. Second row, S2, pressure curve it is defined as the
PV and a velocity curve is defined at the MV. Columns refer to the different movement
schemes: first column: dCT; second column: DM; third column: Rigid.
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Figure B.6: Clip at the LAA for the different setups and movement schemes showing the
velocities inside during late systole. First row, S1, velocities are defined as inlet at the
PV and mixed BC is used at the MV. Second row, S2, pressure curve it is defined as the
PV and a velocity curve is defined at the MV. Columns refer to the differ- ent movement
schemes: first column: dCT; second column: DM; third column: Rigid.
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Figure B.7: Clip at the LAA for the different setups and movement schemes showing the
velocities inside during late diastole. First row, S1, velocities are defined as inlet at the
PV and mixed BC is used at the MV. Second row, S2, pressure curve it is defined as the
PV and a velocity curve is defined at the MV. Columns refer to the differ- ent movement
schemes: first column: dCT; second column: DM; third column: Rigid.
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Appendix C

ANALYSIS WITH FLUID-BASED
PARTICLES

In this Appendix the boxplots of the fluid-based particles for 5PVs are attached.
On the left of Figure C.1, the boxplot of the results presented in Chapter 4, with
all the cases included is presented. As can be observed there is one case within the
control group that is over 700, far from the main distribution of the control group
producing that the mean of the number of particles in the LAA is higher in the
control group than the thrombus group. When this outlier is removed, the mean
change (193.5 thrombus group vs. 169.5 control group). When all the outliers
are removed, right side of the image, the differences between all the groups is
higher but then you are at risk to commit the fallacy of incomplete evidence1. For
this reason, the results presented in the main text, are without removing any case,
directly obtained from the simulations.

Figure C.1: On the left, the box plot for the 5PVs group. At the center, the boxplot with
the main outlier (T/S group) removed from the cohort. On the right, the boxplot with all
the outliers removed.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cherry picking
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Appendix D

IN-SILICO HAEMODYNAMICS
TO IDENTIFY THE LEFT
ATRIAL APPENDAGE
OCCLUSION SETTINGS
INDUCED DEVICE-RELATED
THROMBUS

D.1 Device positioning

The devices were designed internally from the scratch from Physense lab mem-
bers. However these devices were not designed to be part of the simulation in
the first place. Therefore, in order to make them as realistic as possible hooks
were incorporated. Those hooks create a lot of problems due to the intersecting
faces, specially when the volumetric fluid mesh is generated. For this reason the
hooks were removed. In the Watchman FLX device, the part the metallic part was
closed and covered in order to make the generation of the device’s volume eas-
ier, and thus, the volumetric mesh. Once the devices were simplified, they were
placed in the left atrial appendage (LAA). The final device sizes used for every
position can be found in the table below (Table D.1).

Although the device selection presented above was done using VIDAA plat-
form [1] in order to choose the device which suited the best, and the results vali-
dated by the physicians, there were parts that stand out from the LAA. This also
happens in the reality. In fact, it’s good for the device to have some compression,
therefore, the hooks can attach well to the wall, and the risk of embolisation is
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Figure D.1: Original CAD designs and refined versions of the Amulet and Watchman
FLX devices.

Table D.1: Resulting Amulet(A)and WatchmanFLX (W) device sizes necessary
for a good sealing of the left atrial appendage (LAA) for each configuration.

Device sizes
PR covered PR uncovered
A W A W

Case 1 22 24 20 20
Case 2 22 24 20 24
Case 3 25 25 20 24
Case 4 31 31 25 27
Case 5 22 24 20 20
Case 6 16 20 16 20

very low. The compression results are presented in the table below. Some of the
compression reached very high values, specially Watchman ones. One of the rea-
sons it is due that the compression is computed taking into account all the closed
volume. As we have been mentioned above, for the Watchman, we closed the
the part of the hooks to simplify the model and be able to generate the volumetric
meshes. Nevertheless, it is clear that this action affects on the compression results.
Thus, they need to be read carefully. However, the compression was not used for
any analysis performed nor had an impact to the computational fluid simulations
presented in Chapter 5.
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Table D.2: Device volumetric compression (%) comparing the original device
volume and the volume after deployment of the Amulet(A) and WatchmanFLX
(W) devices.

Device volumetric compression (%)
PR covered PR uncovered

A W A W
Case 1 32.2 42.8 37.0 30.3
Case 2 16.2 32.2 9.9 28.2
Case 3 42.6 45.7 24.7 44.6
Case 4 38.4 42.3 21.9 36.0
Case 5 23.7 44.8 36.8 39.7
Case 6 41.6 67.1 42.1 64.1

D.2 Discrete phase modelling

In Figure D.2 the area delimited to the particles to be attached can be observed
in red. Therefore, all the particles that touched the wall, independently on the
velocity they attached to the wall. The device’s surface was not selected, therefore
the particles only could attach to the LA’s wall and other regions that the literature
reported as possible places of DRT generation (e.g. pin of the devices, [6]) could
not been studied. However, the main objective of the work presented in Chapter 5
it was to study the influence of the pulmonary ridge (PR) depending on the device
used. The PR risk factor depends more on the flow rather than the device-related
thrombus generated at the pin’s devices [93].

Figure D.2: Example of LAA separation for the definition of wall-film conditions.The
geometry corresponds of Case6 of the cohort.
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In Figure D.3 the results of the number of attached particles over time using
the discrete phase method are presented. Every patient has four scenarios tested
as has been explained in Chapter 5: 1) PR covered with the Amulet device; 2)
PR covered with the Watchman device; 3) PR uncovered with the Amulet device;
and 4) PR uncovered with Watchman device. Results showed a higher number
of platelets attached in the PR uncovered scenarios, whereas between devices,
depended on the case. Similar results were found when the velocity near the
device surface was assessed. Slightly and non significant differences were found
in terms of velocity between WatchmanFLX and Amulet, but higher velocities
were measured in cases where the PR was covered.

Figure D.3: Number of attached particles in the LAA as a function of time. The profiles
are shown for Amulet (blue) and WatchmanFLX (red) in covered PR (solid) and uncov-
ered PR (dashed) positions.
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Figure D.4: Average velocity profiles in a region near the device throughout two cardiac
cycles. The profiles are shown for Amulet (blue) and WatchmanFLX (red) in covered PR
(solid) and uncovered PR (dashed) positions.

D.3 Analysis of the blood flow re-circulations

In the following images the results obtained with streamlines, λ2 and Q-criterion
are presented. For each geometry and position,we attempted to detect the time
step where more re-circulation patterns and low velocities were detected during
the second heart beat.The streamlines and the velocity field near the device are
shown for each case and at the time step were the most complex patterns appeared
in each geometry and position are shown in Figure D.5 at systole and in Figure
D.6 at diastole.

In Table D.3 a summary of the observations from streamline visualisation is
shown for both systole and diastole of the second simulated heart beat. As a gen-
eral rule, flow re-circulation patterns at low velocities are commonly detected at
the edge of WatchmanFLX at some point during the cardiac cycle, independently
of the position of the occluder.Besides, similar patterns appear in both systole
and diastole, that is, whether flow re-circulations and stagnation are detected in
both parts of the cardiac cycle or they are not. Notice the remarkable difference
between the Amulet device in the covered PR position and the WatchmanFLX
device in the uncovered position. While in the first case few simulations predict
the presence of swirls and blood stagnation, in the latter case they are detected in
all the studied geometries and parts of the cardiac cycle.
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Table D.3: Detection of flow re-circulations and stagnation near the device using
streamline visualisation and mid-end systole (Sys.) and end diastole (Dias.).

Presence of flow re-circulation and stagnation
PR covered PR uncovered

Amulet Watchman Amulet Watchman
Sys Dias Sys Dias Sys Dias Sys Dias

Case 1 NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES
Case 2 NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES
Case 3 NO NO NO NO YES NO YES YES
Case 4 YES NO YES YES YES YES YES YES
Case 5 NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Case 6 YES NO YES YES NO NO YES YES

D.4 Vorticity analysis
In Figures D.7 and D.8 the results of the λ2 criterion analysis are shown for all
the simulated scenarios at mid-end systole and mid-end diastole,respectively. All
cases are shown at the same time step where velocity re-circulations were found
and shown in the previous section. The chosen value were the following λ2 =
50 for mid-end systole and λ2 = 200 at end diastole. According to the results,
for the most part, in covered PR Amulet configurations vorticity at low veloci-
ties was not detected during end diastole and was less common during mid-end
systole than in other configurations. The opposite happened with the Watchman-
FLX device,where relevant low-velocity vortex regions were commonly detected
at the edge of the device both in systole and diastole (see Case 1, 2, 4, 5 and
6).Vortices were also present in the uncovered PR position both for Amulet an
dWatchmanFLX device. Notice also that vorticities at low velocities were slightly
more common at mid-end systole than at end diastole.
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Figure D.5: Flow velocity field visualization with streamlines of all the tested configura-
tions at mid-end systole.Time is expressed in seconds.
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Figure D.6: Flow velocity field visualization with streamlines of all the tested configura-
tions at end diastole.Time is expressed in seconds.
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Figure D.7: Visualization of the isovolumes defined by λ2 = 50 for the different LAAO
configurations at mid-end systole. Time is expressed in seconds.
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Figure D.8: Visualization of the isovolumes defined by λ2 = 200 for the different LAAO
configurations at end diastole. Time is expressed in seconds.
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